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The Council for Cultural Ce-4.eratiou was set up by the Committee of Ministers of the Council

of Europe on 1 January)1962 to draw up proposals for the cultural policy of the Council of Europe, `to.
co-ordinate and giva.effect to the overall cultural programme of the otgannation and to allocate, the

resources of the Cultural Fund, it Minuted. by thrie permanent Committees of senior officials; for :,..

a
higher education and repearch,' for general and technical education and for out-of-school education.
All the member governments of the Council of Europe, together with Greece, Finland, Spain and the
Holy See are represented on these bodies (1). ., 0 . t

.

. . In educational matters, the aim of the Councillor Cukural CooPeration (CCC) is to help to
create conditions in which the right educational opportunities are available to yOung Europeans whatever

their background or level of anideinio accomplishment, and to facilitate their sidjustmentto changing
political and social conditions. This entails in particular a greater.rationalisation of the complex

. educational process. Attention is paid to all influences baring on thri acquisition of. knowledge, from
.4 ' home television to advanced research; from the organisation of youth centres to the improvement of

teacher training. The countries concerned will thereby be able to benefit from the experience of their
neighbours in the planning and .reform of structures; curricula and 'methods in all branches of edication.

Since 1963 the CCC has been publishing, in English and French, a'series of works of general
interest entitled "Education ir iurope", which records the results of expert studies and intergovernmental
invistiga.tions conducted within the framework of its programme. Alit of these publications will be
found at the end of the volume.

Some of the volumes in tins series 'have been published u. wench. by Armand Colin of Paris and

in English t! Harraps of London'.

These worla are being supplemented by a series of "companion vciurli's" of a more specialised

nature to which the present study belongs. . .

11*

Genera! Editor:

The Director of Education and of Culture! and Scientific Ccvanell of Europe,

Strasbourg (France,.

The opinions expressed in these studies are not to be regarded as reflecting the policy of
individual governments or of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe.

Applications for reproduction and translation* shOuld be addressed to the General Editor.
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FOREWORD BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Between 1 964 and 1 972 a Working party of the Committee on General and Technical
Education, under my leadership, was aisigne.' by the Council for Cultural Co-operation of the
Council of EdrOpe the task of studying schertas for training teachers in the use of audio-visual
media.

\

Using questionnaires launched in 1969, revised in i 971, brought up to date and .

supplemented in 1972, the working party set out to build up a picture of the activities in this
field in all the member countries of the Council ofEurope. The information received wa:
discussed at working meetings and further information and details were requested. This
resulted in a weighty but incomplete dossier made up of the replies and examples of courses
and types of training which had been, sent in.

-After the working party concluded its work in 1972, the Council of Europe asked me
to try to weigh up the findings on the basis of the most characteristic exampleii.and to defies
current and foreseeable trends.

0

This I have tried to do by drawing up a sort of,descriptive inventory of what is roszr.;
done to-train and, where necessary, retrain teachers in the use of audio-visual media.

Consclious. of the, increasing numbers of my colleagues who are involved in thiS field
I have tried tb_be practical and, wherever possible, . to give concrete examples of progrinirmn
which maybe of use to them.

I hive not. attempted to provide an exhaustive inventory (this was not possible owing to
i'arck sufficidt information from a number of countries), but have opted instead for a case.
study approach describing different types of training; taken from different countries, which
struck me as being both significant and trarnferable.

I feel that a catalogue arranged and annotatedin this way will be more useful to them
than a set. of theoretical ideas. on.the subject which they can easily find in other publicatioin.

.
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INTRODUCTION BEST COPY AVAILABLE

1. Familiarisation of teachers 'with mass media, even if they do not use them in their own 'classes',
has proved necessary, :Once they must at least try to incorporate in their teaching the random ideas
gleaned by their pupils from the "parallel school ". This they canner lo effectively unless they
themselves' are fairly familiar with the media.

O

-. However, the most important thing is to 4.rain teachers in the rational use of audio-visual media
own subjects or branch of education. Otherwise, how can one really talk in terms of modern,

.ifectiye teaching? The introduction of Modern techniques into schools can be one of the most powerfill
lczys to innovation if it is in the hands of trained and knoWledgeable teachers.

. .

Between a fairly rapid general Icnowledse of mass media in the*moderp world and an,in-depth,
. .systematic training for specific, well-defined functions; a whole range of training schetnes is required.

The variety of these schemes is, increased by the fact that their methodkand objectives differ
greatly, depending on whether they are designed.to train future teachers In training colleges pr to
retrain in-service teacher:1st the number of the latter being considerable andIheir availability limited.

2. 'Moreover, such schemes cannot e, devised and arranged solely for teachers. Other professional'
categories, also require training: all- d eXperts.fully employed in the study and promotion of audio-
visual media, experts 4n a single techn ue used in many disciplines or in many techniquesused in a
single discipline, specialised research orkers, specialists in the prOduction of media and specialists in
management in this 'sphere.

3. It was hard enough to meet th¢ needs for basic or further training in tae wide and varied field
of audio-visual media but there is n a growing demand that teachers and members of the other
professions listed above should be trained not only in the production and use of audio-visual media
but in activities within the much wider field of educational technology. This means not only the
introduction of a new dimension but the birth of a new systems approach which, in terms of both
hardware and software, involves programmed learning and computer assisted instruction, as well as
audio - visual techniques. Consequently,, some of the courses analysed below include an introdiction
to these fields, but it is not the purpose of this report to study specialised courses in these two -
techniques which have recently been introduced in schools

4. The range of training available in Europe is considerable and differs greatly in length,. varying
from one day to protracted university studies, from comprehensive courses to regular, spaced-Out
sessions, from supplementary information to independent courses and. from simple handling of equipment
to considerations of theory. Too often there seems to be a tendency to make do with a rapid grounding
in cases where thorough retraining is called'for. In the final analysis, the nature, duration and value
of training schemes depend on the role of the individual in the audio-visual sphere but also, and above
all, on the importance which university and school' authorities attach to such media, varying from an
auxiliary and very subordinate role to their completed integration with teaching methods and even
educational systemi, which would be inconceivable or unworkable without them.
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The provision of facilitiet for the productio'n and dissemination of audio-visual media, the

creation of establishments, for sPecialised training (by and for audio-visual media) and the need for
Appropriate research, call for the training of specialists who will make their careers in this field in ,

fulftime occupations as experts, training instructors, research workeii, producers, directors, technicians
or specialised administrators. The idea has even been put forward Of training educational technologists

or educational "engineers".

But what is meant by the term? In 1970, in preparation fdr a seminar held by the German
National Commission for UNESCO at Konstanz, professes LEM conducted a poll on the subject among
150 assistant and student lecturers and undergraduates of the University of Poznan (Poland). The
replies differed very widely; they, are listed below in order of their percentage.

No. in order Suggested definitions of the term "educational
technologist"

No of
replies in %

1 An educational technologist is a good methodologist who not only 'P.

specialises in education itself but is also concerned with the
,

development and use of modern teaching aids and techniques. 16.6*

2 Profession requiring the ability to deiise.theory courses for
teaching purposes, to adapt media and methods to the needs of
a given educational process and to indicate suitable teaching
techniques for the achievement of educationally dutiable ends. .15.5%

3 , A person responsible for the irclusion bf didactic principles and
media in the educational procesi. 14.4%

Organiser of the educational process with an ability to transmit
to others the art of learningoand teaching.

,,,

Profession concerned with developing the best possible
5%.educational techniques. 10 s.

6 A teacher-specialist in his own field possessing the necessary
knowledge to organise and co-ordinate the modern educational I, f
process. 8.0%

7 A person who develops teaching methods and techniques and

' Assesses their effectiveness. ..

8 An educational technologist is a superior version of the
modern teacher. 5.2%

9 A scientific worker concerned with technical aspects of
imparting information in different types of schools. 4.6%

10 Educational technology is a science concerned with the
production of educated people. 3.6%

11 A perscm responsible for introducing new teaching techniques
Into the educational process, thereby rationalising it and adding
to the range of pedagogic influences on the pupil. 2.4%

7.3%

12 A specialist In the sphere of "mouldings' the specific material
constituted by man. Hence a master pedagogue equipped with
didactic knowledge and technical aptitudes as well as c'

methodological knowledge in relation to technical media and
facilities In the educational and didactic process.

Total of 150 replies

0.4%

100 054

0
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At the above-mentioned symposium'an attempt Was made to analyse the functions of an

educational technologist. They were defined as follows: to analyse, organise,. plan, develop, monit,
evaluate and supervise educational systems based on scientific methods.

-

In fact these functions are extremely complex and diverse as the report on the symposium
indicates furtlwr on.

c

The general task of the educational technologist is:

0

- the contribution to the development and organisation of educational resources to effect
student learning;_

°.

- the constant formative evalUation of this process.

A number of activities in the field of educational technology Were idditified in, the past. Some
of the more important ones are:

f

- curriculum development, revision. consultation, supervision;

- school plant management;

- guidance and counselling;

- definition and pedagogical evaluation of the objectives;

- instructional materials development and revision.

We are also seeingthe emergence of different and complementary subjects and professions-which,
in Europe generally, give rise to different courses of training, in different institutions in mkny ands.

I Producer developers
I! Consultant developers
III Researchers
IV Managers

The training function would normally be assumed by II and III.

The professions can be centred around, or comprise combinations othe following,tasks:

- teaching methods;
- technical equipment;
- structuring;

planning;
cost analysis;
evaluation.

eluite a number of specialists are needed, es:

a. Curriculum specialists for a permanent revision of educational and learning objectives. They
!rave to describe the advantage of the learning objectives.

h. Educational managers for securing an efficient interplay of the specialists, technical media
and the students and providing professionally for a good organisational pattern for instructional
systems.

c. Subject matter specialists who are trained in the field of selecting well described contents of
instruction - according to a number of given criteria.

d. Didacticians being experts in methods and media as Well.

e. Media specialists.

f. Zxperts in tests and men= ..m

10

0

s.;



The complexity of the training required is brought out still more in the actual report on the
symposium which lists the subjects regarded as a necessary part of a course for future educational .

technologists. The figures in brackets indicate the number of experts who consiaered that subject to
be indispensable.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Psychology (5)
.educational economics (5)
educational sciences (4)
curricuhim studies (4)
programming (4)
cybernetics (4)

, methods in research. (3)
test construction (3)
media techniques (3)
system theory (3)
psychology Of learning (3) .

Information science (3)
sociology (2)
operational.research (2)
development psychology (2)
social psychology (2) °

mathematical statistics (2)

mathematics '12).
data theory (2),.;
political science (1)
futurology (1)
algorithm theory (1
teaching methodology (1)
evaluation theory (1)
philosophy of education (1)
psychiatry (1 j
electronics (1)
mathematical logic (1)
networks (1)
critical path analysis (1)
physics (1)
specific fields (1)

neuro-physiology and bio-
chemistry of learning (1)

The symposium also discuiiied at what level these studies Should take place.

Most of the experts recommend college or university level for the &raining of educational
technologists, but there is no agreement .Among them. about the level'of studies, at which this training
'Is to start._

1,

Briefly, there are four different possibilities mentioned:

1. Trainag as.an educational technologist during a period of basic study.
"University level: basic studies in a series of obligatory and advanced studies including
interpretation of scientific work but not scientific work done by the students thensselvet
in one or more specific branches of the total curriculum. "A specialbed basic s' Ady!at
a faculty of arts, mostly containing mathematics, pedagogy and psychology. "

O

2. Training on an advanced level of studies.
"There should be two levels of entry:
I - immediately after post - graduate teaching diploma;
U - after at least five years of experience.'".
"Uhiversities. Fully fledged teachers should specialise in advarned studies: ineludfng
correspondence studies."

3. Training at undergraduate as well as at graduate levels:
"Educational technology should be offered at undergraduate\ and graduate levels".

4. Specialised professional training at engineering schools.

One of 4e merits of the symposium wall that, following customary procedure in educational
technology,' it set out to define the objectives of a Satisfactory training course, drawing freely on
these of the University'of Sussex. in thii *main.

1. The Tole of educational technology

A systematic and practical study of the ways in which modern Media of comomolcation can
extend and improve teaching and learning.

41

o
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1,1 To study fundamental preblem10
of tackling them.

ititlitiatilinfsystem and different proposed methods

1.2 To study the nature of visual communication.

1. 3 To study the representation of experience through audio-visual media.

6 4

1,4 To study advantages and disadvantages of various modes Of presentation and the financial,
organisational and training problems involved in using them.

4 I,

0
1 5 To study problems p4. trends in curriculum deyelopment and the role of educational technology

in this eonteict.

116 To study findings of psychologists relevant to curriculum development and educational technology.

7 To study "the software gap" and the Contribution that present and future sources of software-Can
, make to bridging it.

-

. -
1.8 To study problenis Of innovation in education and the implications of these for the development

of educational technolOgy.
.

2. Production and evaluation ofsoftware

4

Appropriate training in-the production and evaluation of various type; of teaching materials
methodi. .

.

.. .,
. . .

2.1 To develop the ability to analyse and evaluate graphic and photographic materials:

.
2. 2 : To develop the skills-needed to 'Create graphic andphot ()graphic materials.

.* - '
:2.3 To develop shills in television prodeetion.'

. . .

To evaluate software In theatudent's own (or a related) curriculum area,

.

2.5 'T. To carry mit. project work in) the of ardio-visual materials:

r
3. Course develonnkent and programmed learnin .

. .

Practice in applying principles of cause destelop.aent and programmed learning.

st,!

3,1 To learn to define teaching andlearning objectives as precisely as passible.

3.2 To be able to classify objectiveseccording to a number of classificationschenits.
. , .

3.3 To be able to apply principles of systems analysis to course development and to the,
production of educaiteeiirinaterials. .

3.4. To be/able to devise appropriate methods of assessment and uhderstand their advantages
and limitations.

3. S To acquire useful techniques for preparing programmed materials. .

3.6 To carry out project work in the development Of programmed materials

4. In-service education .

Equipping students tO train other teachers in educational technology.

.

0
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. 4.1 TO specify different levels of,in-service education 'and to define ropriaie objectives..
4. . . i.

4.2 To recognise the role of in-service education In the educational system and draw up mode

,operational plans for in-service education in specific regions. .' . ..,

4.3 To design in-service courses for different locations and audiences and with different groups
of objectives.

4.4 To study the contribution of an information. and advisory service to lb- service education;:
f .

4. s To study the role of teacher centres in in-service education. ,
.

.. -? 4'
I...

4
, a

. 4.6 , To evaluate learOing matetiab available for use in in-service education.

4.7
.

To carry out project work in ate-development of learning materials for use in in-service
educatton.

- 4. . To participate in the planning and presentation of in- service:courses.

S. Resource planning'

4 Problems in resource planning and the design of learning spaces. ;

5.1 To study problems of deployment 'of teachers (ie team teaching, release time, etc.. .

5.

, .
To study problems of deployment of space and the design of learning spaces.

J

13

4.3 To study problems of the selestiont deployment and maintenance bf equipMent.

6 0

51. 4. To study the planning and operation of resource centres ..
a

S. S To study the resource implications of 'independent study methods..
t,

5.6 To study the use of cost benefit criteria in education with special reference to etncattSnal
'technology .

bn.the basis "of these objectives and of those put forward by BROWN and NORBERG
(Administering educational media, p. 162), one Of the symposium's working patties drew up a

model course, an outline of which is given below.

1.4

a

, ,e

.1

-',Analysis of objectives
information on the learning

processes

0

Media
knowledge

.
Project work to

develop learning mateOls
(student selected)

Evaluation
4

-114-
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An alternative cause design was also developed, which consisted of three parts:

1' ! An introductionito educational technology, based orkexiging patterns Of educational
organisations. °

2; introduction to multi-media systems, 0

o 4 # .I,
ot .

.. G

3. An introduction to individualised study (self - study) making use,, of multi-media systems.
0

PART 1: An introduction to edubational technology.

rhase t ' HoW to make the students prob'am-oriented?

O

o :I .
. t I .r

..
. .

`'
.

. / .
The student. has to learn to is.:.,,.!...! different-system-elements of teaching- learning situations, eg .' 4'

!. t.,
. . .

- objectives
c.intent(s)

- methods
- media
- teacher behaviour
- group processe17'
- learner behaviotus.

This is realised by:

videotapes of teaching-learning situations

/--..

- examples oftTV-programmes tt

i 6

- prograitimed kructmetion. . f-t,:.. ...... ,0 ' ."

4:;i.11,3 t
l'.i' . .

...-..hase 2 HoW to classify. different tygps ofr learning? (Mager, Bloom, Gagne) . f
.!:

In this-pla,., especial stress should`be put on- the conditions of learning and rot on the outcomes
e

.1. 1.
of larnin

'...'phase: 3
;
t identify objectives?

' Thii is done using televised and programm.ellagterial (see Phase 1;.

P'Ose 4 How to be conscious of the political and social context of stated objectives?
0

Tbis Could be accomplished by a course on curriculum, development.

Phase5 - How to understand teachini as the Organistation of learning situatiOns ?
, ) iA'. V..(cf, Gagne: External conditions of leansing in on to typesof learning. )

V

a

,

Phase 6 - How.can a teacher integrate the use of conventions! media Rao his classrisom work?' .

ti
This,should be tackled, in laboratory sessions.

Phase 7 t1104: o plan small instructional units?
C

Gagn6'3 analysis should be used. Alternative solutions should be devaiened..

FART 2! An introduction to multi-media systban:- -
Phase 1 - How. to integrate the learning experiences of the lint pair with an introciacdon to multi-

media sYstems?,

This phase should be focussed on the mlemal conditions of lemming, being a starting point
for a rational design of multi -media system,

A

a

0

0

O

a
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' Phase 2 -How e media?'
i LA

(Briggs, Campeau, Gagne, Tosti, etc. )

'PhaSe 3 kw to plan Anal' instructional units?
,-

. ,
(This instructional, phase parallels Phase 7 of Part I. ).

Y.

p1

.,,-..
Phase 4 - How to produce an instructional unit? a

,*:;.1.;

""'llie student- teacher mdst have. experience in producing'audicr.:VisUal materials". This. implies

3o-operation with technically..equipped.institutions. Oiherwise.the design of the basic 'come
is threatened by being restricted to verbal media.; .. .

.: .
0 to . ,

"Phise S - How toqind out about existing multi-media systeMs?
.

. . . .

.:This information ihoUld b corTeiated with the.formerihases.and spqcial attention mould lie
0 . f'

paid to: ; ., : 0, P. .' -..'
,

,,.:,.,
. a : - I' . ..

the gay between operating systems and diortheolit of systems detign, eg the lack of any.
.4'indighalisation in, present inulti-media systems) . °

.a
v.

- the influences of multi -media sYsteMs On, grouP.liehaViour, whose consequences art still
'' . r

IPIISP°wrk:

: . ..

Phase 6 KIR to uncierstand.teacher7rolei isfmulti*Inedi; system? 7 \ .

? k
-:This student must' be aware. of a growing differentiation of the teacher-role, 'eg planning dm

.

. learning processc:guiding thispieces.1 'and -_emoting small grOup work.
. . .,

Phase 7.- liOw.to,train tlfe stUdent-te9Fher is working in small groups on the dmigt of multi -media
.,sytteins? . ..

6.

.4 phaswparsalfels:Phase '7 of pert )

PART 3:. An; introd4Otion,i9 individualised study (self-study)

' '" °-

Phase 1 . How to understatid therarglimenu for individualisation?

4Sw.
(Individual differences, social determinants.)

Phase 2 - Hoy its find relevant criteria for designing multi -media systems?
I 4

Phase 3 - How'to develop a short multi-media course based on individualised 'turning? (4 wecksj

phase 4 - How to develop test items for this kind of individualised instruction?

Phase S How to develop appropriate skills in small .group v.rptk?

Phase 6 - How to evaluate this system? 6

Pt t
Having established theprinciples, let us see how they arc applied in the European educational

system. We find that there care already a number of institutions, mostly in higher educaticm, which
offer a general type ottrainhig inaudio.ovisual methods and techniques as a whole or in educational
teChnology, Courses also exist for research specialists, production specialists, technicians and
administrator,;.., .

0

a

*
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I am aware of the ambiguity of this term but by "generalists" I mean people, usually former
teachers, trained on sufficiently broad lines to make them, paradoxically, "specialists" in a general
field, educators who have decided to devote their whole professional energies to audio-visual media and
educational technology and seek to acquire extensive 'knowledge over a wide area, even though they may
decide to specialise more in their subsequent studies.

The symposium at Konstanz provided 'a good definition of thepre-conditions for sub courses and
rightly emphasised the importance of both broad objectives and a broad training.

In realising. a basic Course we have to cope with many constraints. The committee spout some
time in ch.cussing problems 'concerned with how the lessons of these educational. technology training
programMes could be applied in conditions which were not receptive to their integration: IC is absolutely
necessary that, in developing courses, the actual situation of teachers Should be kept in mind. It is the
problem of a balance between "folkloristic" tendencies (cf. Miles, 'Innovation, on Education) in present
situations and a future oriented approach. . ,

The committee developed some ideas about the prereqUisites for courses in educational technology.

Prerequisites.

Specification or requirements and prerequisites in respect of students, teacherf and other personnel, -
*IT equipment and systems.

. Even within a teacher-centred, didactic, hierarchically structured system it is poisible to change.
the attitudes; value structures, knowledge and skills and behaviours of students. What is essential is that
a student either possess or can acquire the curriculum knowledge required for setting objectives, and
designing projeCt activities and evaluations. 'The professor should be capable of making intelligent
judgements and suggestions ina range of curriculum' areas and be able to use curriculum advisors
(eg other professors, research students). He.should also bee master of techniques of instructional design
and evalsiation. 'He should have experience in co-operating with AV-teChnicians. He should have.
.experience of research in multi-media instruction and progra;nmed instruction as well as in system

, development.' . .

The 'course professor is one key element in this system. Anotheris the technical assistant who
must sometimes assume the role of a professor as well as organising the facilities, advising on media

4 and carrying out technical. duties. The facilities. for media ffamiliarisation should includes audio-tape.
recorder, slide -and overhead - protector, loop and/or movie projector. . In addition, text reproduction
(*kit duplicator or:betterf isneeded.

. . . .

Self-instruction in equipment control and self-management in teamwork for tasks, evaluation,
discussion..and invention is eSsential to change students' conceptions of professor/student roles and to

4 , develop Work alined at student participation, group work, and pupil autonomy - the counsellor,
advisor and critic aspects of teaching becoming assimilated through imitation and through interaction
between groups. Information transmission and reception is facilitated when students need to find
Information' before making decisions and to-Operatively assemble abstracts and examples, share
experience and skills and learn how to pall on other people to get expert advice etc.

,

0

The course must .provide opportunities for using taxonomic classifications and appraising them
.comparatively. It should also give practice in developing alternative systems in the face of more and
more restrictiVeland realistic.) constraints of time, equipment, etc. Specific areas of knowledge to
be acquired during the course are those concerned with analysis Of objectives, tasks, learning
processes,..stimultis conditions and evaluation methods. Such a scheme is probably transferable to
developing countries. There are already, eg in countries like India, skilled educational technology

, .

experts. Where they are scarce, teacher training professors will need to be educated and trained in
advance.
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If teachers who receive training in educational technology are employed in schools which
resist innovation it is impartant that there shoulcrbe supporting services which maintain and reinforce
attitudes and practice of educcitional technology. Such Services as local teachers': centres (dedicated

, to the spread of innovation), opportunities fOrreunion.with Other innovating teachers, participation in
experiinenta) projects.or.deffelopment work sponsored by a university or education ministry, are needed
to help these teachers to resist the constraints of traditional teaching environments and discouragement
by colleagues or principals. .

6 .

-But membeni of the symposium also reached thitconclusionthat no single course would be
sufficient and that, even in the .training of consultants and specialists-in educational technology,
courses of different types are needed. The table below outlines their proposnls.

.
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Trainfng needs in educational technology

.

. Population

`

.

.

Researchers
. Consultants for

national
development

!

.

.

-'

.

Producers and I

directors ..
Consultants for
management and
local development
Teacher trainers
(in-training)
In-service trainers

*. (givers.of long
coursea)

.

Trainers (givers
of short courses)
Aftercare
consultants
Teacher educators
(updating) .

Managers
Team leaders for.
loCal development
Information.experts

.

.

Teachers
Managers
Support perSonnel

_ .

,

.
.

Training
mode '

.

. .. ,,./.... ,

.

Courses (3 years) i

Information :

service

I

i

Courses. (1 year) !

Information ;

service
Consultancy

,

.

.
.

Courses
(2-10 weeks)

.Projects
Information service
Consultancy

..

,

The basic .course
. (group A)
Short courses
(1 day to 23weeks)
Projects
Consultancy '.

Information service.

Location
.

.

., .

National and
international

.

National and
international

.

.

. .
.

.4
. .

i
Regional . ,

_. .

.

Local
. 4.

Prerequisites

.

o
.

.

Graduates

.

.. A

1-,

.

1. Teachers in
services

2. Teacher
educators..

3. Graduate;
team

should contain some
of each)
Local consultants
and teacher .

educators must be
from 1 or 2

.

I,. Teachers in
. service

2. Support
'personnel

.3. Managers
.

..
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Hence the variety of training' schemes introduced in Europe by a number of specialised Bodies
which we shall quote in illustration,

I- 1, -

The University of Sussex (Great Britain) has, since 1968, been running a one-year course based
on the very wide objectives defined earlier (pages 9, 10, 11) which fall Under S headings:

- the role of educational technology;
- production and e aluation of software;
- course developm nt and programined learning;
-. in- service educa on;
- resource planning.

The course i finally focused on an in-depth analysis of educational technology, as the description
given in the-report on the Konstanz symposium shows,

The Sussex diploma in educational technology. is a onegYbar full-time advanced course offered'
by the School of Educational Studies of the university in association with the Brighton College of Art.
It Is intended for qitalified teachers with at least five years' experience,. educational administrators and
-,lecturers in colleges of education, technical colleges and univeriities; other 'applicants may be
"considered. Those who.complete the course. will be trained to select, produce and evaluate educational
materials, assist in.resource planning, train teachers in educational technology and organise developments
in this field. The course is intended to help meet, the national heed fOr trained experts'in educational .
technology,, and,' in order to justify thetime and expense of running a course in educational technology
at the advanced level, it concentrates on training people4to will then be qualified to train other
teachers and advise on importint decisions regarding the introduction of new techniques, materials and

411.. equipment. The main objectives of the course are as follows:

. I. To provide .a systematic and practical study of the ways in ,which modern Media of
:

communication can extend and improve teaching andlearning.

To give 'appropriate training in the production and eyaluation of various types of teaching
materials and methods.

3. To give practice in applying principles of course development and programmed. learning.

'4. To equip students to train other teachers in educational technology; and .

1

5. T. tackle problems in resource planninland the design of spaces.

Two Special problems arise in an advanced coune of this kind, the problem of unity and the
o problem of diversity. The problem of unity arises from the independent development of the disciplines

' -which constitute educational technology, eg television and film productions, 'use of audio-visual
Sesames, progiammed learning,. etc. This has oftenled to a situation in which each specialist applies
a' particular medium Or method to any problem for which it seems relevant with little remci for the
potentialities'of other methods, The term "edUcational technology" ,lias signified an :Attempt to
amalgamate these separate sPecialisms in a problem-oriented rather 'than a media-oriented or a
method - oriented approath, and the ideal educational technologist needs t:. be suffiaiintly knowledgeable
about all these methods and media to be able to select the appropriate combination for each problem.
But 'at present most of us have been trained only in one,aspect of educational technology and lack the
necessary. breadth of experience. If the course is to have some unity and the students are to make their
own synthesis, carefully pi :toned team teaching is necessary; it cannot be taught as a series of separate
and apparently unrelated seminars.

The prOblem of diversity is caused by the very' different skills, experiences and objectives that
the stu en bring to the donne, In order to make the most of this we have tried to create a team-
lea ng situation in addition to a team teaching situation; and have made it clear that vtfte often
students will be part of the teaching tean, and faculty part of the learning team' This helps solve
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the problems of differential entry, but we also have to solve the problem of differential objectives by
allowing the students to specialise in those aspects of educational technology most relevant to their
interest and their intended careers. We have tried to cater fq the diversity of their objectives in three
ways; by allocating a personal tutor, by flexible assignments, and by project work. Each student can
discuss his course 'and career problems with his personal tutor who can help him maintain a balance
between breadth and depth. Many of the assignments are specifically designed for an individual student
or pair of students; and some of the second term and nearly all of the third term will be spent on a major
project. The project will be related to the situationsto which he is returnipg and will probably be
concerned either with the institutions froni which he was seconded ur with part of the .ongoing work of
the centr:., rarticutarly the Sussex resources for learning scheme.

I. is also important to Strike a balance between providing the student with a repertory of skills,
techniques, and methodi, and applying this repertory to educational problems which range from
curriculum:development and production and evaluation of materials to the allocation and organisation
of resources and the planning of in-service education, The repertory should include methods of
Curriculum analysis and evaluation, vtechnique of programined learning, production skills for graphic
and photographic materiels, methods of resource organisation, storage, maintenance and retrieval,
and possibly television productiOn. But it is difficuktolecide what degree of competence to expect.
the student to achieve in the limited time available. A reasonable minimum might be sufficient t '

.experience to be able to select appropriate metlicek for each situation, to be able to brief prOduction
specialists and to be able to evaluate their work. Above this objectives are likely to be
determined by the personnel anfacilities of the teaching institution and the skills and talents of
the individual struients.-' The roblem-oriented part of the course can be conducted on a case study
basis with the students providing much of the source material.. The problems on which the student's
repertOry of skills, technique and methods can be foctissed are of three main types; problems related
to curriculum development and the production and evaluation of suppoi materials; problems related
to work 'as an advisor with responsibility for in-service education; and problems related to planning and
policy making at the school; district and regional levels.

The first of these problem areas is concerned with the development, -implementation and
evaluation of curricula.. 4Different methods for analysing curricula and classifying objectives can b.
introduced and related to problems of evaluation, and particular care should be taken to reconcile
the need for evaluation with the difficulty. of finding suitable methods, so as to counteract the common
tendency of educational technologists to limit their objectives to those that can be most easily evaluated.
The selection of,appropriate modes of teaching and learning and of appropriate resources is also best
diacuped on a case. tudy basis, and procedures for curriculum develoPment and bnpleMentatiOn should
be analysed. A minimum objeCtive might be to enable the student to write practical and workable
proposals for projects. Of this kind: The second problem areis concerned with the organisation. of an
information and advisory service and of in- service education. How can teicheri be helped to identify,
lOcate and'obtain or else produce the resources they need? How can they be helped to evaluate
resources? What is the role of a teacher centre? Does an educational technology adviser concentrate
on visiting schools, riming-in-service comics Or supporting curriculum development work? What
kinds of in- service courses are needecii-where should they be located and how should they be planned?
None of these questions can be ansverLd without special reference to local circumstances. The third
problem area of resource planning and policy making is a particular concern of our centre at Sussex

),
as it is closely related to much of our work in the university and to the SussexSussex Resat** rces for Learning
Scheme. It is also an area for which the Americansituation'is particularly relevant as many of their
innovatory policies .and institutions have already matured and their successes arid'failutescan be
examined.. A study of resource centreSat the departmental, school, 'local and regional leVels. is
particularly important, and the 'role of the "education industry" should also be considered, along with
the work of national organisations such as the Schools Council, the National Council for Educational
Technology, the Nuffield Foundation and the Educational Foundation foLVIsual'Aids. It is also useful
for advanced students to look at the fundamental problems of innovation in.echication and to formulate
and discuss akernativ strategies.

J
4."
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An essential Pare of the planning procedure for courses of this kind is the listing of objectives

an integral Approach to educational technology,. and.to illitstiate this point a set of classified objectives
was given (1) which relate to the type of course whose general principles were walling. The emphasis

. given to the component parts. of such 'a set of objectives will clearly vary according to specific situations
but the overall characteristics of this approach seem to be generally valid. .

9 I - 1. - b.

Since 1956; the Audio-Visual Centre of the' Ecole-Norrnale 'Superieure, Saint-Cloud (France)
has been running two annual courses from September to June comprising between 900 and 1, 000-hours
in all and requiring anattendance of about 30 hours a week,

i

These courses are primarily intended for in-service teachers under the age of 45 with at
least 5 years service experience. Every year there are over 700 applicants, out of whom a out 60 are
selected by a comm4ttee made up of representatives of various ministerial and university au aides and
of the Saint -Cloud Teacher Training Cc lege. A few French and foreign fellowship holders, who.must
alieady have. their master's degree (mattrise) and, attain, are selected from a great many applicants,
aralso admitted to the two.ccurses. The course at Saint-Cloud is primarily designed for secoidary
school teachers with a degre.e.iind the agregation,' assistant university lecturers, denartement school
inspectors and students. The Caine at Toulouse gives preference to lower secondary school teachers
(with or without a degree) Id staff from practice schools attached to teacher training colleges.

.,

The nature e and objectives 'Of. co ursesthese coues have changed considerably since 1956.

They are now Mainly geared to the needs of

futureleacher trainers (educational advisers at training centres for upper secondary school
teachers, staff of leacher training colleges, teaching phictice supervisors);

candidates for responsible posts in French audio-visual services: Office Francais des
Techniques Modernes d'Education (OFRATEME), Institut.National de. Recherche et de
Documentation Pedagogiques (INRDP), Centres Regionaux de Documentation Pedagogique (CRDP),
Centres Departetnentaux de Documentation PedagogiqUe (COOP), universities, grandes ecoles, 'etc;

candidates for pats outside France (especially experts for French overseas aid schemes and
_Intecnational agencies such as UNESCO or ILO.

In recent years the courses have progressed beyond the rather narrow concept of audio-visual
teaching and provide a training in new disciplines such as grasp dynamics, programmed Instruction
and data processing. Here again, the trend is for numerous activities to develop around the concept

of educational technology. 0

The courses at Saint-Cloud and Toulouse have many points in Common. The difference between

them lies mainly in the entrance standards of the participants.

It is worthwhile describing the content of the Saint-Cloud course as many foreign training courses,

both inside and outside Europe, have already been modelled upon it.

The cause is based on:

first a general training involving different audio-visual techniques;

second, ns permitting more advanced specialisation either in .1. ii

modern educationaltechniques.

(1) See pages 9, 10, '11 above.
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The icadenti4 year is divided into 2 semesters of more or less equal length:

..

1st semester: mid-Septembei to end of january

Devoted entirely to core-curriculum studies attended by .all-participants.

r

* 2nd semester: Feb:vary to June

Devoted partly to core-curriculum studies partly to group activities (with options).

CURRICULUM

A. 1st semester

Comprising four sections:

- initial core-curriculum studies;
- practical. work;
- core-curriculum studies in preparation for practical work; .

- presentatioi of audio-visual material and research by the Audio Visual Centre.

A. 1. Initial coreeurriculum studies (1st week of comse)

- Aim: to raise a number of didactic issues from the outset of the course.

- Topics covered:

. General educational problems

. The challenge of the media

. Psychology alui didactics
. SChool Ind society
. AV and teaching

The didactic implications
. Linguistics
. Reading of images
. Problems of distant teaching in France and abroad
. Major-experiments in educational-mass media-abroad.

Each topic is closely linked with a bibliography issued to partiCipants before the start of the
course.

:A.2. Practical work (8 fiie-day weeks)

Aim: introduction to different techniques of production of audio-visual material.

For the purposes of this practical' Work, course members are divided into groups of about ten and
receive successive training in the following: -"

r . Photography: plus, laboratory work in black and white (1 week)
. Filming -16 mm, black and white, silent film (1 week)
. Closed-circUit television (1 wcek
. Sound: recordings, making tapes, mixing (1 1/2 weeks)
. Slide/tape programmes (1 1 /2- weeks)
. Making transparencies for overhead projectors (1 week)
. Class recordings through clOsed-circuit television (1 week),
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A. 3. Core-curriculum studies in preparation for this practical work

re Projection equipment

- Technological aspects of still and cinema projection equipment'
- Handling of audio-visual equipment in common use

K Physiology of perception: sight and hearing

es Guidance on the aesthetics of the image

- Representation of space and objects
- Perceptual training and appreciation of works of art
- Image components: colour, form, medium-
- Comparative history of painting*.ed photography plus classroom applications .

* Preparation for practical work inphotography .

- Elementary optics applied to photography
- . Technology 'of the camera ,

- Photographic compeeition and centering
- Photography emulsions and lighting problems

le Preparation for prictical work in cinematography

- Common definitions of cinematographic vocabulary
- What is a shooting script?
- Technical analysis of 2 short films - one silent and onesound film

* Preparation for practical TV work

- Principles of television .

- Use of a camera and closed-circuit television

O

* Preparation for practical work in "making transparencies for overhead projectors"

- Semeiology of 'graphics
- Different methods of nialdng transparencies
- Presentation and analysis of overhead transparencies

ut Preparation for practical sound work.

_ -.Technological aspects_of_the tape-recorder
- Diction classes
- Ear-training: learning to listen to a sound broadcast
- Technical analysis of radio broadcasts and sound tracks

re Preparation for practical work in "making tape/slide programmes"

- Principles_ of building tape/slide programmes
&crimples and analysis of tape/slide programMes

J
4

A.4. Presentation of audio-visual products and research by the Audio-Visual Centre, oy subject, 4 :

- Philosophy, sociology, psychology
- Teacher training
- Humanities
- Foreign languages
- History/geography
- Natural sciences
- Physics/Chemistry

Mathematics.

'12v.op
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Comprising three sections:

- core-curie:puns studies (1.1/2'days a- week)
- group work in options (3 days a week)
- making of AV teaching material in options (2 weeks)

11.1. Core-curriculum studies (45 three-hour sessions) covering the following subjects:

Problems of image
Problems of sound
AV and didactics

° . AV and educational psychosociology
Distant teaching systems

°The developing countries
. Environmental requirements for educational AV (problems relating to planning, management,

documentation, architocture,. etc)
Studies concerned with sectors of AV (AV and revitalisation of French, modern mathematics,
elementary education, etc.)
Programmed learning
Data processing

Visits to audio-visual centres are also arranged as part of these core-curriculum studies.

8.2. Croup work (2S-30 three-hour sessions per subject) o

0
Participants have seven-subject options:

- Teacher training by CCTV
- Comprehension of AV messages by school audiences
- Language methods
- Photography and stilb
- Croup dynamics
- Programmed learning
- Data processing

Every participant must enrol ill at least two groups.

E. 3. Making of audio-visual teaching material 8,1. consecutive five-day weeks)

As a continuation of the introduction to practical work of the first semester, all course members
'lave an opportunity of making more elaborate audio-visual material in the second semester. This is done
during the first half of June and is preceded by prepargtion work spread over the whole of the second
semester. There is a choice between the following different techniques:

- Photography and overhead transparencies
- Filming (16 mm sound or silent film)
- Closed-circuit television
- Sound programme
- Tape/slide programme

4

N b Course members and permanent staff hold monthly round table meetings to clarify any problems
which may arise during the course an4 enable them to be dealt with as quickly as peesible.

c
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Up to 1969-70 the course at Toulouse was geared to training technicians to an elensentiry level
where they were capable of handling audio-visual teaching equipment and making simple material such
as photographs, slides and tape/slide programmes; The course-was thereby fulfilling the training
requirement of the overseas services for staff without the baccalaurdat, of mainly African and Malagasy

origin.

Since 1969 -70 a radical change has been made. Teachers without the baccalaureat are no longer
admitted to the courses run by the Audio-Visual Centre. At Toulouse an extension of the centre's course
has been introduced with a syllabus similar to that of Saint-Cloud.

. -

In 1972-73 the breakdown of activities was as follows:

- lectures and seminars (educational psyChology, masa media, sociology,
lemeiology, etc) 30%

- technology 10%

- practical work in making audio-visual teaching material.. 30%

- research work under the guidance of staff of the Audio Visual Centre 309

100%-. .

, , ..

It will be noted that:6014 of the activities are concerned with the acquisition of knowledge;cir
methods either through lectures and seminars or through research work, some of which.is linked with
experimentsconducted in schools in Toulouse. ... .., ...

The main difference between the course at Toulouse and that of Saint-Cloud lies in the categories
of applicant selected, namely, elementary or lower. secoidary school teachers. The training of such
teachers in Toulouse by a permanent team of general staff, assistedverlodically, by staff fromlhe
is easier at a distance than that of teachers with a secondary school certificate or the agrtgation, who
are necessarily assigned to Saint-Cloud in view of their specialisation.

I. *- I. c.

The Adam Mikiewicz University of Poznan (Poland) has a Centre of New Edticational Techniques
where, at UNESCO's request, a training course was compiled for educational technologists, which was
described atthe.Konstanz symposium.

The Course has a two-year syllabus designed for university and training college graduates.

-This course, which is again slanted towards educational technology,, sets out to preserve an
even balance between the theoretical principles of such technology and practical, activitiesand
between lectures, supervised group work (tonvenatoriurns) and,practical work,

Not Subjects Timetable

1. Training objectives at the time of
the second scientific and technical
revolution

2.. Philcsbphical.premises of education
and study, ;having regard to the theory
of cognition

3. Biological and neurophysiological
principles' of eduCation-

4, Psychology of stuck and 'education '
5, Sociological premises of education

Lectures Conversatoriunis Practical work

4

5

4 4

19': 10 , 10

.5

4

0
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6. Logical prix. iples.of education
.--- s

7. Cybernetics and principles of
communication

8. Psychology and organisation of the
educational andstudy cycle

.

. Didactic praxeology, town-planning,
school architecture and functional
aesthetics of the educational
infrastructure

10.. Iiidactic..ergonomics

11: Technology of rhetoriC and audio-
visual style 'in the transmission of
inforniation -

..12, Principles of didactics ,

13. . Modem teaching methods

14. Didactic media ,

15. Construction, Operation and
utilisation of technical teaching

. equipment, with rudiments'of
*electronits, stereoscopy, and

16. Audio-visual teaching
a, schools radio :

b. educational television

17. Programmed instruction
a. manuals
b. machines

18. . Systems-,ofassiiiiiiiiiof-the
.teaching results

19. Pedagogic and economic eificcy
'..of training techniques concerned
assessment of efficacy in the light
of teaching expetience .

20, Specific methods based-on
general. didactic Aechnology

21. COrelation of research with,, intetnational documentation on
. its findings -....._

22. Teaching practice in schools

23. Preparation of theses

Breakdown of timetable

Classes 211 hoist;
, Convenatoriums 241

Practical work 295
Teaching practice 153
Preparation of theses 3C10

Total 1200 hours

Timetable

Lectures . Conversatoriums Practical work

8
. r

S

., .
10 10 ,

.

10 . 10 10

9 ...

. .0

10 5

5 15

.., .

5 15 10

S S 20
.

10 20

10 10 20

..

holography 10 20 20
. 0

5 0

0

S I- 10 ' 10
5 15 .15

10 20. -20
10 .20 20, .

.
0

10 20 '20
.. , .

-

10 10 30 .. .
n %

30 10 60

0.

10 10
..,

.,, .
.

153 o

300

211 241 748

As there are 30 weeks in an academid yhao r the couse Occupies 20 hours a week.

c-,z6
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The Natibrral Committee for Audio -visual Aids in Education in Great Britain now offers a diploma
coursein educationatechnology requiring full-thne atte nce for one academic year or ite.equiValent
spread over a maximum of three years, The course n on strictly practical lines, with emphasis' on
piodnplion of material by the students and teachers to g part.

NAims of the course: .

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

The diploma course is designed to giv5 an' appreciation of the role. of 'a systems approach.in
teaching and learning and the ability to apply kin individual sitrfations, including the appropriate use of
educational media and methods. This will include: .- e

a., an undejrtanding of these aspects of individual psychology and of the theories of communication
and learning which are relevant to curriculum phinning and the effectivintilisation of educational
media;

b. a thorough understanding of the potential strengths and limitations of different means of
communication;

c. the ability to solve problems in resource planting and in the design of learning environments
for the Use of audio-Visual media; e

d.

e.

f.

041 g.

sufficient scientific knowledge to give-an understanding of the principles on which audio-visual'
equipment functions and the mechanicalskills required for its operation;

.

the skill to design, produce and present appropriate .educational materials;

a knowledge of the sources of information on existing audio-visual equipment and materials and
of the criteria to be applied in the appraisal of these learning aids;

knowledge of the sources of both published research and of information on significant new
developments in educational technolOgy.

Nature.of the courses'

The course consists of: .

a. attendance at short non-residential Courses held at the NationifAudiovVisual Aids Centre.
Af.ach,Of these courses ia'repeated at least once a year: Candidates for the diploma will be

expected tq attend:
.

; J.

b.

4

i. all courses.lethe Theoretical Basis of Educational Technology section of the programme;
IL at least eight of thcourses in the Educational Media section Of the programme;

at least two courses in the Management of Media Resources and Services section;
0

completiOn4 the projects' deicribed below;

c. tutorials, guided reading, essays and other written work*, visits.'

The minimum length of the course is oneacademic year full-time or an equivalent period part-time
0 ,and the course must be completed and all work submitted for assessment within a muxhnpm period of three

years.

1

The course essentially integrates learning at the centre with practical teaching experienCe; the
:latter forms a very important part of the Course.'

I (
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Self-instructional 'Learning Package

The candidate will prepare a learning package for individual or small grasp self-instmetitestal use.
The topic selected by the candidate for this project should be such as appropriately to include a
variety of audio- visual materials combined, if necessary, with work 'assets. This package
should normally be used by the candidates' own students, evaluated and modified where necessary,
before submission for assessment.

.4.,
= Media mples..,

The candf be required personally l''3 prodtiee and submit examples oh. non - projected'
aids, Phot and duplicating work, photographic slides, 'overhead projection transparencies,
an 8 milt c g film, a synchronised slide/tape programme, in educational television '

program!: and a programme:item. These materials should, as far as possible, .be designed for
use with e candidate's own students..

- faure list

1

audio - visual materials ,

The 'candidate will prepare a bard index of audio-visual materials and their sources for a
specific topic not already cbmprehensively covered by a single published list.

At laist 30 of the 200 to 300 items listed should be examined by the candidate and brief
appraisals of these iterns'ishould be included oir'the index cards.

a.

- Study of an aspect of educational technology t...

,,,,,f. . - .
' 0 r

a A:'
The study should htclude some element of origivil thinking, experiniental approach ter*search,
and the final report should be at least Si. 000 words in length and be illustrated m apprOptiate

..,.
with photographs, graphs or diagrams.

I. -I. - a.

a

Again in Great Britain, the Plymouth Polytechnic runs a one-term intensive course leading to a
diploma in educational technology; The 'origins, objectives and curriculum of this CM11114, which is

P

'designed to_train key members of staff, are of particular interest.

Otigins and development of the cosine:

T7
A broad cross-section of educationists ink that schools, colleges and industrial training .

establishments needed key members of staff to plan and control the introduction of new techniques

. and facilities in an educationally and economically viable manner and to encourage their colleagues to
make' baiter use of the existing equipment.

J'

` Plymouth Polytechnic and iateter Uldvenity Institute of Education were chprged with the. task of

developing an appropriate course. .

Members and officers Of the National Council of Educational Technology have made valuable
suggestions in the. development of the curriculum4 These and Plymouth's experience have enabled the
objectives to be clarified, and a programme has been'devised which contains-all the elements required '
to achieve them. At the same time, the course is sufficiently flexible.to make it equally useful to '
prtmary and secondary teachers, further and higher. education lecturers, industrial training officers and

educational' aadministrators.
.

Objectives of the courses

1. To enable course members to appreciate the implications of modern educational thought and the
need to improve the efficiency of educational and training processes. .

0.0

I .

a

0
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2. To modify attitudes, where 'necessary, of willingness to work as part of a team to achieve 4n

educational goal.

3. To provide the knowledge and skills necessary to apply a Systems approach to curriculum
developmdht.

4. To develop the ability and skills. necessary to select, develop, produce and evaluate educational
materials and Methods appropriate to any given need,

.To qualify those who,:complete the course to assist in the training of their colleagues in the use. of
modern methods and media.

Curriculum plan

The.eurrieult.m is planned to attain the above objectives through the application of a systems
approach to the course itself, Two main strands run throughout the cause and are developed in parallel.

1. The study of the learning process with special reference to:

a. sociological background and psychology of the learner;
b. learning environment;

o .c. curriculum structure;
cl, .efficiency of organisation, methods and media.

2. Basic training in:

e

a. application of the systems approach to educational organisation and curriculum dedelopment;
.11. use and care of modem teaching and learning equipment,. including all forms of audio-visual

aid;
c. production, use and evaluation of modem teaching materials, including thee for use with

. all forms of audio-visual aid and programmed texti; . . .

d. working in teams to achieve given educational objectives, eg by the planning, preparation.
and production of an eduCational television programme,

The practical arrangements for achieving the above targets are illustrated by accompanying
diagrams.

These five examples of advanced courses of study for specialists give an idea of the developments
we may expect in Europe in the next few years. Universities and other qualified bodies are planning
courses of this kind to meet the demand in a new sector in which amateurism must gradually give way to
a new type of professional.

I - 2. In-depth training of specialists for particular geographical sectors

There are few instances id this type of training in Europe. Generally speaking, specialists in
audio-visual media, oreducational technology are sent into the field on completion of their studies and
adapt their knowledge to particular geographical sectors as best they can.

However, an attempt is made during their training to relate their studies to these sectors, in
which the developing countries take priority, since conditions for the production and use of new
tedhnological advances are very different in such countries.

I - 2. - a.

In France, for examples efforts have been made in this directions, but, for the most last, they
are not institutionalhed. .

.60
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Over a period of about ten-years, the course tun by the Audio - Visual Centrs ofthe Ecole Norma le
Superieure of Saint-Cloud at TouloUse catered for French, African or Asian teachers who, on completion
of the oneYear course, were all to return tq developing countries to run audio-visual centres, productiOn
or training services or technical scheines in the audio-Visual sphere,

ln addition to basic studies on teaching and audio - visual techniques, participants received
diversified training.

. . .
not, although the problems of schools in the developingcountries were studied, the curriculum

also included many sessions on the use of audio- visual techniquiss in fielcds where adets as well as
children had to be reached by new methodss' health education,. combating of illiteracy, community
development; etc..

, 0.

Secondly, the practical production work was done with suitable strong, economical and
tropicalised materials of the type which participants were likely to. find in their' posts and which are used
,in the intermediate stages of technology.

. .

.This specialised course at Toulouse was discontinued four years ago when the French Ministries
of Education and Co-operation decided, in agreement with the main African States concerned, that it
was preferable foss the specialised part of the training to be given locally after a more general training
supplied by the present courses at Saint-Clouctand Toulouse,

However, personnel taking part in major experiments -in the mass use of audio-visual techniques
in Africa, such as those in Niger, Ivory Coast and Mall, received specialist audio-visual training at the
Institut Pedagogique National until, 1970 and at the OFRATEME thereafter as well as, of course, at the
Saint-Cloud Audio.:Visual Centre. In addition, after specialist French and African staff have done the
centre's one-year training in France, they assist in the training of Africans locally, for example at
Bouakd on the Ivory. Coast.

Mention should also be made of the course recently held at OFRATEME for teachers sent.from
Mali w ject.of improving teaching in their eounluy by the use of Multi-Media systpms.

The Ass ation.Universitaire pour le ddvelopement de Penseignement et de la culture en
Afrique et a Madagascar (AUDECAM), with the aid of the Groupe d'Action Technique (GAP) of the
Secretariat a la Co- operation, runs training courses for African or Milagain nationals intending to
take up professions in the audio - visual field. Most of these courses are linkedwith the launching Of
major projects' Africa, one of the most recent of these being the Institut de Technologie at
Mostaganem (Algeria).

Still in France, coUrserare held at the ORTF (Vocational Training Department) for technicians
already employed in their own countries who wish to undergo:Anther training for one or two Years.
Applications are submitted by the authorities of the countries of origin. Selection, is based on a
competitive examination held in August-September (baccalaureat Standard). The radio cie television
broadcasting services of the various canaries supply details of the examination,

The course itself is held in France and comprises 2 months' actual training, 6 monde' training
on the job and 1 or .2 years' employment in a specific post in France.

* I 2. - b.
- -- --- - --

. . .

In Great Britain, the Overseas Visual Aids Centre (OVAL) and the Centre for Television
Overseas (CETO) used to organise long courses to train specialists in audio-visual techniques for the
developing courtriesi .they subsequently merged to become the Centre for Educational. Development
Overseas (CEDO).

Ago
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"The Centre for Educational Development Oveiseas is pledged to promote by all means possible
the development overseas of education, It is hoped that its Work will foster the growth of manpower
trained to meet the needi and priorities of developing countries overseas. Activities cover adult and
informal education, as well as the school level,

Training is fundamental to this work and, whilst different situations have their own training
requirements - which CEDO tries to identify and 'meet - experience has shown that there is a, continuing
need for a number of training courses to be held on a regular basis in London.

These fill naturally into the specialised areas of audio-visualmedia, educational broadcasting
(both radio and television) and curriculum development; often with interdisciplinary study being arranged.
CEDO staligive 'this training, calling, when appropriate, on the expertise of individuals and organisations
within the United. Kingdom. Specialist courses and attachments are arranged for individuals from time to
time,.

Overseas courses, related, as far as possible, to the needs of en-going projects and operations,
are conducted by CEDO staff, as a result of special requests,

The language of instruction of the UK courses is English and trainees must be reasonably .*
proficient in this language. Ova:teas courses may be conducted through intreters by special
arrangements. " a

CEDO offers several types of long courses.

Some, lasting 15 weeks, are designed to provide a fairly general training in audio-visual
techniques for training staff,

"They aim to train people to teach others to Use'audio-visual aids intelligently; to. enable them
to assist in the intall-scale prOduction'of aicb for specialised or local purposes, and to give advice on the
'suitability of equipment and sources and &lute of aids generally. The course is designed primarily to
assist headmasters and. inspectors of-schools, staff of agricultural health and community development
training centres and staff of audio-visUal Centres. There are sessions op the contribution which radio
and television can make in the spheres of forma and inforatril education, but the emphasis throughout
the course is on practical aspects of the uses of audio-vkqal media in relities to the needs of the country
to which the students will return.

The courses concentrate on training students to be: ,..

- familiar with the purposes and ways in which audio-viSual media may be. applied in
,teaching (in 'it widest sense); ,

.
.. . . .

conversant with the principles of curriculum planning and ways of providing supporting
,.,

teaching and learning resources materials; . .

quick
. ' -, . .. ,

proficient' in quick methods of drawing, enlatging, lette3ing, stencillidg and dupliciating
and in the snaking of a wide range of noneprojectednidisuch as flannelgraphs, wall blunts,
models and simileteaching apparatui;

- 'proficient in the operation end care of projectors and tape recorders and in the production'.
of transparencies, filmstrips, concept films and tapes;

yCl r
capable of teaching otherrs how to make teacing,:andjearning aids and how to operate th

V--7--ssisoresophisticated equipment;

- familiar with sources,. costs and types of audio-visUil equipment, suitable for difficult
climatic conditions.

. .

Arrangements are made for students to visirschools, centres and organisations in the UK concerned
with specific aspects of audio=visual medieband for talks on the modern developments in curriculum planning,
and on the place of radio and television infomtal Ind informal education. ".

CEDO Obi runs inns specialised Mime in radio and television.
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The core 01,7.he Broadcasting vision's work is to help overseas countries to establish and sin their

own services, for which training is a prime requirement. An educational broadcasting service 'requires
staff trained in studto techniquei of productiOn and with an awareness and a maintenance of a high standird
of educational values in scripting and Presentation. A service also requires an integrated system to advise
the peoduCera.isn series required, to train the teachers to use the service, to provide teaches or group .

leaders' guides, to organise feedback. Production technique is the first aim, of the. courses, but,studcnts
have also to become acquainted with requirements of utilisation. Most trainees at* themselves,
experienced teachers; and this fact governs the nature of the training given. Further needs have been

identified for specialist traireng at the administrative level, in classrooM Utilisation, for graphic
assistants and for the liaison si,Aff who will be largely responsible for the co-ordination of efforts into an
efficient team operation. "

The radio courses last 13 weeks.

"These courses provide practical training in the use of studio equipment for the production of
programmes of various types, such as interview, feature and drama, the writing of scripts and the
production of support mavrial. The courses show the need for,' and practise, an integrated approach
for the suecessful use ofAdio in educational development. It 'Sloped that participants complete the
courses with an understanding of and facility for the planning, preparation and production of radio
peogrammes of a sound educational nature, together with a grasp of the planning procedures necessary
to integratesue.h programmes within the context of educational practice, production of support

material and the organisation of utilisation services.

There are sessions on other media, especially audio-xkual and o
Trainees are given the opportunity to visit schools and other educational est bl
media in action in the United Kingdom.

lum development.
ants to observe th

.. '

a

, 4

Where sufficient demand:exists, special courses are run which, whilst giving practical training,
.

, lay a special emphasis on a particular subject discipline or technique, Such special courses could cover
the field, of radio in theuse of language teaching or science subjects in schools and in community.
developmentv agricultural extension or public health projects. ".

The television courses last 15 weeks.

"These courses concentrate on the effective application of ETV to educational development within
the context of CEDO's activities. They aim at stressing the integration of a specialism within national
educational ,gims and methods. The end product must be the integrated professional.

The coursekare essentially practical. After familierhation with equipment, 'a study of the roles
played by the adifferent members of the studio team and groundWork in the basic grammar of television
Production tech;dques; trainees produceand direct first a five-minute programme on one teaching
point, followed by a full-length programme. Tr:daces carry out their own research, scripting and
basic graphics work. At the same time they. assist' in other programmes as members of the studio teams .

as cameraman, floor manager, vision mixer or presenter. Trainees also.take part in seminars and
discussions, and visits aid attachmentii to educational. and television organisations are arranged.

-Trainees are .given 'opportunities to work within their own subject areas and individual work programmes
can.be arranged in special areas such as graphic design for ETV. Time is given to consideration of other
media, and to work in curriculum development. "

Lastly, 6, 1 or 16 week courses are held for educationalists and specialists in radio and television
with several years experience behind them.

"This type of course deals with two main problem areas - organisation antLadminIstration, and
current production techniques. Main activities are case studies of ETV possibilities and problems;
organisation and manageMent studies; utilisation, 'research and evaluation in developing situations;
ETV and educational .development integration; current production techniques and technicalinfonnation;
preparation and distribution of support material, problems and solutions. "

Tr
. %,.Stmot .
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Participants attending such courses usually intend to become training instructors on their return

in their own countries.

I - 3. Training of specialised researchers

Specialist training for research into the mass media and their educational applications doel not

seem to exist in Europe.

Researchers have an increasingly- important Fat to play in :audiovisual, b; red systems and

educational technology and are responsible, in particular, for ensuring constant evaluation and feedback.

They are usually trained as researchers its psychology and sociology, with special emphasis on education.

They thei.complete their training by.taking courses on communication techniques, educational communication

in particular.

However,. specialised researchers also come from some of the training backgrounds described in

section I - 1. For example, as a result of the options open to them and work with the Aiidio-Visual
Centre's teaching research teams, some course members receive a start in specialisation leading to
research more specifically directed towards the use-of new techniques in particular subjects such as
linguistics and modern languages,. teacher training, history, mathematics, etc.

A great deal) till needs to be done in this For if the basic training of educational researchers

is to be the same whatever the sectors of such research, it Is essential that appropriate training.colleges
should provide a suitable supplementary course at third-year university level as soon as possible, The
universities of London, Birmingham and Sussex seem to beworking along these lines.

I - 4. Training of subject specialists

There are also few long training courses in Europe for specialists in the production, and/or use of

new techniques in this one discipline. Usually, after a long general training, the teachers concerned
.

specialise while in post or during short courses.

One notable exception is the annual course nut by the Centre de Redsterchei et d'Etudes pour la

Diffusion Chi Francais (CREDIF) of the Ecoli Normals Suritirieure, SaintlCioud, which offeas4pecialised
training, lasting one academic year, in the production and use of audio-visual methods for the teaching

of French abroad.

Originally this training was incorporated in the course run by the Audio-Visual Centre (see. pages

19-22); The CREDIF students joined in the basic came and the practical work but worked in teams

with CREDIF. researcher. For the last 3 years these students have still been taking pan in some courses

and practical work at the. Audio-Visual Centre but most of their time is now spent on a specially
devised curriculum, which is outlined below.

"1st term (Oct - Dec): Methodology course.

1, Methods of situation analysis - language and context.

2, Functions of the image in its relation to speech in a given situation.

3. The teaching units content andpurpose.

4. Linguistic principles of situation analysis (methods demonstrations).

S. GrammatiaiLstructuress grammatical use and transposition.

6. Conveyafice of meaning in audio - visual methods.

C)

a



2nd and 3rd terms (Jan - June):
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practicaltechnological work

introduction to useful techniques in the making of teaching materials;
construction of models,

S series are offered: photography
reprography (transparencies).
videotapes
closed-ciinuit television

practice seminars

These cover %subjects, each involving work spread over two weeks (study of material, analysis of methods,
production of material, visits to institutions, etc).

.. Teaching of French in elementary schools

- French as mother tongue: .study of textbooks
contracts with INRDP

- French as a foreign language in France: visits to beginners' classes

- French as a foreign language hi other countriesi
methods analysis: "Frere Jacques" (BELC)

"Bonjour Line" (CREDIF)
"Pierre et Seydou" (BELC)I"En ayant" (Nuffield Foundation).

- Psychological problems concerned with learning a foreign language at this level: perception,
difficulties, etc.

- Study of specific situations (Great Britain, Lebanon).

.. Teaching of French in secondary schools.

- French as mother tongue: courants de rdnovation (INRDP)
- French as a foreign language:

methods analysis: "La France en direct" (Capelle)
"Be et Se vivantes" (BELC)
"De vive voix" (CREDIF).

- Psychological problems concerned with learning a language at this level: assessnioot cf knowledge,
evaluation, etc.

Teaching French to adults'

- Teaching of everyday language:
methods analysis ("Le frangais et la vie", etc)

Teaching of scientific and technical language
methods analysis: "Le frangais scientifique et technique" (Maqselln)

"Les dossiers de tronc comnrn" (CREDIF)
"Le frangais mddical", etc.

- Approach to literary texts

Teaching by television:
"Les frangais chez vous"
"En France avec Jean et I-74111e"
"En frangaii"
RTS programmes
"En France comma si vous y



t:t

- Promotion of literacy: BESI COM Matt,
visits to social welfare classes a

.analysis of the "Vi lire en France" method
contacts with the teaching research group of the Secretariat d'Etat 'a la cooperation, etc.

New approaches to modem language teaching in France

-:Experiments in early teaching (infant schciols)

- Textbooks and methods for secondary schooli ("Passport to English", "Que t'al Carmen", etc. )

- Linguistic retraining at university level.

Teacher training

- Study of course curricula

- Production of training material;

For these practice seminars, outside lecturers are brought in (eg authors of the methods analysed)
and assessment aids are devised (eg methOds grid).

Research.seminars (with optiOns)
with the assistance of the teaching centres and research laboratories of the Ecole Normale
Superienre, Saint-Cloud:

prOgsammed.instruction
data processing
group dynamics
picture semelology
analysis otaudio-visualbased educational systems.

Students have the choice of one seminar in the above list. They also continue, 3 half-days a
week, with the university work they embarked upon during the first term, and with practical
work in the teaching practice classes, 1 half-day a week. "

It may be noted that particular importance is attached to modem media (from aucno-visual aids
to data processing) and the study of audio-visual methods of modem language teaching.

I S. Training of specialists in production and direction
O

. There is a growing need to train people who are properly specialised in the production and
direction of audio-visual media.

In some cases, these will be mainly teachers who in the case of closed-circuit television, for
example, are to spend most of their time on produttion work in an educational establishment.

Or, more frequently, it is necessary to give training in the production techniques of filming,
radici, television, etc, for teachers who will work afterwards in production units. .

In these. two fields, few European. countries seem to offer long comprehensive training courses
in production for educational purpose'. The personnel concerned therefore have to take short causes
of the kind described in Section III.

However, mention should again be made of long ccurses.such as those provided by 'CEO° in
Great Britain :ALA are essentially geared to production and direction.

The Television Research and Training Unit of Goldsmiths College, University of London,
provides an instance of a one-term came on "Television techniques and their applications to
education".

a
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"The Television Research and Training Unit has developed Multi-purpose television units capable

of a very wide range of teaching applications,. and designed to suit the resources of colleges, schools,

university departments and training centres where space and manpower are limited. All equipment is
portable, in line with the increasing emphasis on thi use of closed-circuit television outside as well. as
inside a conventional "studio" setting. The courses provide intensive experience in the preparation and

use of television material, including video taped niinulus and exposition programmes, televised class-
room observation for teacher training, craft demonstrations and workstudy, and children's project work.
Experience is provided in programme direction in the traditional pattern,. as well as' n the "mini- studio"
(requiring one operator Only) and the "micro studio" (in which no-one 'besides a presenter is required):
Course assignments include location visits to craft workshops and to neighbouring 'schools. Course MOnbert

are enabled to pursue practical studies in fields of their special interests. Guidance on costing and

installations is given.
. .

Each course consists of three parts: 'The first week it a general introduction suitable both for those
without previous experience, and as revision, for those with previous experience: Thereafter the main
course is divided into two sections of five weeks each. Parts I and II of the main course may, by special

arrangement, be taken in succeeding terms in certain Cud where, for example, the course member

wishes to return to his own institution in order. to get equipment ordered or installed and theist) resume
the main. course in the second hall of the term following.' w

Training attachments are also available for technician mendien of elosed-circUit television
units.. The technician attenisAlle preliminary course (usually in company with the teacher/lecturer
responsible for his unit, and comes on an attachment, part- or full-time, for a maximum of five weeks,

on dates by arrangement). " .

The majority of long cannel in production are provided not by university bodies but, especially

in the field of radio/television production, by the major specialist organisations such as the BBC and the.

ORTF. Trainees are either teachers wanting to become producers or directon..or radioand television

professionals wanting to specialise in educational production. .

The programmes of CEDO courses for educaton from developing countries described earlier on,
give a good idea of this type of training, which should be organised in a more systematic way for

educators in technically advanced countries.

I - 6. Training of specialised technicians

The production 'of audio-visual media andheir use in educatranalcestablishments require

technicians who, after a general technical training (mechanics, optics, electronics, etc), must be

turned into specialists in a field where production methods are often different, With lighter adapted

equipment, and where methods of utilisation demand a certain allround competence from technical

staff.

Indeed the need is for sillround techniciam who c.i n ,..pefate and maintain many different

types of equipment such as still and cine projectors, tape recorders, eta.

They are also sometimes called upon to help in the production of simple material

(transparencies, pictures, models).

There is also a need ice more highly qualified technicians specialising either in more complex

hardware such as language laboratories and closed- circuit televbion, which require a good full-time
maintenance staff, or in more sophisticated production work: photographs, data sheets, radio and

television broadcasts.

Provision must therefore be made for basic 'courses and also for specialist courses at a higher

level.
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The following extracts from an article published in "Visual Education" in March 1970 sum up

the problem and provide an example of this kind of two-level training as supplied by Wandsworth
Technical College in Great Britain.

"It was decided to devise a scheme for audio-visual technicians in two parts. -Part I to cater for
the omnicompetent technician and Part II for the various specialist technicians. From this it followed
that the Part 1 scheme would have to fulfil two objectives - to provide a complete scheme for the
omnicompetent technician, while at the same time laying a sound foundation for the Part II course for
technicians who wished to take their studies further by specialising in a particular branch of audio-visual
technology.

Audio-visual technician's certificate - Part I

i. Syllabus. The Part I syllabus which is based on a course of study of a minimum duration of four
hundred and eighty hours, 'is divided into the following sections:

a. Audio-visual technology, covering optical projection, photography, reprography,
audio-equipinent, screens, classroom arrangeroents, organisation of audio-visual
services and the preparation of charts, . diagranis and Models. A section is also
included on "educational principles" to ensure that technicians are made aware
of, the educational possibilities Of the various media and techniques and the theory
underlying their use..

b. Related science.

c. Woficskop practice.

.

The syllabus has been designed to enable technicians to gain a knowledge of the principles underlying
the construction and use of the types of equipment in classroom and lecture theatre in order that they may
appreciate the relative merits of.the different eqUipment and methods available to achieve the desired

results. For this reason, the scheme emphasises the technician should be made 'aware of the comparative
costs involved, not only in the purchase and installation of equipment, but also in the, running costs and the

time involved.

Examinations. The examination for the Part I Certificate comprises two written papers and a

portion concerned with the assessment of a candidate's practical work. To keep in line with modern
examination techniques, the first written paper has been designed as an objective test. This paper.

;enables questions to be set covering the whole syllabus and also makes it possible to test the abilities'
which it is thought desirable toren audio-visual technician to possess. 'The second written paper is
the traditional essay-type with candidates answering eight cut of twelve questions. This secondpaper

..rubles a candidate to write at some length on topics which particularly interest him. As far as
practieal work is concerned, the course covers the wide range of skills an audio-visual technician
may be asked to perform. Couriers are based firmly on practical techniques and the student is
expected to reach an adequate standard of competence in all of them. iis not intended, however,
that a student should acquire a very high degree villain in any one technique during the course. Any
such specialisation is the responsibility of the indifOual employer who should make time and facilities
available for it. In view of the importance attOlied to practical work, this is assessed throughout the
course by a 'system of phased assessment which has the followingobjectives:

a. to .enstire that the practical work carried out throughout the course contributes
to the overall assessment on which a certificate is, or is riot, awarded;

b. to give teachers a greater opportunity to participate in the assessment of their
own students;'

c. to provide a broad basis for assessment covering all aspects of procticorwork.

7
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Such a system enables a more omprehensive assessment of a candidate's practical ability to be made
}ban is possible with a practical test of restricted duration, The institute has prepared a ad showing
the various areas of activity that all candidates must cover in their practical work throughout the course,
but colleges are free tokievise their own tasks to assess each area of activity, although it is emphasised
that each task should not be in the form of an end test,' to be taken under examination conditions at the
completion of each of the areas of activity. In many cases Methods other than end tests may be more
appropriate for the evaluation of a student's work and'colleges are allowed complete discretion in devising
the actual method of assessment to be used.. The institute appoints an assessor to visit colleges and at the
end of the course, each candidate 1 ; 'awarded a, grade for his practical work agreed jointly by the college
and the assessor.

Li. External candidates. The scheme was designed not only for those starting a career as an audio-
visual technician, but also for technicians, already employed in this work, who wished to obtain a
r.3cognlsed qualification. If such technicians are unable to attend a technical collejle course, it is
possible for them to enter the examination as external candidates in view of their experience in the
field. Also, it was appreciated that many candidates who had qualified in an area related to audio-
visual technology might wish to take the examination for the Audio-Visual Technician s Certificate.
In such cases, colleges are allowed to exempt students from that part of the course which covers their
special field. Thus a student who has obtained the Photographic Technician's Certificite might be
able ,to,secure exemption from that part of the course fisrling with photography.

,
Audio-visual Technician's Certificate -.Part

In line with the recommendation of the institute's Exploratory Committee, a Part Itscheme is now
being prepared and it is hoped to publish this in the near future. The Part II scheme is intended for
technicians who wish to specialise in a particular field and the syllabus will contain a compulsory section
on particular general audio-visual techniques together with optional sections 6n closed-circuit television,
design and graphics, advanced still photography and cine photography. "

' Plymouth Polytechnic College, 'which provides a 4-year training for television engineers, also
has a 3-year course for technicians Specialising in closed-circuitelevision and for specialists in graphic
design for television..

In France an audio-visual technician's diploma has been created: the career is destribeil in
the following terms in official prospectuses:

"The SEP for audici-visual technicians is a professional qualification. The purpose of the course
is to train fully - trained, alkoUnd personnel, particularly qualified to:

understand the operation and assessthe performance of equipment used in audio-visual teaching;.

- install such equipment to suit a particularteaching situation;

. operate it in accordance with instructions issued for,the use or making of teaching materials;

- effect minor running repairs;

- keel) up. with developments in educational technology.

f.

On completion of their studies, holders of the SEP should be able to:

1. Prepare the premises, . select equipm'esit and put it in operation, store and classify material, fur
the purposes of any audio-visual aid such as:

- slides of different simple formats or stereoscopic slides
- large format transparencies (overhead projector)

episcope material
films of any site, running at different speeds, silent or sound. (optical magnetic sound),
double-track programmes

- records
- sound and videotapes

radio and television
- synchronised slide /tape presentations; n

k.



2. Build sound-tracks.

3. install simple forms of lighting.

4. Prepare simple audirizvisual material (based on given facts, .resources or circumstanFes and on the
instmctions of a teacher, departmental head or technician) such as:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

- slides
- overhead transparencies
- magnetic tapes (sound and image)
- slide-tape presentations.

S. Carry out the maintenance of audio-visual equipment and teaching machines, eg: change a lamp,
fuse, lens, heat filter, mirror, printed circuit card, etc; they should be aware c.e. the importance
of optimum adjustments but should aim) know the limits within which they can intervene.

Understand and explain technical .instructions and operate any new piece of equipment within the
special field of educational technology.

7. Recognise the characteristics and potential of audio-visual equipment in order to use it correctly
and with maximum efficiency (importance of standardisation to ensure matching equipment,
knowledge of specjfications for screen size, luminance and contrast and of sound levels required
for comfortable listening and viewing). They should also be pleasant to deal with, willing to.
arrange exchanges between establishments and should be ready to assist lecturers.

The diploma is taken in technical collegetat the end of a two-yelp course based on a 40-hour
week comprising 22 hours of vocational training, 13 hours of general education and 5 hours of physical
education.

;
I - Triining of administrative specialists in the audioavisual sphere 0

Training is needed to provide administrators and executives dompetent in management' prothiction
and dissemination asapplied to educational technology. The functions and abilities required of such
administrators are very different from those of ordinary administrators in teaching establishments or
national and-regional education departments.

Up to now, nt..specific full-length training seems to have been attempted in Europe. At the
very most there are occasional short courses for the guidance and updating of administrators who already
have responsibilities in this field.

An.examale of these. is the cause, which focussed on certain themes, held by the Munibh
Institut Mt Film and Bild in 1972 for heads of regional. audio-visual services, the programme of which
given gelow: . .;

"Monday
9.00 Opening reception.

Introduction to the cause
Introduction to the institute

14.00 Making of copies (slides and films)
1

Tuesday
am New trends in educational technology

Pm Production of audio-visual media at the institute

Wednesday
8.30 Short films for object lessons in primary schools
10.45 Production planning in cinematographic training

14.00 Teaching films for vocational.training
16.00 Planning in the educptional sciences

Films for the guidance of parents

ryri
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Thursday
8.30 Sub nission of questions
8.45 Tr:clinical resources ,for the Initial and in-service training Of teachers
11.30 ,,Final discussion on the institute s activities

ti
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feLa
8. 30
10.45

14,00

Documentation in centres
. The function of documentation centres in the context of subsequent educational developments

Final discussion
"

At the CENIDE in Madrid, two-week courses are held for people with management responsibilities
in educational technology. The programme is generally as follows:

"1st week

Monday Introduction
Application of computers to teaching

Tuesday Analysis of motivations, needs and opportunities for the use of audio-visual media
Classification of audio-visual media, principles and limitations

Wednesday, Criteria for the selection of audiorvisual media
Administration of audio-visual media at pnevincial

,..

Thursday Audio-visual media and adult education
:The place of television in education

FeLiczia Utilisation of audio-visual media and programmed instruction -
Application: of computers to teaching. (conclusion)

A

.

2nd week

Monday Tour of the CENIDE

Tuesday Policy for audio4isual mediri I,

- - Audio-visual media in secondary education 0. ,

Wednesday Audio - visual usedia and; primary education

Thursday Rotind.table, "

The Educational Foundation for Visual Aids' in Great Britain holds even shorter causes (2 days)
for the updating of senior staff responsible for local and regional audio-visual services.'

"This conference will provide an opportunity for administrators and inspectors from local edrication
authorities to discuss ways of organising audio-visual Services.. It is especially hoped that authorities who
have not appointed an audio:Wirral adviser will be assisted by this meeting. the topics 'discussed by .
visiting speakers will include the evaluation:and:purchase of audio-visual equipment and materials; the
maintenance and repair of equ1pment;.photographic, reprographic and other services; audio-yisuariervices
in the teachers' centre, and the provisiOn of in- service training. Case studies will be included. "

It is to be hoped that causes of this kind are the prelude to propel full-length further
training and refresher courses for administrators. There is a great sreell for thomi bearing in mind, for
example, the experiencesequired for the management of a schools television station, a film production
unit or a large resource centre.

4 84.
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',Every year, throughout.EuroPei tens of thousands of young people enter training institutes

(ecoles normales, training colleges, padagogische hochschulen, universities, etc) to receive ieveral
years of education in one or More disciplines as well as teacher training. This period of their lives,
which is, spent entirely in preparation for their careers, is a particularly.advantageons time to initiate.
them in the use of new educational techniques both at the theoretical and practiCal levels. One might
therefore expect all training establishments to offer courses on these Ones.

.

According tethe survey we carried out, it appears that virtually every institute in every country .

provides an introduction to modern teachnig techniques, comprising for the most part between 50% and 7596
peactical,wOrk... However, on closer examination Of the replies, extreme differences emerges. in One
country institutes may indeed set aside Several periods a week for audio.vbual methods, While' in Others

future teachers have only a few sessions on the handling of equipment during the whole period of Weir
training. Sometimes "audio -visual sessions" Are even optional and attended only by volunteers. In some
cases training in this field is spread over one Or more years, in others it iagiven in specific Periods.,

41

A few examples will perhaps help teclacify the situation by Mobbing what is done in some
coukries.

(

II 1. General training in the use of audio-visual media

By. this Is meant a general introduction to new techniques which Is.not confined to audio-visual
,

techniques' in the limited sense the term and does not necessarily cover thakactual utilisation in
relation to particular disciplines.

0

: II - 1, a. In training institutes

;

From the replies received concerning Great Britain, where all the institutes are-independent, It is
difficult to establish a valid general picture, but the "average" situation seems to tally, with the following

reply from the EFVA:

''there is no real normal course common to ell colleges but most nun general courses as outlined
in the following paragraph. for all students in their first year:

`general introduction to the theory of communication;
foundation ;cum& in the "Educational implications of the use ofaudiO and visual aids to learning

in the classroom ";
c. the techniques of,clastsoom display;' . ,

d; reprographics - mainly dse of spirit and ink duplicaton, OHP Materials and photocopying.

. a*,
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Many.c011egei offer additional "Options" for groups of Ant year students, such ass

. e. photography still. and tine;
. f. tape recording;

g. . simple TV production; .

h.. furtherstadies i.film,
i. 16 mfit Projectionists course.:

and TV broadcasting; .

Several colleges offer a Second year "Choice'! option course which allows for a Much greater

' . stud', in depth of a number of selected topics, some additional theory and theiroduction of a niiiiti.snedia
package,. an exercise in micro - teaching end some other aspect of aids to learning; in some cases this
'comae is 'continued into the third year and could- be examinable under The 943 group. Also into this

category come a :number of special courses on film, TV etc sup in Conjunction with English drama

departments.

Colleges offering educiationnl technology as a main usually have a veryitrong element of

poetical work as well as a .cortsidera le amount of examinable theory; there is usually a link with
another department, such as art, with staff potential for a fairly high degree of professional skill...

ew
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Bede College (Durham) is quote anPI ST mple of a training college which organises one-term
AVAILABLE.44

courses for its students.

It provides an opportunity for the systematic study of the principles underlying the use of audio- ..

visual aids in the classioom with particular reference to psychological and sociological aspects. During
the course, the skills necessary to make maxium use Of audio-visual aids will be developed; practical
work and visits will give further acquaintance with recent advances its the field of atidio-visual aids,
discrimination and a critical appraisal of aural and visual aids will be 'encouraged. ss

The course will provide training in the basic techniques of educational television production and
students will be responsible for the presentation of brief programmes on closed-circuit television, Further
practical.work will be undertaken with 16 mm and a'rnm film and there.will be an opportunity .for making
single-concept films for 8 mm-cassette projectors.. Tape-recorders will be used to previde commentaries
for films, filmstrips and slideso.made by students; a study will also be made of the use of tape-recorders
in other classroomapplicatiens. School boadcasting, both radio and television, Will receive special
attention and there will be reviews of educational films and filmstrip. The use of the fiannelgraph and
wailcharts, lettering" and display teclusiques will be included in the course and therewill be opportunities
for handling a wide range of projection equipment. An introduction to programmed instruction will also
be provided and students' will prepare simple programmes. .A guideto points to watch in selecting

.material and equipment will be given during the course."
.

As we cal see, all these courses include specialised teacher training,. methOdologiCll training
as well as the handling of equipment, practical work and the study of audio-visualmaterial.

.Belgium provides another exaMple.

"As regards the training of future teachers, the Main paint to mention is the introduction in all
fifteen of the country's ecoles normales movennes of a basic audio-visual course for future teachers of
lower secondary school forms in the 12-15 age-group.

This is a one-year composed of 3 hours a week of classes given by staff who have previously
taken specialised courses. e.syllabus is in two stages first, a technical stagewhich from time to time
also touches on certain aspects at audio-visual theory (problems of receptivity, peecePtion, motivation,
memorisation, eta).

This theoreticalfpproaeh, which is always linked with practical situations; may be continued into
tile second stage of the syllabus which is. essentially didactic and designed to train student teachers to use

. equipment in the.teaching of different. subjects: examples of utilisation, outlines of lessons followed by
collective criticism, etc. , 4;,:1 'ci..

. .

During this second stage,, students go beyond the stage of simply Utilising apparatus and practise
creative work making audio-virtual material such as programmes, models, photographs, recordings, etc.

)
They are also trained in the critical assessment of audio-visual materials - records, filmstrips,

films, schools radio and television broadcasts, etc. They receive bibliographical guidance, "

. In Sweden, the National Board of Education has prepared a 15-hour minimum course, on new
technical media to be developed in training colleges. This is outlined below:

"Technical teaching medien'

Theobjectiot training in technical teaching.media ist

.
to provide a survey of the various technical teaching media available;
to instruct in the fundameistals of how the meet common technical teaching media functions,

- to develop proficiency in the handling and care of the meet common technical teaching medh;
- to impart knowledgeand practical attainments in the manufacture of AV maSerial.

,



Course

General
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Orientation in the furnishing and equipment of teaching premises, the storage of teaching media,
the Copyright Aut and its application at school.

Sound apparatus

Some knowledge of the fundamentals concerning the fimatiOning of the following types of apparatus' .

and training in their handling: radio, tape-recorder, gramophonei.

Visual apparatus

Som.:1'1010w ledge of the fundamentals bf how the following forms of apparatus function and
training in their handlievoverhead projector, episcope, film.projectors, miniature slide projectors.

TV apparatus

Someknowiedge concerning central aerial systems and distribution systems and how TV receivers,
TV tape recorders and TV cameras function. Training in their handling.

Other teaching media

Some knowledge of the fundamentals of how the following teaching one
in their use for production. of teaching materials: blackboards, magnetic boards
duplication, high-speed printing, copying-work canny:.

1.7

Directives and advice

function, and proficiency
fling, spirit

The general of the co:se ad the theoretical elements concerning the fundanseirtals of how
'various forms of apparatus function are dealt with in introductory lectures and in conjunction with the
programmed exercises in the manual handling of the apparatus. This part of the teachineshould not be
too extensive but be viewed as a general orientation in techniques.

The time for exercises does not allow for such a long period of training so that all student teachers
may be expected to learn to master all types of It is important, therefore, that proficiency
be consolidated end further developld during subsequ training, especially during different forms of
exercise and practical training. kJs an adva ge if th student teachers can be given the opportunity of
learning to handle different makes of the va types of apparatus. .

The development in technical tears media is extremely rapid, so that there may be reason to
adapt the course according to the changes w lob may occur."

Otganisaticm and forms of activity

The training in the hen of technical teaching media should be given in the form of a course
concentrated in time, so that the fifteen hours of training are experienced as a whole by the candidates.

For the !mini= of future eachers the course should take place during the five to six first weeks of
theshigher training college term. , erwise, the student teachers will not be able to take a concentrated
course. More important than this, h that they would lack the necessary proficiency daring a
large part of the practical training periods.

In order that future teacher students may ake the course in technical teaching media in a
concentrated form and before they start prac al enemies., the Department of Technical Teaching Media
shculd be available entirely for future .t er training during the first five to six weeks of each term.
It may also be necessary that two to e groups exercise simultaneously at the different stations. The
class teachers can then have the r tithing time allotted to them and should not need to duplicate the
exerc lies.
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The Caine can be introduced by orie ona ,curses on the orejects indicated in the table below.

By using audio-visual media the lectures can be given to large gtoups of students (48-96).

Exercises in the Manual handling of apparatus are done with the aid of seU-instructive material in
groups of at least eight students.

OP

Organisation of training in technical teachingmedia

Demonstration lectures

(In groups of 48-96 students)

Orientation on the scope of the course
Classroom equipment
Blackboards, magnetic boards, etc
Storage, distrroation, copyright
Duplication, high-speed printing; tape recorders

a .
Different types of projectors

.

Exercises in use of .apparatus

(Groups of at least 8 students)

3h

Tape recorders, record players, radio 2 h
TV tape recorders, TV receivers, TV cameras .2 h

Film P:ojectors, film splicing 2 h
Minature slide projectors, ephcope; overhead
projector 2 h
Duplication, high-speed printing,. flannelboards 2 h
.Copying work came*, recapitulation, check of
proficiency . . 2 h

Total 15 h

In conjunction with the exercises in the use of apparatus certain Material is also manufaitured.
The Department of Technical Teaching Media should lave sufficient equipment and personnel to allow the
students to use department for producing stencils, material for overhead projectors, flannels, sound.
recordings, colour slides, etc. They should also have the means of listening to sound recordings, gramophone
records, viewing films, school TV programmes, colour, slides, etc, when they have training lessons or
otherwise desire so examine material from the methodological point of view.

Increasing emphasis is placed on methods of self-instruction.

Self-instructing material for technicalcexerches in audio-visual media .for student teaehers is at
present being prepared by the National Boardof Education. The effort is being made to produce a simple
instructional material with the main emphasis on auditive reception. The material is here described:

The teaching of audio-visual teaching media at higher training colleges is planned to comprise
2 -3 hours of lectures to large groups (48-96 students). This introduction to the subject will deal summarily
with visual and auditive teaching media; lecture room equipment, blackboards and magnetic boards,
care of materials, storage, distribution, duplication methods, copyright, the acaviti, a of the National
and County. Centres for EducationalMedia.and.of the Audio-Visual Centres for Educational Media. The
remaining time rip to the 15 hours available will be allotted to practical exercises in purely technical
handling of the.apparatus.

The 'methodological aspects of how leeching media are integrated In the teaching will be given in
the general methodological teaching. Self-instructing matehal for technical exercises for studeit teachers
is at present being prepared by the National Board of Education, Section UAW . The main principle in
the drawing up of these instructions is that the student, via a sound recording 40 tape in a cartridge or on
standard tape - is successively in eructed in what shall be doh* during each part of the exercise. As visual
support for and reference to the' location of a particular control On the film projector, for example, the

student has a simple illustrated booklet.
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II... The tape recorder. is stopped by a signal, the operation is performed and, when completed, the'

4. .,
student restarts the tape recorder, which delivers a new task, possibly with instruction to turn to a new

; illustration.

The. pace is determined by the pupil, who, if necessary, can also play back for repetition.

The technical learning of the 16 mm film projector has been preceded by air instructional film
construction of the film projector - in order to give a background to what happens in a projector at
different moments.

The various operations in the subse,quent instruction comprise prior testing, insertion of film, running,
play-back, restoring, cleaning, change of lamps and fuses, simple fault dialog and filnyplicing.

Printed material, covering the main points in the operations run through, for subsequent handling of
the apparatus can be kept by the student after.the lesson.

This was an example of the film projector instmction.

The effort has, been made to produce a simple instructional material with the main emphasis on
'auditive reception and with the techniceil media available in most schools.

The illustrative material is used solely for reference in black and white to the part of the apparatus
which the strident has in front of him and on which he is to place hii finger. By building up a not too
complicated apparatus around the learning process, the advantage is gained that the System is usable also
within COunty Centres for Educational Media, AV Centres and on hr-servicetraining courses.

In Austpria teachers cannot he employed unless they have attended at least 6 two-hour sessions on
audio!visual media. In training centres for secondary schoolteachers, students have.to take a similar
1042 hour course during the third semester of their training. This is considered manifestly inadequate by
the training /tato. who themselves take a one-week refresher course every two year's under the auspices of
the Ministry of Education and the National Audio-Visual Centre (BundeststaatlicheHatiptstelle far
LiChtbild and Bildungsfilm .

a

In many countries, universities offer future teachers tuition in audio-visual media, educational
communications and educational technology, in addition to classes and practiCal work in their Own
disciplines. Let.us start with two examplesin France. .

The University of Paris V (Teaching and Research Unit for the Edricational Sciences) offers
students a combination of course units in education and pedagogics. Four of these are concerned with
.educational technology programnied learning (grades I and II) and audio-visual techniques (grades I
and II, ie degree and doctorate levels).

Each ofthestwo requires about a hundred hours attendance during the academic 'year, including
36 hours of lectures. The remaining hours are spent on supervised practical work in "workshopi" or
schools where audio-visual technique, are used and on visits discussions in the field. In addition,
students are expected to read certain works and articles and write a research paper. Practical work is
carried out, by arrangement,, at the Saint-Cloud AudiO-Visual Centre. The first year introduction
syllabus covers the following subjects in 1972-73s

- psycho-pedagogy in relation to audio-visual techniques (with special reference to problems
connected with use of the image);

-. non - projected aids, still: projection, sound media, educational films, schools radio 'and
different forms of schools television;

- examples of combined use of audio-visual media.

-45-
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la the second year, certain subjects are studied in greater depth, in 1 972-7rthese being:.

- from the audio-visual to educational technology;
- systems of education "at a distance'!;
- audio-visual techniques and teacher training;
- the audio-visual and creativity: production of audio-visual media in schools.

University of Paris VII

.This university also offers a two-level course entitled "audio-visual communication".

- 1st level:*

two indissociable course units which can be included in any course of study (except medicine)

Introduction to modern communication media: signs and images ( 1st
.Introduction to audio-visual practical work: ( semester

Of

- Introduction. to modem communication media: sight and sound ( 2nd
Introduction to audio-visual practical works ( semester

one general theory course units

- Communication, information and ideology (one year).

- 2nd level:

these course units areonly open to students who have passed the two 1st semester course units
. the previous year

- structures and implications of medier
- introduction to audio-visual production.

Practical work is arranged by agreement with OFRATEME.

The University of Sussex provides another example of courses for undergraduates.

"Objectival:: ..

To change orientation of students to learner-centered approaches, empirical evaluation and team
work and to give capacity for formulating criteria;*evaluatingt defining and choteing abjectly* carrying
out task analyses and choosing and adapting presentation media and teaching methods. .

Facilities:

Audio-visual laboratory equipped with tape recorders, projectors, synrJsronbets and facilities for
recording; duplicating, slide production and film editing. Standard graphics materials. Reference
collection of non-text materials, case studies and reports on experiments in educational technology,
surveys of task analyses, psychology of learning and teaching and programmed instruction.

Personnel:

One professor, one technician (attached part-time to course), special features: elements of self.
instruction, team-learning and group decision-making.

Number of students: 45.

Content and methods:

Discussion of educational aims and objectives concentrating on consequences of failing to formulate
objectives and their structure and of mismatching objectives and methods. Need for evaluation and revision
of teaching. Principles .of instructional design. Parallel workshop activities motivated by course requirements
to design, construct and evaluate multi-media curriculum package. Familiarisation with audio-visual media
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in specially set up self-instructional laboratory, Equipment (concept-loop projector, 16 mm projector,
tape recorder, slide projector, overhead projector, etc) arranged sequentially with flip board' instructions
and directions or tape etc, up to seven students simultaneously, Tentative teams and projects organised
by students, with guidance (approximately 4-S per team), Setting objectives, test construction, etc,
carried out with tutor supervision, in small group sessions, group,coflrparisons, informal discussions, etc.
Media choices were made as late as posiible as materials assembled and tests, The whole class discussed
and decided on criteria for evaluating group products and groups judged other groups' products and their
own, as.well as the contribution of each group member to the project including.self.

Assessment:

70% group anclself-evaluation, 30% written examination (university requirement) objective
problem solving items, comparison and evaluation items, free response (essay), free response analysis
and des of instruction.

Duration:

One semester course with laboratory sessions: 100,hours."

II -,2, Training in a single technique

II- 2. - a,

In many universities it is possible to take courses in techniques-related to educational technology,
such as radio, television, film and, of course, programmed lemming and data processing.

For example, Hornsey College of Art in London includes in its syllabus a one-term course on film
and television.

"The course is open to lecturers and teachers who want to study film and television as providers
of art and entertainment for young people. The main function of the course is to help teachers bridge the
gap between popular mess culture and that of the classroom. EmPhasb.will be placed on film as the most
developed of the modern visual media and the best suited to extended critical examination. These studiei
will be linked with the consideration of the aims, possibilities and limitations of television as a positive
contribution to the young person's cultural environment. "

Thus most of the Major universities run Courses on cinematographic art, a discipline which has .won
recognition in recent years despite occasional fierce opposition to such an intrusion. .

The same attitude of mind explains the relative rarity of courses On.radio and television in
Universities:*

Courses on programmed learning and computer: assistedinstruction are gaining ground more rapidly
but in the latter field they very seldom deal with computer assisted teaching.. Courses on programmed
learning have a more obvious educational application. For example, at the School of Education at

. Birmingham University, it is possible to take the following. course leading to a diploma in programmed'
learning and educational technology:

"The course is designed for teachers and lecturers in colleges and deiartments of education atid'in
echnical colleges who. intend to give instruction in programmed learning and allied techniques to these

taking courses of initial or further training. The course should also enablesome teachers to carry out
research, devise new forms of programmed instnwtion and participate in the fundamental deVelopinent of
techniques and materials, or equip them to undertake advisory work with local .education authorities.

The course will cover thofollowing topics: theories, problems and practice of programmed'
learning, the psychology of school learning and thinking, objective testing and test construction, statistics
and experimental presentation, curriculum development, It will also cover practical work, a certain
amount of research and the preparation of a dissertation. Assessment of students will be based on four
three-hour written papers, the dissertation and the practical work. "

4 n
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The course run by Huddersfield College of Education provides another example.

"This course is designed to help school teachers and lecturers in colleges of further education to
understand the potentialities and limitations of programmed learning and to learn to write programmes.
An elementary understanding of programmed instruction Is desirable but not essential, Sourse members
will be given tutorialhelp in writing a prograniine of their own choice related to their professional work,
This will be supported by background theory of writing objectives, test instruments, instructional strategiei,
sequence and frame writing, . evaluatiOn and methods of implementation. There will be planned work
linking the two three-week blocks together. Any programme produced on the course will be the property .

of the course authority. "

11 - 2. - b.

Moreov4r, in addition to courses in various modern eckicational techniques lasting a year, a
semester or a term, teacher trainees are able, if their comes are suitably arranged, to attend the type
mentioned in section 111 in connection with in-service teachers.

Most of the countries which answered our questionnaire states that it was usual to hold short
intensive courses in this field: one week on television, three days on film, ten days on photography, etc.

. Many of these activities take place during the school holidays, when many one or two week
courses on particular tectnVn are sun by bodies which are not always connected.with schools and
universities and are aufnuch concerned with extra curricular and adult education as with school education.

11 -2. c

Similarly, answers to the questionnaire pointed to the existence of many audio-visual production
sessions, usually confined to one technique (photography, film, tape recon ig, closed-circuit celevkion,
etc), which are run on a voluntary, extra curricular basis, often during the holidays or at weekends.
Examples of such programmes are given in section III.

.11 - 2. d.

Finally, there are a certain number of courses for future teachers, the aim of which is to give the
latter training in cultural work based on certain media. The more classical ones are courses on eine- ..
clubs or tele-clubs. Their importance shouldnot however be underestimated, for the role of the
should not stop at thethreshold of the school. He should be aware of the cultural value of media in the
modem world and this encourage the extension of the influence of school education. He should assist
in developing the pupils' taste and their discernment with regard to mass media. He should be capable
of guiding the pupils through- the maze of influences outside the school and be able to integrate their
effects into his teaching. The corresponding tyPee of training itill be covered in section III.

11 - 3. Training in a single discipline

The majority of universities and institutes train secondary school teachers, especially, in a single
discipline which occupies most of their time

Audio-visual techniques should be incorporated in the framework of such subject teaching. This
applies to all disciplines. Yet, we are bound to state that, 'according to our survey, with a few exceptions
this is the case in only a few sectors such as the training of modern language teachers anal science teachers.

The training of tamale teacher; is inconceivable without language laboratory essions and the
use of, at least,, records and tape recorders, and in fact most courses do include practic in these
techniques.

This is illustrated by four examples of courses in Great Britain: the first at the niversity College
of NorthWales, Bangor, the second at Wolverhampton Teachers College, the third at e Holborn College
of Law and the City of Liverpool College of Commerce and the fourth at the Univeni College of Wales,
Aberystwyth.

40
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The course is for experienced graduate teachers both from this country and from eve:lees. (A person
who is not a graduate may on the special recommendation of the collage be admitted to candidature provided'
the university is satisfied that he is of the required academic standard to panne a.. course of study. for the
diploma). Its aim is to promote the enlightened teaching of English as a ',wand language by giving teachers
an opportunity to combine the specialised study of the structure of English and of modern methods and
materials for teaching the language with a relevant degree of more general linguistic training designed to
provide the essential foundation for these studies, to facilitate the proper appreciation of the needs and
difficulties of particular areas and speakers, and to ensure the future adaptability 'and continuinggood
jUdgement of the trainee in the preparation and evaluation of teaching materials. Formal instruction is
supplemented by tutorial classes, and, where appropriate, by Individual supervision and other forms of
teaching.

The cause includes the study of basic contemporary linguistics; phonetics especially the phonetics
of English, 'together with practical calsses in performance and ear-training; the principles of grammatical
analysis, with special reference to the. grammar of English; the principles and usefulness of contrastive.
analysis; 'semantics; thsocial aspect of language; andteaching methods, including the use of audio-
visual and audio-lingual techniques. "

.

"Teaching .of English as a second language (fur teachers of immigrant children).

The course will have two major.areas of study: language teaching and the social and cultural
background of the immigrant child.

Thera will be a study of the general principles.of second language teaching, with particular
reference to the teaching of English,' and this will entail an examination of the nature of the English
language and relevant areas of linguistics. The course will also cover the teaching of pronunciation,
the making and use of language tapes and Other teaching aids. Students will examine and evahmte
language courses and textbooks in we and they will be given opportunities to create material for themselvei..
Their experience will be broadened by visits to schools and language teaching centres. They will make a
study of the problems of organisation in the classroom, in the school and in the community at large.

. The course will also aim to provide teachers with a knowledge of the social and cultural factors
affecting the.performance of the immigrant child in school. Topics dealt with will include the background
to immigration, the social, cultural and economic situation of immigrants in Britain, and the psychology
of racial prejudice. Students willbe asked to choose an area of language work or of sociology for special,
individual study. "

"Intensive courses in Russian.

The aim of these courses is to provide teachers with a sound basic knowledge of the Russian
language. They are open to teachers whose knowledge of Russian may range from little or none to i
standard between "0" and "An level GCE. The courses are predominantly linguistic, with intensive
instruction including language laboratory work, experience of which wilkbe of general value to the
teacher. Incidental reference will be made to Russian literature and civilisation, which should enable .2
teachers to pursue such studies Anther after completing the course. Students may expect to reach a
standard approximately that of a,IIA degree. "

"Bilingual education.

The course is for teachers with approved teaching experience who'fish to study problems involved
in the teaching of bilingual children and in the organisation of education in bilingual communities, with
special reference to bilingual areas in Wales and to the teaching of Welsh as a second language. The
course will include lectures, seminars, training in the use and production of lbaching aids and visits to
bilingual schocils. "
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An introduction to the potential contributions of audio-viMal media is also gradually being
included in the training of science teachers, together with laboratory techniques.

Thus, in thicontext of science teaching, the University of Paris VII has a course unit on the
use of ,,audio-visual media in the teaching of physical sciences..

Worcester College of Education is one of many colleges which integrate the use of audio-visual
aids in their physics couries..

These courses.will include lecture-demonstrations on new approaches to school physics of the kind
'which have beea.explored in the Nuffield work and also on modern developments lb physics which may

influence the work being done in schools. Considerable time will be allocated for practical work in
'which it will be possible for teachers to:familiarise themselves With. new experiments, apparatus and
other teaching aids: \

We are gradually seeing the introduction of new techniques in training for other disciplines as
well, especially art teachingsmd physical education.

The description of the gymnastics and athletics course at Coventry College of Education is
significant in this respect.

"Receit trends in physical education will be examinedin relation to the principles underlying
the education of pupils in the primary and middle school age group.

Practical work in gyninastics will bebased on the principles of movement formulated by
RudolfLaban. Consideration will be given to the use of these movement prinCiples when teaching
games, athletics and swimming. After some study of the basic games skills, time will be devoted to
the more specialised techniques required for boys' and girls' games. Teaching methods appropriate for
introducing athletics and swimming to the age groups concerned will 'be followed by a deeper study of
selected skills.

. .

'Throughout the course,observation and analysis of movement will be assisted by the use Of films,
loops and videotape. "

It is to be hoped that in the years to come, training in any discipline will have to include
training in the de of certain audio-visual media in that discipline and take account of the contributions
of educational technology to the improVement of subject teaching.

O

II - 4. Integrated training

Teacher trainees divide most of their time between three activities:

- courses given by staff members in the subject of their choice (or, in the case of primary
school teachers, in several subjects);

1 critical observation of model classes taken by teachers in teaching practice schools of
ordinary classes or of various school activities conducted by experienced teachers;

- teaching practice by student teachers.

Audio-vkival methods and techniques should be firmly integrated in each .of these. activities.

II - 4. - 1. General and specialised teaching

Training college staff owe it to themselves constantly to integrate new methods and techniques
in their teaching.

r-
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.What would trainees think of a teacher of natural sciences, for example,:' who only 'devoted a few

sessions a year to the potential contribution of audio-visual media to the teaching of this subject and for
the rest of the time, taught in a completely traditional way without using such media? Or of a teacher
of educational science who preached educational technology for one tenth of the course and the rest of
the time approached his subject in the manner of Socrates? Unfortunately anomalies of this kind are
frequent and the gap between theory and practice must be bridged as quickly as possible; for a young .

teacher will always end rip by teaching in the way he himself has been taught. If his modern language
teacher makes constant use of the tape recorder in the classroom and includes frequent laboratory practice,.
he himself will not be able to do without these aids when he becomes a fully-fledged teacher. This
applies to the tendiur g of every subject: a geography teacher who deliberately includes films and slides
in his lectures will be imitated by his students', etc.

Furthermore, when they arrive in a teaching establishment which is poorly equipped in audio-
visual apparatus, they will protest against the deficiencies, demand proper facilities and serve as exponents
of the new methods.

II - 4. - 2.. Class observation

Here modern technology should cpinco into play in at least two waysi

- tutors arranging visits to model, or even ordinary, classes should,see to it that the teachers
in charge make use, and if possible good use, of audio-visual media. Even if the results
are less than satisfactory, at least they will have provided a basis for discussion: a bad
teacher is better than no teacher at all. The tutor will thus be able to point out the
advantages of using audio-visual media as well as mistakes to avoid; .

- class observation is often made directly, in a classroom, with the trainee present in the
class along with some of his fellow-students. However, observation is being done
increasingly by means of closed-circuit television, either live or recorded on videotape.
This kind of supervised. observation, recorded on appropriate grids, trains student teachers
in the 'oblrgatory meticulous daily use of certain complex equipment. They are motivated
to use hardware and software themselves if they discover its merits in this way. They become
"technology minded" and are prepared to use the new technology because it has proved itself
for them, and through them.

. 11 - 4. - 3.
o

When trainees come to take their first classes in schools attached to their training colleges it
evenmore important that they should be required to make use of audio - visual techniques and media
whenever the opportunity and arises and whenever the software is available. Their first attempts
may be clumsy but they will gradually get used to Integrating the material in their lessons in such .a way

that it is not over subordinate, not to Say tuperflUous. They must grasp that such material is as necessary
a part of their lessons as the words they speak and that thetwo go together like dough and yeast. in good
bread.

These trial lessons shOuld also provide opportunities for trainees themselves to make simple audio-,
visual material each as transparencies for overhead projectors, photographi, elides, etc. In the first place,
such material is needed to supplement the standardised software sold or lent to schools. by manufacturers. .

Secondly, active teaching Methods using audio-visual media are inconceivable without some sort of
production on the part of the teacher or pupils, andwhy not both? Then it is no longer a matter of more
or less gratuitous practical work done within the training syllaburbut of producing integrated material for
'a practical purpose.

II - 4. - 4. Availability of audio-visual centres and equipment

Finally, future teachers during their period of study at training college should work in a propitious
environment where educational technology is ever-present.

c"ft.. tie
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..,.. Learning resource centres shoulArdlteMirlifyRsKertain hours but a place where students
can carry out research, at any time, hear or view material for lessons they are preparing and elficate
themielves with modern media.

Photo laboratories should also be freely available and be a constant temptation for self-expression
through images. A number of tape recorders should be on hand night and day. And why should not closed--
circuit television serve as the main support for extra - curricular activities? Student teachers will only be .

truly at home with modern techniques when they have learnt to master them and to express themselves
through them and whir them. Film, television, ereo and photography Clubs would be useful adjuncts to
the audiopvisual environment, providing good c tural diversions linking up with the °parallel school''.
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These types of graining schemes are by far the most largt-scale, as' they affect all in-servicetalf,

which in some European countries means hundreds of thousands of people. For most teachers never received
the slightest groundwork, in or even information on, eudio-visual educational ,techniques during their basic
training and only a small proportion of them have gleaned a fewideas of pohstersShiCe.

. They must therefore begiven the opportunity to acquire a maximum of knowledge in a minimum of
time with the least, possible interruption of their teaching and, fon this reason, advantage is taken of free days
and 'school holidays. . 0

further training and regular refresher courses are also needed even for teachers who were trained in
audio-visual techniques before entering the profession, and indeed for teachers who received on the job
training; since this is a field in which change is very rapid - much more so than the traditional fields
of education.

To this end many schemes have been devised in different European countries both forthelnitormatiob
and constant updating of all teaching staff and for intensive refresher courses for catain'categories of .
teachers:

III - 1.1nitial and further training of teaching staff as a whole

Thittakes many kens, of whishwe may mention the following:

,III -1. - 1. Radio/television broadcasts

.., One might expect that in most countries, schoollidio and television services would c ecb
Of educational technology and keep the broad mass of towhee; informed on the subject over the
through related materials. Our survey shows that this is far from behsg-thecase. e e

.

.. And yet, with the methods used nowadays in teaching "at a distance" andespeciallyfor in-service "

treAnirig, it would not 1?, flifficult to devise broadcasts permitting a.gdialogue between. specialists and ,
teachers and arranged on the following lines,

...Programmes defining the principle's underlying.the use of audiovimal media 'and technology]
- Programmes/film reports showing lute of these Media ki4; ' .

- round table programniel tar discuniOn Of the above principles and applications;
1 two-way broadcast* in which even distant audiences had a chanceto express their ideas.

In this way, in a field as vast and new as educational technology, 'it would really be possible,.

genuinely tolnivate and interest teachers to a point whAre they were prepared to participate in a scheme
and commit v To quote the sponsors of the Teaching Workshop of French Radio and Television
School, "the aim of such broadcasts is to provoke comment, discussion and.questioning of accepted ideas,
so that every teacher may realise that he is not. working in isolation but is part eta creative movement,

' involving his own initiative,, intelligence and individual commitment and that it is necessary for him to
exchange ideas with other colleague.

. .
.,

. While series of refresher broadcasts on modem mathematics and spode= languages may have
achieved these aims, it is every different tale with, educitional technology which is a pity, in view of
the challenging and challenged ideas expressed in this field.

Of the few modest attempts on these lines f.a relation to educational technology mention or.e

by the Austrian educational radio service: .

"Since all con;se; and seminar* reach a small number of teachers only; we try now to address a
greater number of teachers widithe help of the television.

'Short TV programnreof 2 to 5 minutes fill the intermissions on TV. These short programmes
are entitled,"Inlormation for teacher's" and thew film extracts which are intended for class teaching.
At the Same ,tinie.teachers are told where they can borrow such films.
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A programme Of 28 minutes Once a month is to mike the, teachers familiar with methods of audio-
visual instruction and teaching examples. In order to prevent the programme becoming boring and in order
to motivate inflexible and ;inactive teachers this programme is to take the tam of n magasiue. First, it
deals with special AV equipment and then gives examples of various media and perhaps shows special AV
events ..1pctoicina, Didakta, etc). " .

However, by and large, the tendency, especially in the RTS and the 88C is for examples of the
use of audio-visual techniques in situ to be inserted in programmes for teaChinsi for example, uses of
laborateries in programmes on the revitalisation of modern languege teaching; use.offilms,iis programmes.
JO technology, use of sound media in programmes on literature, singing; etc: this perfectly sound approach
to the problem should nevertheless be supplemented by specific teacher training programmes on the use of
andio.visuaLtechniques.

a

- i.'- 2, Protracted courses.' at universities'and other institutions

Such courses are usually opento in-service teachers, as well es'students so that. they. have an ,

ojiportimity of increasing their.knowledge of audio- visual media by attending classes and practieti'Work
every week while continuing to teach. In thUniversity Of Paris,V, for ern.inple,. course units on audio-
visual techniques eompthe roughly, 50% students and 50% in-service teachers.

. The reader should refer above (pages 45-46) for details. of these comes.

Some long courses are arranged so that in-service teachers can specialise without having to be
seconded in order to pursue their studies.

There ii a Spaiish scheine on' these lines, described. as Grade I speCialist courses which is being
introduced by the Educational.Decumentation and &tdy. centre (CEDODEP) of the Directorate of Primary
Education.

a

"The object is to build up a core of teachers with a thorough knowledge' of audio? visual
technology enabling.thern to deal with prOblems arising out of its use in 'connection with the appiiiticn
of these communication media to certain requirements..

Possibleleatitres of the course are:

- a duration of approximately 100 hours, comprising:

. theory: (a udio-kMal teaching methoch,.; image perception, programming, integration);
practice: (building of electrical circuits, locationland rapair of minor breakdowns, evaluation

and preparation of softiore);
. demonstration and presentation of material;

courses with small groups of people with previous knowledge;
-

- emphaskon individual participation in practical exercises, handling of equipment, criticism of
materials and demonstrations, etc in order to achieve, adequate technical dexterity.

The level will lie determined by practical mastery of equipment and based on applied use. this
may be teemed "inside knowledge of audio - visual media". The courses will lead to theiliploma of
"bask specialist in audio-visual techniques ";

, .
.

Holders Of the diploma will serve in this capacity, in the teaching centree.,to be set up, either
full -tithe or Part-time where traditional and audio-vistial teaching mitthodkarit used. They may be .

employed in central and provincial audio...visual 'services, pilot schemes, ittiff training or any other post
requiring a sufficient mastery off these techniques.- ----

Fhetheory section will include the study of the work "Audio-Visual Technology and Education'!,
also published by CEDODEP, which provides adequate information. Background material and monographs
are beteg prepared to assist this study..
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The programming of the practical sectienand standardisation of its activities have also been
considered.

,

;. , . .
.

Software exists for demonstrations; but it luld be preferable to have a .collection of audio-visual
Material featuring the uses of media.

;

For the time being, the courses will have to be organised on a centralised basis u til such time as
sufficiently qualified staff are'available to introduce training at this level in centres setup in different
regions. "

The CEDODEP does not intend to stop there and also plans courses for Grade II specialists.

"These may. serve a dual purpose:

- general: to explore problems relating to audio.vl al media at a more advanced livel than
that of Grade I specialists;

- specito: to train experts in radio, films, television, Sound, scenarios and applied didactics.

Systematic planning.of these 'courses is not possible at the moment. They will be primarily. .

designed for teachers, inspectors, administrators, etc, ie people in .positions of authority. They should
be run on the-lines of a seminar.. "'

III - 1. - 3. Courses and study days

These are the most common means of acquainting teachers with the technical potentialities of
audio-visual and other modem t 'Their lengthvaries considerably, froin a single study day,
arranged dither teachers' days off or on w ng days; to fairly long courses Igenerally 2.8 days,
sometimes 15 days), either during the school year, during the holidays or overlapping the two. An
original arrangement which is often employed is that of an hdtfal course of one week followed by study
days at intervals over the year.

Programmes vary a great deal; as we shall see below, being mainly theoretical in some cues,
and strictly practical in others. However, inmost cases, theory is combined with practice and handling
of equipment with its utilisation in teaching situations, in differing proportions.

There is tuch a profusion of these courses in Europe that we shall try todefine a number of
categories, giving concrete examples of each.

, a. Courses on general aspects of educational communication and the image

. .

It is increasingly felt that leachers should master problems of educational communication through
modern techniquesand familiarise themselves with aspects of the visual image and sound image. As
result they will be able to integrate the contributions of the "parallel school" in their lessoni and have a
better understandigg of Media and incorporate them competently and effectively in their teaching.

. .

The Commission d'Initiation a la Culture AUdio-visuelle (ICAV), set up in 1966 under the aegis
of the Camila Acadamique pour It Recherche Pechigolique, of Bordeaux, c'lenandia continuous training

° campaign in which courses are part,of a wider context of research, experimentation and application.
This training is based on a number of premises set out in the prospectus of the ICAV:

"AT THE GENERAL LEVEL

- AV, is a phenomenon which takes the dual form of MEDIA AND MESSAGES. .

- These messages, devised in an original way using words and images,. serve to communicate ideas,
inipressions, facts and relationships.

- They are "consumed" in very considerable quantities even before school age.
. MEDIA determine; a type of yerception (audio and/or visual); -

MESSAGES aregoyerned by specific codes (word and images). .
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- Audio-visual MEDIA and MES AGES are used in teaching in the form of "audio-visual aids", as tools in
an information process.

- Paradoxically, a great deal of study-has been deyoted to the instrumentality of what, for the Sake of
simplicity, has been termed "the audio-visual", . aid. very little attention has been paid to the actual
nature of its specific codes,' Yet these codes and their combinations underlie all so-called.audio-visual
messages,

Thus there has been a tendency to teach by AV before becoming familiar with, or teaching, AV itself, "
. .

Teaching methods bring together not only several categoriesof adults, usually from a teaching
. background (researchers, basic planners, experimenters), but pupils as well, in both the utilisation and

production of media...

The.. ICAV. group quickly realised that. it was. essential to go beyond the empirical stage and
establish close and constant relations with basic research, This resulte in the following steps:

1, Individual and joint experimental research, :The study of the findings showed that, in order to
carry out such study, .group members constantly need specific theoretical, knowledge (theory
training sew:filers). .

O

2, General 'dining and preparation of experimental programmes,wlimited experimentation with
these prodrammes and completion of provisional materials.

3. Extensive experimentation with provisional material with the assistance of teachers co-ordinated
'by Members of the ICAV group.

4, Analysis of findings obtained during experimentation, their comparison by .all experimentalists
and with.theoretical data at ICAV general seminars, Mollowing,such comparison, materials
are "validated" or rejected,.)

..) ,en of the ICAV team work at several different levels according to the actual degree of
their advanL.ement in research.

Those working at basic research level (researchers) pass on their kvowledge to other members of
the team at regional theory seminars and are responsible for research as:i whole.

A small group of "basic planners" working in close liaison with the researchers, devise experimental'
programmes which are tested on their own pupils and result in the development of provisional material.

A larger, group of experimenters, trained at regional seminars and local courses.take part in the
,validation of programmes. After validation, It "final" version of material is drawn up.

.

It should be noted that
4,1

a. the' distinction between "researchers", "basic- planners" and "experimenters" is not a

hierarchical re but is based on actual responsibilities in the ICAV team;

b, information; requests, griticbrns, proposals, etc circulate freely within the ICAV group
(eg an experimenter can approach a, 'researcher directly for clarification of a particular.
point. The reply may come to him direct or give rise to discuision during group work
(in a course or seminar).

In the classroom' , work follows the same pattern: individual and group work, inter-group
discussions, discessioni with the teacher who participates in the group work and, as the need arises,
answen, queries, refers them to a more advanced group or proposes a joint approach to the problem
(further work e: documentary research) etc.

r:
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Thus all those who take part in the ICAV, in whatever capacity (pupils, teachers, researchers) are

part of a system of interaction which appears complex but helps to overcome the only, too familiar impression
of gelation and segregation.

Moreover, the desire to "keep abreast of the times" lessens the feeling of unfamiliarity (with the .

class, in the case of the child with AV in the case of the aduk).

The ICAV very often.sets up a "group/cliss" which it a forum for very important discussions within
the group itself as well as for incoming and outgoing ideas.

The 'aim of the .ICAV is that pupils should gain an awareness of their different attitudes towards
audio-visual and progress in their knowledge of it. In achieving this ,aim, work with them seemed to pass
through four phases.

- Phase of 'experimentation: the pupils make contact with the subject of study.

- Phase Of analysis of the subject studiedly the pupils.

Phase of maturation: .at their own pace, pupils develop and compare the results of previous phase;
instead of being "receivers ", they become "transmitters" before reverting to "receivers" once again.

- .Phase of synthesis and formalisation: the pupils become aware. of useful Concepts and tools of analysis,
at their level, for a good and clear apprehension of she. previously defined subject of study.

The object of any ICAV training is to interest teachers in the audio-visual as an educational nib ect
in itselfeather than as a teaching aid, In this sense it generalises and amplifies prev.ious training schemes,
familiar in many:Countries, which are concerned with.films and less frequently, with television,. as
educational subjects, within the framework of film and television clubs. .

The ICAV brochure justly makes the following clainii:

The ICAV has rapidly introduced an innovatory trend

- in basic research (research on codes, on'verbalisation, on the structure of the medium, etc);
in documentary techniques:, distinction in the analysis of photographic messages, for example,

between the subject photographed and the photographic subject and precise and hierarchic
.determination'of the paranieters of the.photographiC subject;

- in teaching practices: the innovation of the ICAV has been to regard the audio-visual as an
educational subject and notes an aid. It has brought Out the fact that the relationship between
pupils and the audio-visual was not known in scientific ternis-and underlined theeed to define
it objectively.

The ICAV has raised important side issues such as the rethinking of inter -pupil and teacher-pupil
relationships (of .which.a scientific knowledge is needed).

The ICAV takes as its starting point the reception and creation of audio - visual messages by pupils
themselves and not any knowledge of them which the "teacher" may possess.'

(Experimentation has shown that it was a mistake to expect too much of pupils and that the
presence of an organiser was necessary to stimulate awareness and to put order. Into ideas, work and
documentation. )"

Having set out its principles, let us take a look at the ways in which the ICAV organisiii teacher
training in the form of courses and tuition of various kinds.

1st day:

It

First of all there are short courses such as the three-day seminars held in 1911,

- opening of the seminar
.."didactics"

discussion
- "Open work - closed work"
- discUssion (evening)



2nd day: "informational aesthetics"
discuision

= "myth and logos"
- "art and science of art today"
- discussion (evening)
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3rd days - "does a serneiological approach to aesthetics exist?"
discussion
"medium dynamics -.message dynamics"

- discussion
conclusions,

4..

Another type of seminar consists of several sessions spread over the academic via?, such as the one
on "messages and media" organised by the ICAV in 1972/73:

- 28 November: concept of code. .

- 12 Decembe ;: connotation
- 16 January s the concept of sign
- 29 February s the concept 61 context
- 12 March the concept of system

"systemic" analysis of communication
- 3 April : the ICAV and the educational system.

The ICAV also runs local courses for teaching staff who use its method, which Is based on its
books and material,

gric_Ls.

The 1972 course for the ddnartement of Lot was essentially an introductory one:

- 'What ICAV stands for" (teaching, aims; methods, structures, etc)
- Where, is ICAV going?
- Introduction to the SDDP of LotaetGaronne, followed by discussion

Critical'analysis of class S curriculum (1st year of ICAV) with discussion between senior
and junior staff, and presentation of unpublished material

- Information on current research by the ICAV academi
and sound
discussion .

- Critical analysis of class 4 curriculum (2nd year of ICAV)

perception, verbalisation

4.11Lay: - Critical analysis of class 3 curriculum (3rd year of ICAV)
- Overall study of the ICAV approach in the first cyclof secondary education
- Forecasts for'the different schools .

Assessment of the course
- Wishes expressed by course /members.

The course for the dinartemint, of the Basses-Pyrdirdes, also held in 1972, was aimed at a wider
cross-section of participants.

lidays Introduction of course to members
- Division into 2 groups .

a, experienced experimenters:
homogenisation of knoViledge and method - definition offterms - clarification
of earlier concepts - explanation of new concepts stud? of material;

b, future experimenters:
. talks on the nature of ICAV cutlini of the method - basic concepts - brief

runover of 1st cycle textbooks
ICAV classes in class 5 of Lycde lesions ringing the changes in advertising
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Method:

account of guidelines and progression
choice of one key lesson per chapter, Each of these lessons to be taken by an
experimenter with course members acting as pupils
comparison of results in various schools where the lesson has been given. Reports

on experiments and critical assessment of the lesson or of the material

2nd day: class 4
- Presentation of claim 4 textbook and work thereon using the above method

Inventory of concepts conveyed in class '4; definition, illustration. Practical exercises

- Afternoon; Continuation of the morning's work.
Analysis of strip cartoons and practical work, at the general request of course members.

3rd day: class 3
- Study of provisional class 3 textbook using the above method

Inventory of concepts introduced in class 3; definition, illustration. Practical exercises
Critical assessment of provisional textbook and account of new experiments

- Study of a short film and practical work in the pupil situation
- Critical assessment of the course.

Similar attempts to those of the ICAV, . approaching the audio-visual as an educational subject,
are being made in various other European countries but, generally speaking, in a less systematic way.

b. General introductory courses .on audio- visual teaching media

These courses are 'generally the most common and ar o be found in every European country.
They aim, in a feyidays, to givnin-sarvice teachers some asic idea of the various media andthe
corresponding hardware and software, together with al few examples.of their utilisation-. From the
innumerable examples available we shall select the following:

- In Great Britain, the Educational Foundation for Visual Aids (EFVA)in 1972-73 was to hold three
courses of 2-6 days on the basic principles of educational technology.

- The systems approach in education (2 days)

This'course will consider the application of the systems approach to education. The definition of
educational objectives, criteria for the selection of methods, modes and media, and testing and evaluating
techniques will be examined and illustrated where posiible by case studies.

- Principles Of educational technology - diploma lit year (6 days)

This course will discuss aspects. of the following sections of the Diploma in Educational Technology
syllabus - Characteristics of the Learner, Theories of Communication and Learning, and the Development
of Learning Strategies. Ideas already considered in the course on systems approach in education will be
further explored. The course is open only to students Shindy enrolled for the Diploma in Educational .

Technology course.

Prh Jciale_..sof educational teclimiloccipi lomre2nd tear (5 days)

This course is open only to students in.the 2nd year of the Diploma in Educational Technology'course.
Full details will be sent to these students.

As early as 19Z0, the Coventry College of Education offered a course on the same subject which

was described as follows:
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An introduction to educational technology for teachers and head teachers in primary and secondary

schools, lecturers in colleges of education and colleges of further education and local education authority
advisers. There will be practical sessions in which members can examine projected aids, closed-cireult
television, language labo:atorres, teaching machines and programmed learning. Members will be helped
to prepare teaching materials using the various media.

. The courses held in London by the Centre for Educational Development Overseas (CEDO) are mainly
designed for overseas educators. .

0

These courses areusually from 7-10 working days in diration and are designed to cater for those who'
are unable to attend the. longer courses but who wish to follow a course 'in audio-visual aids related to their
special nets,: Some of the courses are of a general native covering such aspects as the following:

The place 'of oral and visual aids in education and as part of curriculum planning; the nuking and
use of simple drawing and printed aids, flannelgraphs and plastigraphs, magnetic boards,, wall charts,
posters and models; the use of the camera, overhead projector, slides, filmstrips and film as teaching
aids; the. care and servicing of filmstrip, film projectors and tape recorders and the use of recorded
material for teaching purposes, with special reference to English language teaching; the role of programmed
learning, radio and television in education.

Other short courses may be of a more specialist nature, for example, basic photography, tape
recording,. or the Care, operation and maintenance of audio-visual equipment under difficult climatic
conditioni.

In Aust_e_ Jia .the SHB, in co-operation with regional teaching centres, arranger study. days
consisting of fiie.two-hour lesions, for teachers of the 1st stage of secondary educations.

1st lesson: What are audio - visual media?.
Projection of slides

General survey, lending andproviding of AVM, advice.
Instruments for school teaching and material.for this equipment (hardware/software). Daylight
projection, darkroom projection.
Projection by epidiascope, projection of slides (manual equipment.and automation), copying press for
the production of transparencies for the overhead projector and the usual transparencies. .

Writing utPissils for the overhead projector. Sound film, combination of slides and sound-tape, filmstrip.
The slide. .

2nd lesson: Projection of film"

16 mm sound films: theoretkal and technical purvey. Presentation of a 16 mm film, (cable, setting up
of a projector, loudspeaker, type of the projection screen). Methodical use,
Super 8 mm films in schools: single-corcept fkims, film-loops ancitheir use in school teaching.

3rd lesson: Television and video recorder/sound film projection

Public educational TV, within the school and within the class TV.
Unterrichtmistichau,
Video recorder, table for the TV camera,
Sound film projections handling of the equipment, splicing of Mini and experimental exercises.

4th lesson: Methodology. of audio-visual media with experimental exercises

The tritest developments and trends;
EVE: electronic video recording and reproduction system.
Setting up of a programme, collaboration in the production of audio-visual aids (not the single media,
but the entire plans).
Lists of the audio4isuaimedia. The magazine "Sehen and H6ren" ("Look and Listen"). Collections of
the schools, lending system. The providing of educational films and some examples,

-6 8.



5th lesson: . Software (tapes, records) /hardware BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Tape recorder, UKW radio and record-player. Methodical integration. Fundamenta principles of the
record - player.

Stereophonic performance in school teaching.
Microphone techniques.
Language laboratory: survey and use.
Exercises with the tape recorder and record-player.
Exercises with the sound film projector. Examination,:

S ain the DODEP has introduced a basic training in audio-visual medi consisting of information
sessions follovCCg.. sh courses.

Their prirpose popularisepopularise the subject and no active part is taken by pa icipants. They merely
set out to convey a ovkrall idea of audio-visual media;

There will be 4 sessions, in all a maximum of 8 hours, which include four ectures together with
corresponding demonstrations of audio-visual media.

sab

0

The lectures will deal with:

- audio-visual media in general
- equipment
- software
- service installations.

Support material (such as slides, recta*, 'magnetic tapes and, if possibi films) will be available
to reinforce the lectures and illustrate some types of audio-visual Oducationalb Mak! tion.

Under the auspices of CEDODEP, thematic outlines have been prepared I
instruction sessions.. Corresponding appropriate audio-visual material is also be

The current series of sessions can be organised intensively in major tow
centres and similar meeting places.

Introductory, courses:

these w
prepare

o are to take .

. .

and' be held hi teachers'.

The purpoie of these is tbsupply teachers with AV information and giv them the opportunity to
employ the audio-visual techniques which are a necessity for any educator in his day and age. .

. 'Their characteristics will be as follows:

- a duration of approximately 30 hours made up of theory sessions: des of analysis and
study of materials;

- groups limited to a maximum of 25-30 participants;
- active participation and assured outpUt will be required;
- the standard will be elementary, assuming only an initial groundw k in'audio-visual

techniques ;. this may be described as knowledge of audio-visual m dia seen from the exterior.

O

The book "Audio-visual Media in Schools" published by CEDODEP ill be used in the theoretical
section of the course.

For the practical section, some "leaflets" have been printed settin out, iu an almost programmed
fashion, operations to be carried out with equipment.

Material is available for demonstration and the preparation of seri of .ides for illustration
purposes is in hand.

.

-63-
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Such courses take place either sac, colleges orin suitable teaching centres. They
are also open to young trainee teachers and might therefore also be included in section II - 1. of this
report..

These information sessions and courses are part of an overall plan culminating in the specialist
courses described below in III - 1.2. The following table summarises the characteristic features of three
types of trainingt

.

Information
sessions

Introductory
courses

.:

Elementary
COMM

.

Duration 8 hairs 30 hours. 100 hours

No, of
participants .

.

40 - 60
..

.25 - 30

.

20 - 25

Form No. individual
Participation

. Individual work Individual work

Diplomas None

I

Certificate of
practical work

Elementary .specialists'
diploma

.

Objectives Motivation Knowledge of AV
media "from the
outside"

.
"Inside" knowledge of
AV media

Texts
.

Thematic outlines "AVM in schools" Audio-visual and
edUcational technology

Audio-visual
material

,..

, General information Samples and
description of .

equipments

Study of complete
material

.
W ork:ng

material
. Practical work

sheets
Practical work sheets

Qualification
after the
course

Teacher of general*
subjects

Tutor in a teacher.
training centre

Qualified secondary
teacher

In Belgium, the training system is based on a network of centres which offer teachers voluntary
initial and further training courses.

-; .

.
. .,

"It should be noted that a National Audio-Visual Centre as well as 15 regionalventres attached
to teachers' training colleges have been set up. Here the main objective is to familiarise teachers with
different types of equipment andienable them to explore their potentialities. These centres are usually
nun by the "audio-vieual" tutors' who are in charge of the voluntary courses.

ii .

Olt
. . . .

Reg centres operate on Wednesdays from 2 - 5 pm and are open to any state school staff
wishing to to i further training courses comprising 10 sessions. These are limited to a maximum of
10 or 12 participants in order to make practical exercises and adequate training possible for every
course member. The courses are run on a continuous basis. Strenuous efforts hive been made to provide
audio-visual equipment in order that the voluntary courses and the centres should prove as effective as
possible. Regional centres and voluntary courses also receive nondurable material for practical workr

tr' r.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
photo film, 8 mm films, magnetic tapes. They also subscribe to specialised periodicals and there are plans..
to help them form a library. Lastly, films dealing with different aspects of.the audio-visual are distributed
to these centres through, the national centre. Specialised inspectors nun these courses and centres and ensure.
proper co-ordination. These inspectors arrange for refresher courses for the organisers, who iare also sent on
visits to audio-visual centres abroad (Saint-Cloud, Munich, etc). It is also planned that,' in addition to
providing a general training in audio-visual techniques, each regional centre should gradually specialise in
a particular area. Thus one centre would specialise in slide-tape presentations, another in overhead
projector techniques, yet another in programmed learning techniques, etc. Each in its own specialised area,
would act as the consultation and documentation centre for the other centres and for teachers interested in a
particular technique.'"

.0ther forms of training are also used in Belgium. For example, every year a seminar, consisting of
five-hour sessions on eight Saturday:: is held, for about thirty in-service tutors and teacheriselected from a
`very large number of applicants and covers impOrtarit aspects of the audio-visual. In 1971-73 the chosen
topics were as follow's:

- from the audio-visual to educational technology .(2 sessions);
- audio - visual based teaching systems;
- the development of the educational film and of its use in teaching;
- current; trends in schools television (various types of messages and their use);
- closed-circuit television as a new teaching aid;

proddction of audio-visual media at school;
- the'dontribution of audio-visual media to teacher training.

In France there are numerous forms of general and intensive training in audio-iisual Media, of which.
we shall mention but a few.

p
.

Many Centres Regionaux de Documentation Plidagogique (CRDP) run sheet courses Vor in-service
teachers, either independently or in. co- operation with INRDP and OFRATEME..

Thus, in 1972-73, the CRDP 'nth! Paris educational area held 6 sessions for voluntary participants.
Each session consists of 4 periods:

- 2 lecture /discussion periods on visual and audio-visual aids (teachingupparatus and Materials);
- 2 periods of practical work.in audio-visual workshops (with the option of the "sound workshop" orthe

"video workshop").

The order and content of these periods is give" below:

1st period (common to participants from both workshops)

Lecture/discussion: integration of the episcope and epidiascope with teachingi
the overhead projector, techniques and production of materials;
still, 8 mm and super 8 film projectors.

2nd and 3rd periods (workshop practice)

"Sound workshop"
Tape recording practice
reading, recording
(microphone, radio, record player);
group monitoring;
special techniques (mbiing, dubbing,
synchronisation, picture/sound);
additional equipment.

"Video workshop')
Closed-circuit televbion:
camera, receive; video recorder;
picture, sound recording;
mixing and electronic editing;
rerecording;
Examples of production of film sequences.

O

4th period (common to participants from both workshops)

Presentation/discussion: dietape recorder integrated in.teaching: examples of its utilisation in different
disciplines;

Analysis of sound programmes, including photographic programmes, made by teachers in their schools.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE
In 1971 -72 there were 8 sessions attended by a total of 314 teachers. Courses are also run for

teacher training staff,.

For example, one week's work with the Audio-Visual Centre of the Ecole Normale Sup4rieure of

Saint -Cloud is a feature of the basic reorientation course for teacher training college tutors which takes

place at Saint-Cloud.

In 1971 -72 the following subjects were selectOd in agreement with course members:

.- the audio-visual and teaching;
- .mass media sociology and picture semeiology;
- techniques of sound;
- overhead projectors;

still and motion picture projection;
- 16mmfilms

. cinema screening
television screening;

- 8 mm films;
- closed-circuit television;
- AV and the teaching of French;
- AV and the teaching of mathematics...

A further week was spent on programmed instruction.

The one-week course organised the same year by the Audio-Visual Centre of Saint-Cloud for

teacher training staff undergoing retraining at the Dijon centre was of a slightly different order. The
programme consisted of 2 elements:

.

Audio-visual media as teaching aids
(comprehension of audio-visual messages by school audiences)

Tuesdays .

yednesdav:

Thursday:

Friday:

2-3 pm: general introduction to the course
3-5 pm: problems connected with the use of the still image

9-12s, 'films motivating self-expression
. showing of 3 short films
. sound programme illustrating work produced by children after a showing of the

film "The River".
. teaching implications of research findings on comprehension of these 3. short films
2-5 pm: presentaticni'of an audio-visual teaching unit on the theme "the sea"

(medium length motivation film, short didactic films, accompanying slides)

Audio-visual media as training aids
(observation of behaviour)

Research on the use of closed-circuit television .

9-12: cloied-circuit television and research on analysis of teaching behaviour
2-5 pm: closed-circuit television and research on the effects of self-observation

Films as a training aid
. 9412: examples of recordings of primary classes practising modern matheinctici;

film as an aid in behavioural observation
2-5 pm: final period: recapitulation.,

,OFRATEME arranges courses for students of the Ecole Nationale Ninmale d'Apprliorlva..;t
of Paris North, The 1972 programme was as follows:

Mortyla 2 pm: - Opening of the course. 4* exchange of views on current and future at, °,1 :es of

participants and on what they expect of audio-visual techniques. Posbible

adaptation of the work programme in the light of this discussions



Bur COPY AVAILABLE
3 pm: - Conditions for incorporation of audio-visual material in the strategy of the

teaching process.

Tuesday: 9.30 am:
- Sensitising approach to classroom observation.

2 pm: - Professional behavioural analysis (self-observation and micro - teaching)` with
successive and possibly comparative presentation of audio-visual material on
classroom situations.

411 ecinesdayi.

O

9.30 ant:
- AV and programmed learning.

2 pms - General assessment of the course.
3 pm: Discussion on subsequent co-operation at training and experimentation level.

c. Courses on techniques and methods

A considerable number of courses are concerned with techniques, with the emphasis on equipnient,
its structure and handling, and on the methods fibquently associated with techniques, since it is hard to
separate the two, especially with multi-media usage in view. However, the survey carried out in Europe
shows that the vast majority' of these courses' are concerned with a single technique; doubtless for reasons
Of ease of presentation and arrangement, as this seems to imply a curious priority of hardware over software
and equipment over teaching content.

,

Here are some examples of courses of this ldnd which cover the whole gamut of audio-visual aids.

The EFVA in Great Britain, to a greater extent than any other European body, covers the Ala
range of audio-visual techniques in separite courses which are listed in its annual prospectus for 1972-73.

Li

Display techniques in education (2 days) ..

This-course will review a varied range of non-projected lids (eg wallcharts, flannelgraphs and
magnetboards) and their applications in teaching. Course members, will learn how to produce their own
materials and will dose under expert guidance. Display and exhibition layout will also be considered.

DT/5 Tuesday and Wednesday
. 10-11 April

Reprography and the preparation of learning materials (2 days)

A comparative survey of photocopying and duplicating methods with particular emphasis on
processes which are more likely to be available in schools and colleges. Photo - stabilisation, diffusion
transfer, dyeline, infra -red dual spectrum and electrostatic copying, and spirit, ink stencil and offset
duplicating are discussed. The principle of each process will be outlined, and its advantages and
limitations assessed. Practical sessions will be included.' The organisation of reprographic services
in a echo .1 or college will also be considered.

REP/16 Thursday and Friday 12-13 October

Audio media in primary and secondary education, (3 days) .

Amongst the lectures on this course there will be gallons on the use of the tape recorder andon
other audio aids such as the Synchrofax and Language Master. There wilt also be lectures on the use of
closed-circuit and broadcast radio and on practical aspects such as microphone techniques. and script
writing. Course members will produce a tape/slide teaching programme and at the same time learn
practical skills.

AM/S Tuesday to Thursday . 6-8 February

The language laboratory - structuring of materials (2 days) .

. This course is intended for teachers who have little or no experience of teaching in a language
laboratory. There will be a detailed study of drills and exercises for use in the language laboratory. There
will also be lectures on teaching method in the language laboratory. end on its daily organisation.

-LL/17 Thursday to Friday 2 -3 August
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The overhead projector - presentation and learning, (2 days)

This cause is designedeassist teachers, lecturers and training officers who have had little or no
previous experience in using the overhead projector, Subjects discuised will include:, the advantages and
liinitatiOns of the overhead projector compared with other media; the design of the overhead projector and
viewing arrangements for its use; the selection of suitable writing surfaces, pens, pencils, lettering and
shading materials; the design of transparencies, including the use of ov lay and revelation techniques;
And the advantages and limitations of different photocopying processes or preparing transparencies.
Practical sessions will be included on drawing materials. and'photocop g methods.

.., -
OPA/37 c ..Monday - Tuesday 9-10 Odtober 0,01.

,
. .

The overhead protector - presentation and learning - advanced, (2 days)
1

This cause is designed for. teachers, lecturers, and training *Meal Who have already hid considerable
experience in using the overhead projector. Although it will cover the same topics as the above course, less
time will be spent in discussing elementary principles in order that a greater range o.: techniques can be
surveyed. Practical sessions will be included.

OPB/21 Wednesday- Thursday 4-5 October

Photography in education (2 days)

The topics discussed will include: the perception of projected pictures by students, the selection
of cameras and accessories for use by teachers and children, the preparation of recorded commentaries,
technical considerations in classroom projection, and teaching methods and creative work with slides ad
filmstrips. The course will be limited to still photography and will not attempt to provide a basic
introduction to picture taking and processing. PractiCal work will be on copying Methods, the preparation
of synchronised commentaries on tape and other techniques of particular value inprimary and secondary . k
education.

PH/7 Monday - Tuesday 2-3 April

Malting 8 mm instructional films (5 days)
. .

. The topics covered in 014 introductay cause will include: the applications of 8 mm films in
education and industrial training; the selection of cameral and accessories; camera techniquesscript .

writing. the preparation and filming of titles and diagrairis; animation; editing and splicing; prof ion
equipment and conditions.,: Prat:Mal work will form the. main element in the course, four or fivrsiagle
concept films being produced, a

1F/11 . Monday to Friday 27 Nov. to 1. Dec.

. The moving image in education .. new developments (2 days)

The course will.survey the latest developments in the methods of producing both projected and
electronic moving images, and will' examine these in relation to current educational trends towards
variable grouping. Educational criteria for selecting appropiiate presentation devices from equipment
currently available and from possible future developinents will emerge from discussion. .

Ml /2 Monday - Tuesday 30-31 July

Educational broadcasting as a resource in ROSLA situations: implications for teacher training (3 days)
(In conjundtionwith the Schools Broadcasting Council)

This course is designed tq enable those engaged in teacher training (initial and in-service) to
study in practical ways the potential of -the broadcast media.in the development of new patterns of
secondary school curricula - with particular reference to the use of resource materials in the education
of 14-16 year old pupils. BBC'Eskidation Widen, and producenwill.be involved and the course will be
structured around a number of workshop situations in which production aims and methods and the conditions
making for effective classroom use of broadcasts will be studied in relation to each other: :Many of the
exercises used in the course will be intended to have direct methodological application is? teacher training.

EB/1 Tuesday to Thursday 17-19 October
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The use of educational broadcasting'roadcast inlirst school education: new developments and their implications fix
teacher training, (3 days)
(in co ,,ration with the Schools Broadcasting Council)

This course will be structuied to facilitate practical study by those concerned with teacher training
(initial and hi-service) of the use of educational broadcasting in first school situations.. It will include
workshop exercises designed to throw light on the ways in which "mass media" are relevant to the Purposes
of individual and group learning. BBC duration Officers and producers will staff the course and its scope
will take into account the relationships 'etween programme planning and production and classroom utilisation
of material. The practical sessions of e course will be so designed have potential methodological
application in teacher training.

EB/2 Tuesday to Thursday

The course on educational fil
on a single technique:

t.

Monda

.

Opening
9.3040.15 am:

Tuesday:

)'

4.(-
Wednesday:

yea

. 5-7 June

run by the FWU in Munich provides another example of a course

2. 30-3. 30 pm:
3. 30-5. OD pm:

8. 30 am - ,12.30 pm:
2.30-3.15 pm:

3.15-4.00 pm:
4.00-5.00 pm:

8.30-9.15 int:
9.15-10,00 am:
10.15:12.00 pm:.

12.00-12.45 pm:

Structure and working 'meth
Discussion - tour of thespe uses

Recent developments in eq eat
Demonstration and trying out o pment.

Participatiop in one of,the institute's work sessions
The teaching context as the stgrting point for planning the
utilisation of audio-visual media (including.televiiion)
DisChssion
Demonstration (continued).

..
The didactic atips of educational dims
Discussion :

Round table discussion on: "The criteria of didactic 'analysis of
a film"
Introduction to the techniques of the editing table (in groups)
Free afternoon,

of the institute

Thursday: 8.30 am: SubmIsSion'Of written questions
8.30-11.00 am: Presentation and analysis of 2 short educational films at the.

editing table
11.15 am - 12.30 pmt of therfihns analysed, report on the results of the analysis
2.,30-5. 00 pm: Presentation andliiscussion of models concerned with Subjects

currently at the planning stage.

Showing of the final version of a film of the institute and compiling
of dUferehtaversiots fen. the commentary
Presentatid. of these commentaries including the institute's version
The technique of reptoducing films and slides
linal discussion.

Friday:

.

8.30 -11.00 am:

11.15 am -1.00pm:
2. 30-4. 00 pm:
4.00-5.00 pits r"'

It should be noted that all these courses are not merely.diversified in relation to the techniques they
I

tackle'.. Many combine handling of equipment with.guidence on its use and also with an introduction to
production which is necessary in order to promote active and creative utilisation of audio-visual messages.

A special course run by the EFVA stresses these aspects:

"The, creative use of audio - visual media (3 days)

This course willeiplore the potential of photography, film making, television, tape
recording and tape/slide presentations as' media for creative work by sti cents in schools
and colleges. Visiting lecturers will describe some possible techniques and there will be

:an opportunity to experiment with some of these approaches during practical sessions. "

l'o
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Sane coma condeabate SolelY on production; like the one on the production of 8 mm
but .neatly all the reit include. sessions of practical work.

ft
b

Two-systems more complex both technically and methodologically; receive attention;
closedrcircuit telivision and 4se language ktbaratcny.

Pot thaEFVA rum series of courses on closed - circuit television, some providing a brig
int.Y.4rotion to production and Other piabtictes in actual production -work, In 1972 -73 the courses were as
k0110Volt

"Closed-cimuit.television production A (2 days)

The many and varied applications of cloiedircult television to edpcation are surveyed,before
consideritg the functions of a small studio inProdicing.teaching 'or training programmes, The duties of
the production team are discussed and handling,.of equipment demonstrated before undertaking practical
exercises.. Course members are asked to preiareln their own Scripts for short talks which ate presented,
recorded and discussed'airingthe second &Y. The sohedula.of -duties is anungedlothat'each member does :

every Jab it: thortudicrduring-the-tabiaof the day. , 6 0
-

'TVA/71,
TVA/72 'Wednesday and l'huaday
TVA/73 Wednesday and Thursday
TVA/74 Monday anOruesday.
TVA/75 Wednesday and Thursday
TV4/76 Ti uridaY and F0417
TVA /y7 Wediaday and Thiusday
TV, A/78 Wednesday and Thirsday.

Monday and yuaday 4-5 September
.6-7 September
1-2.NoVemba
'1S-18 January
24 -25' Januarys

22-23 February
18 -19 April

. 9-10 May

Closed- circuit television production 8 (5 days) .

-7"
This Course 'Logy for those who have attended a two-day course at the centre. The

first day will baspent,in comideration of the 'application of CCTV to pause members' fields of oPeradon.;pent,
Equipment and studio utilisation, production planning and script-writing will be discussed. After a
"refresher"Saiemise; production teams mill ibe -formed to spend the next-day and a half preparing the
sCriptilif fifteen minute programmest. and the succeeding day and a.haU is rehearsing, 'presenting, and
recording them-for thellial-day-ot.thn cause.

4

1.4

'TV8/26 Monday and. Friday - 6-10 November
TV8/27 Monday and Friday 16 February 2 March
TV8/28 Monday, and Friday 14 -1 8. May

-

Most, countries also run courses .on language laboratories.. This time we Shall take the Institut Mr
4 Film mid 8114 in the Federal Republic of Germany as an example:

Mks.

s

W edtresda

9 am -1.00 pal: Ong
Talk: New productions of the institute in the field of modan
language tat:thing and their utilisation in tiae classroom and
laboratory. .

Discussion. 6

3.6 pm: Technicat'principles and recent developments, of the language
laboratory (types of eqidpinent, design of premises, special
installations).

8.30 4m -1;00 pm: Political experlinenti in making tapes for languagelaboratories. .

The visual CompOnent in laboratory work.
Divbioi, into woridig,groups.

3.6 Current trends in the Methodology and didactics of laboratory work.

'the programme is drawn up by the documentation centre in Balla
and includes, inter alia, visits to schools.

41

o ..
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Thursday: 8.30 am - 1.00 pm: Address of welcome by the Director of the institute,

Talk on the "language laboratories" circle for the .4cc.hange of
experimental data and the Wormed= centre for modem language
research,

3-6 pm:

Discussion of visits.
Production of a laboratory exercise using slides:
Continuation and completion of group work.

.

. 8.30 am 11 30 pm: Presentation of grout work,
2-4. pm :. Final discussions 'outward orientation. of work, collaboration with

other centres, °

Bibliography, on laboratory work. .

. . .

In addition to courses on audio-visual techniques as such, many bodles.nuicoUrses on techniques and .

methods which play a considerable part in educational technology alongside audiovisual militia, the principal '

of those being Broarammed)instmction and comoaterossisted Instruction.
. ) .

, .
The commonest courses are those on programmed instruction. a, , ;

For example,-Brighton College of Education holds 6-day coin which. are described in the

following terms: .

$

For teacher" in primary and Secondary schools, lecturers in colleges of education and colleges of
further education. Thicousee will consist mainly of practical sessions during which members will be able.

to examine existing programmes and machines, discuss the various methods of writing and. producing

prograMmes, and the ways in which programmes can be used in different types of educational situations..
A number of visiting lecturers will speak on specific topics. It is hoped to make arrangement" both for

those who are WAY to the subject and for those who already have some kiowledge. , .o

In France, the Boole Normale Superieuve of Saint-Cloud and OFRATEME also run coulees of °

varying length in this field. The course arranged bybOFRATEME in 1972 in co-operation with the'
Institut National de Formation 'des Adultes (INFA) for its own staff, who are,mlinly teachers on secondment,

is a typical example's . .

Haub .9.30 ams. Opening.
Introduction to the course and exchange Of views with `Participants;
Distribution of bibliography...

2.30
.1:

.

Critical appraisal of programmed materials (team exercises).
Programming techniques.
Individual practice lit preparing linear items.
Background 'development of programmed instruction.

' Tuesday: 9.30 am: - Stages in programming.'
Educational objectives. .

Individual practice on operational objectfves.

11.30 am: Study of the population concerned by the programme.

2.30 pm! Behavioural analysis with team exercises..

Wednesdays 9.30 am,
2.30 pms
4.30 pins

9.00 am
10.00 ems 6

2.30 pm:

4.30 pm:

Thursdays

Fr.dx,a 10.00 ems
2.30 pins
4.00 pm:

Behavioural analysis with team exercises,
Semantic analysis.
ArMngement of the progranime.

Problem:I arising out of analysis: of the material to be programmed.
Individual and group teaching machines.
The algorithms of critical studies according to. Skinner's orthodmi
principles, with.team exerciser.
computer apristed instruction.

Guided tour of the Univetsiti, of Paris VII.
Programmed instruction and teaching methods. ° .

Educational technologies (round table &scission between staff and

course members).
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In he new fields of educational technology, the EcoleNormale Superieure of Saint-Cloud also

holds long and shOrt courses on data processing and OFRATEME holds short courses on teaching machines
and group multiple- choice testing systems.

d. Courses on the various disci lines
41

. Here two kinds of courses must be distinguished. In some cases the object is to study.the use of one
or morecauilio-visual techniques in a particular' discipline, while ill others, attention is paid to new techniques
in the context of she pedagogical reform of the teaching of a discipline.

.

In both cases the courses are intended for experienced in-service teachers who are already proficient
in their subject.

Our various examples of courses on the use of audio-visul media in a particular discipline are again
taken from France. 0

Y asi
.

1

, Here, first of all, is the1971 programme of a practical course on the produciion of audio-visual
materials on natural sciences, run by OFRATEME for edicational advisers.

.
c .

W ednesdya

ci

9, 30 am - 12.30 pm: Reception of participants.
I

2. 00-6. 00 pnit

Opening of 'course. .

:'Arrangements for the pet:Action of natural science material
.

OFRATEME".
"Stages maklOg of a single concept 8 mm film"..
Group workilligsoups),
Critical analysis ofan existing snort film: ,"The-resphation and
locomotion of the Aeschen larva", .

Elenary session.
Comparison of analyses.
Disci:Mon.

' "Geology: slides or films?".
Their respective teaching advantages.
Frojection of some single concept geographical films suitable for

. rise in geology.

9.30 am - 12.30 pm: Groups I and II (according to region).
'Practical information (with demonstrations) on some technical
aspects of specialised photography: macroscopy, microscopy.
Slow-motion, high-speed shots.

e.

Animation, models, super-imposition.
Aerial shots. . ,

Problems encountered in the final editing of a film.

2. 00-0.lk '

9.00-11.00 am:

Choice of shots, etc.
Grotips III and IV (according to region). .

Establishment of a possible regional programme of geology films.
Group activities reversed.

Plenary session:
Reports by gropp rapporteurs. .\ Establishment of an initial rogramme of short 8 mm geology films.

11.00 am 12.30 pm: Group work, with each g p' making a Study of theteaching aspects
of one of the topics it pu forward,
ContieuatiOn of grouAvork.
ylenary.session: presentation of group studies - discussion,

2,00-2.30 pm:
3. 50-5. 30 pm:

9.c4XI-11.00 am:

2, 00.3.00 pm:
3, 00-3. 30 pm:

4.30 -S. 00 p\nn

O

Plenary session:
Discussion on one or two of the studies between the original group
and a producer: run through of the study of film scenario,
"Schools television and biological sciences",
Discussion on the part that course members and teams of regional
producers could'play in the production of schools television programmes.
Close of course.
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. The Audio-Visual Centre of the Ecole Norma le Supdrieure, Saint-Cloud, also arranges courses ca
special subjects for French or foreign teachers. These are usually intended not for primary or secondary school
teachers but, in keeping with the function of the Ecole Normale of Saint-Cloud, for teacher training staffs
teachers from Centies Phiagogiq-ues Rdgionaux or Ecoles Normale . A few examples of courses on different
disciplines are quoted below:

- One-week course for geography teachers:

tilor_yida Mornings. Reception.'
Audio-visual expression and geographical facts.

Afternoon: Contibution of reprography, the episcope and the overhead projector
(talk followed by practical work).

Tuesday, . Morning: Continuation of preptical work on the prOduction of overhead
transparenCies,

Atte/noon: Projection. of stills (talk followed.by group assessment sessions).

W ednesday Mornings The various Contributions of animated.film.
Critical viewing of'16 mm films, o

Afternoon: Critical viewing, in groups, of short 8 mm films.
Plenary meeting for group reports,

.

Thursday .Mornings The educational contribution of television (closed-circui and network).
LectUre and general discussion.

Afternoons Critical viewing of various programmes in grriiips.
Plenary meeting for group reports.

Mornings Presentation of a geography teaching multi -media package.
Discussion..

Afternoon: Final discussion and assessment of the course.

- Course for teachers of French literature:

The Saint-Cloud Audio-Visual Centre describes its course 'for teachers of French' literature as follows:

The planning of the course must take of the changes currently taking place in the teaching of
French in the second stage of secondary education, In other words, It is nota matter of placing a new range
of teaching aids at the disposal of a teaching system. whose alms and methods are otherwisestable, but of
linking the introduction of audio-visual methods with particular trends in this teaching sphere (the link being
obvious in 'some cases, such as in.new disciplines like techniques of expressiok).

ub
Plan of the course:

.
1. Presentation and demonstration of equipment (from the overhead projector to the videotape recorder). .

This introduction to the course (which could 1),.. made: a standard part of a course on any other disciplint) should
be regarded as a process of familiarisation with audio-visual technology from the point of view of its .

potentialities 'rather than of programmes. Work it groups. or workshops focusing on the main types of equipment
(talks and handling of equipment).

2. At this point which begins on the actual subject involved, two aspects have to be taken into considerations
the role of the audio - visual and the scope of the subject. As things are at present, the teaching 'of French in
the 2nd cycle may be divided into 3 sectors:"

teaching of literature;
. theatre, films and new media;
.. techniques of expression.

.. Teaching of literatires

This will beginwith a presentation of existing programmes (slides, records, films, TV
'progronmes)', will be selectedaccording to availability, materials here being relatively interchangeable

. sit.e the same approach to literature is adopted whether the slides are on Rabelais or Chateaubriand; the same

- 3 -
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a

applies to poetry records, for example, or films on literary history (Voltaire/Rousseau/Diderot). At the same
time the existence of an implicit programme policy underlying.these resources whit be shown, one which is in
keeping with a concept of literature anpts teaching, which can be rapidly outlined. The need to harness
together audio-visual technology and the current movement to rethink theory in the field of literary studies
will be demonstrated. This maybe done using a number 'of examples.

Theatre, films and new media:

This sphere, which has gradually separated itself from the teaching of literature without really"
acquiring an independent status, is the sphere, of audio-visual intervention par excellence. It may therefore
be dealt with fairly qUickly:
- using sample programmes;
- describing experiments such as those of the ICAV with regard to actual audio-visual didactics and the

possible resultant exercises in class,. Oe

.. °Techniques of expression

This too is a new sphere which is not as yet clearly defined but whose introduction into
universities suggests that it will become,a generally accepted.part. of secondary education. It covers ideas

. on communication from the point of view of both the instrument (language) and the situation.

In every case, the utilisation of audio - visual material within the course to promote knowledge and
stimulate awareness should not conceal the truly innovatory prospects presented by the audio Visual in the
practical teaching of these subjects: for instance, it should bemade clear that the introduction 9f a recording
in are circuit of communication produces a qualitative change and that well thought cut use should be made
of such potentialities. .

Great Britain can provide us with examples of general study courses on the pedagogical reforM of a
discipline which includes activities involving the use of audio-visual media.

, The of the environment in the education of children aged 3 to 13 years:
(St. Martin's College of Education, Lancaster) F

e.rl

For head' and assistant teacher's, lecturers in colleges oteducation, local. organisers and inspectors,
. interested in nursery, infant and junior education. The programme will include lectures, dbcussians and
practical work involving visual education, movement, music, language and science.

. Education from 8 to 13:
(Hockerill College of Education) (10 days)

For head and assistant teachers in primary, middle and secondary schools, for local education authority
. advisers and for lecturers in colleges of education who are responsible for junior/secondary and middle
courses. The emphasis in practical work will be on science, art and literature and on the way language
develops from all three. Consideration will be given to the place of audio-visual and other modem teaching
aids in the education of children of this age range. There will be lectures and opportunity for discussion on
characteristics of boys and girls between 8 and 13, other aspects of the curriculum and organisationfor the
middle years.

. French .

(org.inised in France by the Department of Education and Science - 15 days)

For teachers of French in primary and secondary schools, establishmenti of furtirr education, and
colleges and departments of eduCation. The course will include lectures, films and group work, in French,
on varied aspects of French life And culture; roriunciation practice in small groups coached by expert
French phoneticians; and guided visits to'plac of interest in and around Paris, including optional evenings
at theatres. Special attention will be paid to ... hods presenting French in the classroom; a language
laboratory and audio- visual materials will be available, together with a large and representative display of
French books.
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It is highly regrettable that many single-discipline courses run by European countries do not accord

an important place to audio-visual methock and media. As many Of these courses are compulsory foreachers,
the inclusion of such training would he much more effective in the long-term than specialised courses on audio-
visual media which are often Only attended on a t.oluntary basis. Moreover, there is reason to suppose that,
once large numbers of teachers were aware of the potential contribution of audio-visual media to the teaching
of their disciplines, they themselves would fequest additional courses on the utilisation of the new teohniques,
if not on production.

e. Courses for educators and educationalists in special sectors

Our survey of Europe reveals that in some countries very specific courses are held which are not always
designed for teachers in the ordinary educational systems but for educators in the wider sense of the word or even
for people who are not ect .t ors but play a part in introducing audio-visual techniques for educational purpoies.

There is a growing need to trabuteachers, librarians or documentation staff capable of running
efficiently the learning resource centres rapidly being set up in training colleges and educational establishments.
As far as we know the widest range of courses for such personnel in 1972-73 is presented by the EFVA in
Greai Britain.

/The organisation of audio-visual media in schools (2 days)

This seminar will provide a forum for exchange of views between those concernedith the efficient
organisation of educational technology in schools. The subjects discussed will include the administration of
audio-visual media; the conceptof the learning resource centre; the design of accommodation for the
production and use of audio-visual aids; arrangements for the requisition, storage, booking and servicing of
audio-visual equipment; the indexing, storage, and retrieval of materials; and the in-service training of staff.

OMS/3 ' Wednesday - Thursday 15-16 November

:The organisation of audio-visual media in colleges of further education (2 days)

This seminar will provide a forum for exchange of views betVseen .heads of departments
ancilectimen concerned with the efficient organisation of educational technology in colleges of further
education: The subjects discussed will include: central service units and other possible arrangements for
the requisition, storage, booking and servicing of audio-visual equipment; the relevance of the learning
resource centre concept to further education; the production, indexing, storage and retrieval of non-book
materials and the in- service training of staff.

OMT/S MOnday - Tuesday 7-8 May

The organisation of audio-visual media in polytechnics (2 days)

This seminar will provide a forum, for the exchange of views between those concerned with the
effective development of educational 'technology units, learning resource centres and other administrative

t
structures; the design of accommodation for the production and use of audio-visual media; arrangements
for the requisition, storage, booking and servicing of audio-visual equipment; the indexing, storage and
retrieval of non-book materials; and the in-service training of staff. Particular attention will be given to
the assistance in course design which educational technology units can give within polytechnics, and to the
problems arising in providing services to widely disperied departments.'

OMP/1 Wednesday - Thursday 31 Jan. -1 Feb.

Learning resource centres in secondary schools (3 days)

This course for local authority advisers, head teachers, teachers, and school librarians is designed
to assist schools which are either in the early stages of developing a resource centre, or are considering the
relevance of the resource 'centre concept to'their own situation. The main emphasis in the course will be
on the development of the school library as d multi-media collection, but the role which the learning
resource centre could play in assisting teachers in preparing instructional material will also be discussed.

0
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Other subjects covered will include the cats ing, indexing end storage of non -hook materials; criteria for
the selection of audio-visual equipment for individual and small group study; and central support for the school
centres by the local education authority.' Case studies will be included from schools which have already
established resource centres.

RS/ S Tuesday - Thursday 12.14 December

Learning resource centres In secondary schools - seminar (2 days)

Attendance at this seminar is limited to educational administrators, teachers andlibrarians who are
responsible for the management of existing learning resource centres in secondary schools, Participants will
be invited to submit for discussion problems which'have arisen during their work, and syndicates will be formed
to consider these and other questions.

RSS/ 2 Thursday - Friday 18-19 January

(Attendance on RSS/2 is restricted to particinants in Seminar RSS/1 which was held on 10-11 February 1972)

RSS/3 Tuesday - Wednesday 6-7 March

Learning resource centres in colleges of education (2 days)

This conference is primarily intended for representatives of colleges of education who have either
recently established learning resource centres, or who may do so in the near futare. Visiting lecturers will
describe existing college resource centres, and course members will participate in a simulation exercise
which will consider the not unrepresentative difficulties which Lazarus College of Education is meeting in
developing a resource centre..

RC/3 Monday - Tuesday 16.17 April

Local education authority audio-visual services (2 days)
(Organised in association with the Central Council of Advisers in Audio-Visual Education)

This conference will provide an opportunity for administrators and 'twee/met:1.°m local education
authorities to discuss ways of organising audio-visual services. It is especially aped that authorities who
have not appointed an audio-visual adviser will be assisted by this meeting. The topics discussed by visiting
speakers will include the evaluation and purchase of audio-visual equipment and materials; the maintenance
and repair of equipment; photographic, reprographic and other services; audio-viival services in the teachers'

centre, and the provision of, in-service training. Case studies will be included,

LEA/ 2 Tuesday - Wednesday 27-28 March

A number of bodies have recently made efforts on behalf of teachers at establishments for
maladjusted or handicapped children.

. 0

For instance, the Audio-Visual Centre of the Ecole Normale Superieure of Saint-Cloud has started
courses. for teachers at special schools who are training at the Centre National de pedagogic Spdciale at

Beaumont-sus/4in.

The aim of the programme, which covers seven days, is to promote an awareness of the problems
encountered and to arouse a lasting interest by providing a simple production by simple techniques; more

Complex techniques can be dealt with in subsequent courses.

The subjects covered, which in every case are approached from the standpoint of an educational
method geared to this problem, are listed below;

I - Information

Tuesday 10.00 am - 12.00 pm; Reception of participants.
Teaching problems arising 'out of the use of audio-visual techniques.

2.00-5.00 pm: Still projection.

-76-
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Wednesday, '9.00 am - 12.00 noon:Comprehension of audio-visual messages (account of experimental
research).

2,00-5,00 pm: Teacher training by closed -circuit television (account of experimental
research),

Friday 9.00 am - 12.00 noon Overhead projection.
2.00-5.00 pm: Slide/tape presentation.

II - Preparation and production of audio-visual materials

Monday 9.00 am - 12,00 noon Use of closed-circuit television.

Tuesday 9.00 am - 12,00 noon Creation of slide/tape presentations
and and the combined use of the tape recorder and
Wednesday 2. 00-5. 00 pm: . slide projector,

Friday 9,00 am - 12,00 noon Making of overhead transparencieri.
2.00 -S. 00 pm:

Here comprehension and use of messages are seen in relation to maladjusted children, as in practical
work,o since making audio-visual materials at school gives such children additional opportunities for self-

.
expression. (a

O

Outside the sphere of children and school in the strict sense of the word, there are also courses for
educators, educational innovators and training staff working in a variety of sectors usually responsible to
ministries, departments and other public or private bodies not part of the Ministry of National Education.

For example, OFRATEME in France runs courses geared to different sectors and tries to adapt the
training accordingly, as the outlines of the following three programmes show :.

.

Course for instructors at grOund weapons staff colleges

1st part of course:

Duration: 5 half-days Technical and technological grounding,

Tuesday 9.30' am: Opening meeting. ,

Exchange of views on problems encountered by partiepants.
Details of level in audio-visual theory and practicei clarification
of guidelines of the course in the light of this information.

11.00 am: Audio-visual material in a 'learning strategy (conditions for its
inclusion - problenis encountered).

2.00 pm: Technical and methodological study of uses of the video-tape
recOrder (studio).

VI/Lexida 9.30 am: Technical and methodologicalstudy of uses of the tape recorder
(sound workshop),

2.00 pm: CCTV practical work.

Thursday 9.30 am: Suthmary of technical and practical problems of picture and sound'
recording for educational purposes.

11.00 am: Guidelines in preparation for the 2nd part of the cause.-

2nd part of the course: Introduction to production
D

Monday 2.00 pm: Definition and delineation of the subject in relation to an analysis
(1st) of objectives.

Monday 9,30 am: Practical preparations for production.
(2nd) 2.00 pin: Production,

Monday 9.30 am: Production.
(3rd) 2.00 - 6.00 pm: Production and critical viewing.

77
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The intervals between the three days of the second part of the course give participants an opportunity''

for individual and collective reflection on their on-going production 'work.

3rd part of course: Behavioural analysis

c--

W lac__ 9.30 am:

2.'00 pm:

Behavioural analysis, based on evaluation of the production work,
.dealing with problems of self-observadonand group observation
(with critical v1011348 and practical exercises).
Continuation of the, morning's work.

At the request of the Ministry of National Defence, the course adopts a concrete approach and the
programme's time-sprod should allow time for ideas to take shape as well as for additional reading and
other activities.

pi

.. A course for training staff at the Centre d'Education Permanente of the University of Paris I
follows a different pattern while focusing on case studies.

Monday 9.30 am:

Afternoon

Tuesday, Morning
Afternoon

W ednesday Morning
Afternoon

Thursday Morning

Afternoon

9 :.
Analysis of the training situation demand, expectations and objectiveit,
limitations.
(Studio): programme preparatiOn (content,. Methods,. media).

Training case study - presentation.t
Work. in three groups - presentation and discussion of group work.

.(School studio): vier/ins of tapes made on Monday and Tuesday..
(School studio): study of group phenomena.

Problems and methods of evaluatiOn.-
Presentation of a second training case. ,

Preparation of a programme for the training case study
(all participants).

'Take-ca a working, session (two groupi).

Friday Morning 'Meetin .. two 'groups for joint action; application with an
'ad hoc audience.

Afternoon Fgruation of the coetent.of the second case study..
Evaluation Of work on the..second case study...

Saturday Morning General assessment of the course.
Close:

.. The following is another example of an adapted course, in this case for youth, sports and leisure
organisers; the emphasis is again On practical problems linked with a certain type of training, with the course
leading up to a production.

ist Pot of courser Technical and technological grounding

Mon k 2.00 pm:

luescyla 9. 30'am:
2. 40 pm:

Viedre. 442y ' 9.30. am:
2.00 pm:

Opening meeting: discussion on current ana *toe activities of
participants; on problems facing them, c.. what they expect of
knowledge of audio-visual techniques and, specifically, of
introduction to the production.
ClarificatiOn of guidelines of programmes.
Presentation of equipment.

Problem of behivioural analysis (practical exercises).
Theory of magnetic recording of picture and sound.

CCTV practical work..
CCTV practical work.
Guidelines for the second part of the course (preparation for a
production theme);



2nd part of courses Introduction to production

Mme. 2.00 pm:
(1st)

Monday
(2nd).

Eric_Iya

9. 30 am:
2.00 pm:

9. 30 am:
2.00 pm:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Definition and delineation of the subject in relation to an analysis of
objectives.'

Practical preparations for production.
Outside filming with light equipment.

Production (studio).
Production and critical viewing.

We could quote innumerable exa pies of such courses. for specialised training staff, but will confine
ourselves to just two more the first of w ch is again taken from the' list of courses run by the EFVA.

Audio-visual media in dustrial trainin (4 days)
(Organised in association with the Industrial Society)

This Course provides a general introduction to educational technology for industrial training officers
.

who have had little experience in the use of audio-visual media. NAVAC training department staff and
visiting lectureis will discuss and demonstrate non - projected aids, slides and filmstrips, the overhead
projector; 3 mm and 16. mm films; closed-circuit television; the tape recorder and photocopying and
duplicating techniques. The contribution which can be made by programmed learning and the systems
approach to training will be assessed. Some sessions will include practical work for course members.

The second example is provided by the. Scottish Filin Office which runs one-day courses on the
uses of audirisual techniques in industrial training.

Objectives: To provide company training officers and others involved in training and personnel, w
information on making the most effective and imaginative use of audio-visual techniqu
a. improve the quality of instruction and training;
b. make training more interesting and acceptable;
c. increase the cost effectiveness of training;
d. encourage maximum participation of students.

Methods Participants would be made aware of:
a. the range of systems and materials available;
b., how to acquire information and advice on them;
c. procedures for hiring and purchasing' of materiab and equipment;
d. by undertaking an assessment exercise they would be given guide lines for

assessing the potential usefulness to them of particular films and programmes.

programme,

9. 30 am
-t.4...9.45 am

10.45 am

1.30 pm
1.45 pm

4.15 pm
4. 30 pm

11%

Introduction - objectives of the course.
Film "Visual Aids" and cibcussion.
Making the best use' of audio-visual techniques.
A wide range of audio-visual techniques (eg the overhead projector, tape/slides,.
feltboard and magnetic board) will'bemade use of in order to teach the handling of .the
16 mm projector, their value as learning aids will be discussed and practical advice given
on their preparation and use. New developments in the audio-visual aids field (for
example, CCTV, video-discs and video-cassettes) will be disarmed.
Exploring the value of film as a training rnediutrt,
Film assessment (with particular relevance to management and supervisory development)..'
Three films will be shown:
-. instructional film on'a manual skill;
- a film on supervisory training;
- a management training film.
The contents and techniques of these films will be subjected to analysis in order to assess
their value in developing manual, supervisory and management skills.
Summary of conclusions.
End of seminar.

V
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Short causes are held for teachers in post or about to be posted to some geographical regions.

The organising bodies are the same as those mentioned under sectiontI - 2. but it should be emphasised
that courses of this kind are not exclusive to Great Britaikand France but are also to be found in other countries,
such as the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium and Sweden,

There are other types of courses for executive or administrative staff with responsibilities in the audio-
visual field who have to know how to express themselves through these media. For instance, the Audio-Visual
Centre of Saint-Cloud has designed a cause on audio-visual expression, comprising talks, discussions and
practical work, for a number of UNESCO staff.

In 1971 the Audio-Visual Centre of Saint -Cloud and OFRATEME also organised a refresher course for
all UNESCO audio-visual experts serving in French-speaking Africa. A similar course was held in Great Britain
for UNESCO experts serving in Engliih-speaking Africa.

The reader is bound to be surprised by the infiithe variety of II these courses although we have tried
to condense them' into a limited number of categories in the interest of clarity.

In addition to radio/television broadcasts, classes, courses and study days, yet other methods are
employed, either simultaneously or independently, in the initial and further training of in-service teachers.

III -1. - 4. Self-instruction for teachers
.

Our survey points to a number of original experiments in which teachers are supplied with printed and
audio-visual material to enable theM to carry out their own training.

The system used in Belgium - described in section III - 1. 3b - relies to a large extent on individual
work by teachers based on a. given skeleton work plan and on.cause sessions.

Several training colleges and Colleges of education in Great Britain are moving towards this type of
study.

However, nowhere does this kind of training seem to have been so systematically explored and applied
as in Sweden where; as we have already seen in section II I. similar methods are also used in the training of
future teachers.. 4'

For in-service teachers. the Ministry of National Education has developed "Audio Visual SIM" a self-
initruction kit which deserves 1,closer.lnok,

The idea is td familiarise teachers with 4 types of equipment (2 duplicators, 4 16 mm film projectors, .

an overhead projector and a tape recorder) and to train them in the making of both sound tapes and film. A
new series is being prepared on the handling of 3 mm cameras and projectors and video - tapes. For every'

. piece of equipment and every programme the teacher is, given a booklet and a tape recording to guide him
step by step in. his training.

Each booklet opens with a description of the equipment. The instructions are brief and easy to follow
and are accompanied by illustrations and photographs. The tapes and booklets contain sufficient information
for the teacher to learn by himself how to handle the most common equipment in use in schools.

The kit is very cheap and is regularly reissued in order to ensure that it is constantly up-to-date.

Thus teachers are taught techniques by techniques.

III - I. - S. Information and document self-service

.4

Even the self-instruction schemes mentioned above call for a distribution infrastructure on the.lines
of media centres or learning resource,centres where teachers can find basic or supplementary material for

" their programmes.

SO
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However, as recommended in relation to future teachers under section 3, 4, a very liberal approach

to the hours of opening of.such centres and to arrangements for making training material readily available is
essential to ensure that the times suit teachers who are working and so enable and tempt them to drop in
frequently in order to 'obtain up-to-date information, handle equipment at leisure and make materials at will.
Audio-visual. training premisies should be familiar. to them and not some kind of sanctuary reserved for initiates.

14

Special columns. in educational journals and reviews specialising in new educational techniques should
also play a great part in this continual training precast these again, are tools which teachers should always
have to hand.

Lastly, in order to keep their attention focussed, a small number of textboolo, ideally 2 or 34. should
also be at the. constant disposal of teachers, one dealing with general eduCational problems. in relation to audio-
visual' aids; another with technical aspects and the third with the renovation, through new techniques, of the
teaching of the subject in question.

III - 1. - 6. Other methods

Undoubtedly the application of these new techniques. to teacher training will give rise to other
methods which. will tighten the information network and open up wider prospects. The effective advent of
video cassettes and cable television is also bound to have repercusiions in this vanguard sphere. .

We can already point to an innovation introduced in Austria, namely mobile demonstration in its.
The teachers no longer come to a national, regional or local training centre; the demonstration unit goes
to them.

"A travelling exhibition, the so-celled "Wanderausitellung audio-visieller Unterrichtsinitter of the
Ministry of Education installed in a big bus visits all Austrian schools even the most remote ones. Experienced
technicians and teachers introduce eg a model of a language laboratory (audio-active and audio-active.;
comparative system), a video-recorder, film projectors, tape recorders, overhead projectors, etc. The
teachers gather in groups by subjeCt and get an istroduction in the use of these aids both from the technical
and the methodological point of view. We want to reach all teachers in Austria by this new means of
information. "

III - 2. Retraining of certain personnel

The methods mentioned above are manly suitable for the rapid training and continuous further
training of teaching staff and certain other educators.

When the issue is not to keep in-service teachers informed and up-to -date or give them further
training, but to retrain them for new schemes or specific assignments, prolonged training is necessary,
in which methods such as those described in section III - 1, are used at a different pace; and n variety
of methods are specially designed for the purpose. As regards the scheduling of such retraining, where
excessive absence of teachers from their classes is,to be avoided a popular formula seems to be one or
more fairly short courses (1 -3 weeks, often partly or entirely during holiday periods) supplemented by
study days.

Such schemes are applied to somewhat different objectives.

III - 2. - 1. Retraining in the use of audio - visual media and educational technology as a whole

An increasing need is felt in some countries to retrain cert..in teachers to perform a liaison role
with the mass of their colleagues. For a variety of reasons' it is not possible for them to take long, continuous
courses such as those described in section I, so the alternative of courses spread over a period of time or days
set aside each week bused. We give two examples.

In France, the Bordeaux educational district has an interesting scheme deSigned to retrain certain
teachers border that they may guide and advise their colleagues. Thd Centre R6gibnal de Documentation
Pddagogique of Bordeaux describes the features and objectives of this innovation as followas
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The district Sub-Committee on the Reform of Audio-Visual Tea Ching held a course at Bordeaux on
22 and 23 May 1970 at which the idea emerged.of training teachers able to convey information on the use
of audio - visual media to their colleagues.

The,Inspector of National Education of each ddpartement was asked, at the beginning of the 1970-71
academic .year, to select a teacher in his area to act as an "aide pour la pddagogie deyaudiovisuel" (audio-

visual teaching counsellors). There are at present 70 such counselldrs in the educational district.

-Objectives,

The counsellor must act as a stimulus to teaching in his area, giving his colleagues ideas and
"information-on audio-visual matters and providing the seeds of a solution to any problems they aye:

- the introduction-of AV in schools may help to establish new,teacher-pupil relations; a-.

- this introduction is necessary in order to prepare children for life in the modern world.

Tra1ning

Training is provided-at courses organised on a iegfonal or ddpartement basis. Counsellors should
not be given sets of instructions but, on the one hand, theoretical knowledge of AV as a means. of
communication and, on the other, training in teaching methods which will develop a Critical faculty in
children vis-a-vis the audio-visual.

. 0

The following subjects have been put forward for 1972 and 1973:

- the production system for audio-visual materiali;
- AV - as a tool

- as a language
-. as a proceis of communication;

- perception of AV by theChild;._

- methodi of assessing the work .of counsellor.

Again in France, one of the most original training courses, provided under different schemes by
the Institut Pddagogique National and subsequently by OFRATEME for a number of years, is concerned
with teachers from experimental secondary schools at Marly-le-Roi, Sucy-en-Brie and Gag:2y, all suburbs
of Paris.

Every year a certain number ofotfc era work part-time at these schools and spend the rest of their
time on a retrainingcourse.:5.

The prospectus publishectby OFRATEME for the 3rd course (1970-71) describes its organisation,
objectives, guidelines and methods as folio*:

Organisation

As in the previous year, 16 part-time posts will be available.

Participants will all be in.eervice teachers at oneof the three experimental audio-visual schools
(8 at the secondary school at Marly-le-Roi).

The course will last 30 weeks, with attendance at group and collective activities totalling 12 hours
a week (Tuesday and Friday), le 360 hours' in the year.

.Objectives

The mean objective of the 1970 -71 course is to train teaching co-ordinators for junior secondary
schools which are trying out new educational techniques.
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. The idea pave the way for rationalisation juilti of the staff resources and equipment available

to a school iriwhic technical media are being 'used, This rationalisation is carried out as part of the renovation
of curricula and ohjectivesalso being undertaken by the Institut Pddagogique National.

This training is consequently girlie distinct front both that of a head of a teaching department, who is
responsible for the cu_rriculum and methods within a particular discipline; and that of a producer of educational

-media.
y

The functions of an educational co-ordinator, which are gradually and jointly determined during the
course, appear from the outset to denote an original professional profile which demands special qualities in
teachers and administrators in addition to those usually required for teaching:

- individual aptitude for change and leadershipf
practical ability to follow up a policy of introducing new educational techniques;

- the capacity to organise and controlan educational micro-system aimed at improving teaching results
and making the best possible use of available resources.

Viewed from this angle, the 1970-71 session may be regarded as the first phaseof a three-year plan
to wOrlaout the content, methods and approaches of a training programme for heads of education and senior
staff of schools, -based on the experience acquired with the experimental establishments.

a.

Guidelines of the programme

Techniques:.
Training in the use of equipment in the classroom and the school.
Techniques ot utilisation.
Inventory of "sources of material.
Analysis of material.
Some straightforward types of production.

b. Technology:
"Systemic" analysis.
Definition of objectives:

. Combination of media in a teaching unit.
Differentiated teaching patterns.
Monitoring and evaluation.

ft

c. Organisation: e°
. Rationalisation of children's work

- the various teaching progressions
redistributiotr of school aid extra - curricular activities.

Rationalisation of the work of teaching staff
- team work

division of work
- specialisation of duties
- redistribution of duties among teaching staff and 'auxiliaries.
Full use of potential, yield, efficiency.

em,.
d. Relations:

Practical exercises in communication.
Conduct of meetings.
Communication and hierar4htcal relations.

e. The experimental situation:
Information on edudational research.
Reform/ innovation.
Development of research.
Experimentation in the field.
Methodology of observation end continuous monitoring.
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The staff t am and catits.emembers will be together in a.researah situation in accordance with the. '.

'guidelines of the p seceding progratnine.. t ,.

. Course ine th.addition, be expected to assume specific responsibilities within the course,
which is regarded an edneatienal system in itself. . ury

, Each .cours
eonstiostes an incle endeot entity under the sole directiOn of a lea5ler responsible for its content and.methods
as wellii for the a tivities of any other Members of the theft teal who Mai Participate in the unit.

"
unit (see above: techniqUes,',techmaiegy,. organisation, relations,, experimental situation)

Each unit ksup its theoretical teaching which field applications.and individual and group practice.

Applications and'praCticelare covered, in each unit, work contracts with course members, which
include provision for continuous monitetring, atthe.discretion.of unit leaden...

In order to avoid isolating the experimental schools and to enable them both to give conventional
schoolsthe benefit of their experience and to profit themselves from innovations in conventional schools, .

OiRATEME is planning a second regular course to billowing the introduction-.of audio-visual techniques in
schools wheie the innovation and research teams show pro' Use.

. .
. . ,

The schools. concerned, would be conventional but well- equipped ones where there is an apparent
need for Specific training for teachers '.who would have the task Of organising and co- ordinating the various

4.

schemei,` .

.
.

.
. .

. The activities, which ,will be additional. to those of the'annual course, reflect the-same concern
,.. . ..

that: training problems should trot be fiblatedin an artificial situation. In this way, the experimental schools
will benefit from thit,e,xperience of other schools. .if the converse is true, the general introduction of all
or past of the experiments, methods and media whichhave begun to prove their worth could be contemplated.

. Taken' as a whole, such training activities necessitate a. large amount of teaching material, the
preparation of which is,irehand: 0

iAtithol,/gy of educational radio/television.
Self-instruction material for training in theuse of audiC-visual equipment....

- Support material for the Introduction of new educational techniques (video-tape recorder,'TV'lectures,
'multiple choice testing systems, ihnipleprograiraned learning machines' etc)..

' NeW.outiets are thus gradually emerging for a rational overall contribution to change which is
SCinforeedhV the liragMatiera of its approich. .

. . -
.

Yoconsoliciate the work of the experiniental schoolt in this,lield would be a. worthwhile contribution."'

, :.
Bee.l.netheir aim Is to improve the effectiveness of teaching, schools which are trying out new

educational techniques make it obligatory fOr any traininiaystem to be more firmly founded on objective
la'cts..,respOnsible policies and operational techniques.

III - 2. Retraining in modern methods anitecimiques of teaching certain disciplines
.

. . 0,

thorough.. ., Training schema of this land ate beingtintrocinCed in 'sectors in Which, a thorough revision of
teaching Methods is taking "lace. Which, in most Europeag con- fifties, means in the teaching of modern
languages, teciniurngy and .iathematics. In most r. n. asei such retraining schemes include audio-visual I 0
niedia, inci0Ing radio and television, but use them, as ttilnIngoict. or tools. Their objective is not
audio-vistifihneillansiiii'Methods. as such and often, through shine auu;o:Nisual intermediary, they reveal
tnesaativkich qzeS in fact, very traditiOnal and owelittfe or. nothing to educational technology,

How ver, there ate 'fichue notablAxceptiotts, particularly in the modern lang age sector, wheie

audio-v.1Na! edis.,ate increasing becoming an integral pal,F. of teaching metho , or Instance,
the Saint-Cleo Audio-Visual Centre one retraining cooties for teachers who use its "Happy Families"

5

A

I
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method for young children in pdmaty schoo It must be remembered that the' teachers concerned are'
generally primary school teachers who are not qualified to teach English at the outset, their own knowledge
being only of baccalaur6at standard.

Retraining is carried out through t use' of a combination of three methods:

- short courses, usually during school holidays;
- on the six" classroom visits by specialists from the Audio - Visual. Centre acting as teaching advisors;

visits to also during school holidays.

It 'should be noted that this retraining is only conducted on a voluntary basis,
I

A4. example of a five-day course at the start of a retraining programme is given below:

Monday 9. 30-11. 00 am: Reception of participants.
Presentation of experiments in teaching English in primary schools .'

Objectives of the course. ,
o

Screening of film (elementary class 2).
Discussion,
Language class (2 groups).
Elementary class 2 (2' chafes).
Discussion.

Stages in the utilisation of an audio-visual unit.
Explanation.

0

Tuesday,

11.00-12.00 noon: .

1. 45-2. 45 pm:

2. 45-4. 30 pm:
o

9. 30-10. 30\ am: "

f Ou neon:

1.45-2. 45 prn:

042 ""
2:4,54. 30 pm:

Wednesday 900-10. 30 am: -

10.30 -12.00 nooni
45.2. 45 pm:

2. 45-4. 30, pm:

Repetition and correction of pronunciation..
Questions on pictures.
Language class. (2 groups).

,Elementary class 2Q (2 daises).
Discussion.
Tutorial work (3 groups).

Recorded exercises, active exercises and games.
Language class (2 groups).
Elementary class 2 (2 classes).
Discussion.

Tutorial Work (3 groups).

Thursday 9.30-10.30 am: "Happy Families 2", writtek work.
10. 30-12. 00 noon: Language class (2 groups).
1.45-2 45 pm: Elementary class 2.(2 classes).

Discussion

2.45-4.30 pm: Tutorials (3 groups).
o

fric_iya 9.30-10.30 am: "Happy Families '3". - learning checks.

. 10. 30--12. 00 noon: Language class (2 groups).
1.45-2.45 pm: /Elementary class 2 (2 classes)..

2. 45-4. 30 pm:
Discussion. .

13reakdown:of weekly activities.
Probleini bf arranging early experience of English.
General conclusion.

HI - 2. - . Regaining in certain techniques.

There are her inipg sahemes whiCh are designed to retrain in-service teachers in,the use of
certain techni They differ from those described In section III - 1. - c. in that they do no take the ,
form of a rapid introduction or hother training* in a niattei of days but of prolonged training alined at
providing a, thorough and methodical grounding.

11'
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It will come as no surprise that the most common retraining courses in educational technology are in
the field of programined learning and data, processing.

The cord/rents by the University of Sussex to train tutors in programmed learningis a good euample.
The way in which. the study Sessions are arranged to suit in-service teachers is particularly noteworthy,

.

"Oh ectives

'Limy to prepare programmed materials for use in schools and colleges of a local authority. Students
were drov.n from allievels of the school system 'and additional objectiyes included mutual understanding of
each other's goals and working methods by teachers at primary, 'secondary and tertiary levels.

Facilities

Tutorsfiom National Centre for Proiranimed Learning, local authority advisor.

Number. of students

Initially IS.

Methods

Intensive one week introductory course on basic concepts of programmed learning (in the wide
. sense), following one-day teachers' conference when students were selected by the advisor. Secondment

(from school duties) was given for two days a week. One day each fortnight was devoted to seminarVand
programMe writing guidance. At the end of the first term a second group of teachers was selected and
overlapped the first glove some of whom become assistants, and so on. Teachers were able to continue
theirpreparation and widen their experience over a period of at.least a year. The number of tutors
required for follow7up sessions was one of two - depending on the range of adviCe needed.

Outcomes

A collection of shared programmed materials was built up, knowledge of programming tee iques
was spread widely and general improvements in classroom teaching beyond the 'use of programmes as
reported by local authority inspector's. Teachers on the courses shared their knbwledge' and experien e and
cO-operated in work which cut across levels of schooling. intensive use of resource materials was nt de and
experiments and evaluations were carried out to help to make decisions about 'practice. Multiplicati of
training by appointment of teacher with full year's training (c, abOve)'as advisor and use of seconded
teachers, to help in training.

The course in data processing provided by the Ecole Normale Supdrieure, Saint-Cloud, at the
request of the "Ddldgaiion Generale % PInformatique" is. a voluntary retraining course, extending over a
year, for certain educators in the Paris area. The course is arranged on the basis of 2 days a week per
teacher,' one of these being Wednesday, their free day. The education authority therefore releases a
so-called group A on Tuesdays and a so-called grotip B on Thursdays, so that eackgroup receives 2 days
of continuous instruetiOn and joint activities' for both grouPs can be arranged on Wednesdays:.

The aim of the cOutse is not to train professional data processors but to teach teachers data
processing language so that they can use it in their own subjects. It sets out primarily to train these
teachers in a number of quite indispensable thinking patterns which shciuld gradually permeate the whole
of teaching with., "data processing mentality". bn their return to their schools after retraining,' the
teachers should be capable of instructing their colleagues and pupilkin the main aspects of data processing.

The main subjeCts of the course are as.fol ows:

- introduction to the general data processingcourse;
a lgorisms;

- data processing and teaching;
- work on desk calculators;
- supplementary mathematics, 0.toneepts of wt theory;

f
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- wooden computers for students: models for simulation;

computerised documentation;
algoripms on lists;

- general algorisms;
- methods and prospects for computer assisted instruction;
- Fortran course;
- spectrum of research, data processing and teaching in the United States;
- analog computation.;

an example of modelling: the world economic growth model of MIT;
- general .prepentation of the system;
- teaching application of computerised learning;

introduction to other data processing languages;

lIi - 2. - 4. Retraining of staff for certain specc duties

Lastly, retraining schemes to train teachers or new-style teachers in new sectors or for extra-
curricular or further educational activities are becoming increasingly common.

a. The oldest examples of these are schemes to train film club and TV club leaders, which have
existed for a tong time.

(.

Fors instance, the Scottish Educational Film Association runs a course of four weekends (long weekends,
since they include Thurlday, Friday and Saturday).which aims to combine introductory classes in eine-.
matographic art with a grounding in filming..

o.
Details of one such Course .extending over May and June 1973 are given below:

!'1st weekendi

Thursday 2.15 pm:
3.00 pm:
5.00 pm:
8.15 pm:

"The structure cf-tlie film industry" followed by discussion.
The way we see (composition I).
Lines of images (compcsition.11)..
Screening of "Mljor Dundee".

&du . 9.00 am: Cameras lenses andsictures.
11.00: am: One image/t^wo images (editing).
1.45 pm: Scripts and story-boards.
3.00 pm:, TV exercises.
5.00 pm: Film as commodity - a..case study of "Major Dundee".
6.00 pm: I"Critical attitudes to the cin . "
8.15 pm: %

,
Second screening "Major Dund e".

.
0 .

:Saturday 9.0P am: Group work - preparation of s pts and story-boards.
it.00 am: Close. '1/4,

. , . .

2nd we end,

Thursday 2.00 pis
3.00 pm:
4.00 pm:

:8.15 pm:

"Story -board to produ tion planning".
Group work on scripts. end story boaEds.
Lecture/discussion "Reading' iiiii images".
Screening of "Ashes and Diamonds".

Friday 9.00 am: Film exercises - complete day - gaups under supervision.
(If filming finished Warne, discpion on classroom management
and filming in the classrooM before dlttn4r; )

8.15 pm: Discussion on film hung* with particular reference to
"Ashes and Diamonds ".

Sa turday' 9.00 : Editing: principles and examples plus practice sessions.

.60
,e

-87-
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3rd weekend

Thursday 2.00 pm: "Building sound tracks with t-track tape recorder".
S, 00 pm: Initial viewing of exeiase rushes.
5,00 pm: "Authorship and Genre".
8.1S pm: Screening of "My darling Clementine".

Eric_Lxa 9.00 am: Editing of films and building of sound tracks.
Group work as per previous weekend.

5.30 pm: Discussion on Ford.
8.15 pm: ,Screening of "The Left-Handed Gun".

9.00 am' 12.00 pm: Screening of ."Guns in. the Afternoon".
Discussion on the western.

Saturday

4th weekehd

Thursday 2.00 pm:
8.15

Loa* 9.00 am:
11.00 am:
4.00 pm:
5.00 pm:
8.15 pm:

Criticism session on film exercises.
Discussion of films made in schools.

"The nature of sound and making sound effects for film".
Making a sound track for a film of selection of slides.
Criticism of completed exercises,
Discussion on courses on film study.
General session on the structure of possible courses for EELA pupils.

0

Saturday 9.00 am - 11.00 am: Recap session. "

Spain has done more than any other European country in the training of TV club leaders. By 1971
there were 4, 3S3 television clubs in Spain, all in rural areas. In the preceding years 14 regional courses
had been held to train club leaders; they were attended by 1, 357 pasticipants, and 1, 097 diplinnas and
260 certificates were awarded.

I I '

The courses include theory classes, practical classes and group work,

Theory classes

The following subjects are covered:

.1. Origins And foundations of popular culture.
2. . Analysis of social mobility.
3. 'Leisure and popular, culture.
4. Promotion of cultural activities and relevant teaching methods..

Comsnunity.deyelopment and TV clubs,..S.

6. 0. Methods and techniques of community 4velopment.

to

Theory classes specially designed to rief leaders on possible activities within TV clubs are also
held on the following topics:

1.k. The theatre and TV clubs.ism
2.

/T
cinema and TV clubi.

3. Music and TV clubs.
.4. Television and popular education.
S. Popular art,
6. Subsidised group travel.

Practical classes

C2

As well as the theory classes there are numerous activities of g practical nature which Include the
following features:

_ 8
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This involves an analysis. of television programmes providing subjects for discussion. into which a
whole range of socialreconomic, political, cultural and other questions can be channelled,

2, Arrangement of a drama evening

This is done. by course members themselves and consists of reading a play, followed iiy discussiOn
in which practical information can be given on hoW to put on a simple play (prodiction, choice of:

works, direction, stage design, cost, etc).

3. A film forum,

A session on how to organise musical evenings in TV clubs.

5, A practical class of introduction to audio- visual Fundament, its use and its maintenance.

6. General knowledge classes on rural hygiene and first aid for the sick and in used.

Outlines of these classed are sent to course Members hi advance. Audio-Visual material;
especially slides and documentaries, relating to the subject matter are used in thec,theory. classes; ° Tape
recordings are also used for the experimental drama and the musical evening.

Working groups

The course includes 'two hours a day of group work or small seminars on a range of subjects freely
selected by course memben. The.working groups' conclusions are read and discussed silt general "forum".

List year the coursewas run' successfully on the lines described above, but certain improvements
have been made in regard to the timetable, the length of talks and the utilisation of audio-visual
material, However, the content of the course has not changed. A survey is in fact carried out at every
course to obtain a direct assessment of its value; all such surveys have yielded very positive results and
for this reason'the programme has retained more or less the same form.

A file containing the following documents Is distributed to all course members:

- Origins and foundations of popular culture.
- Social change, leisure and popular culture.
- Television and popular education.
- Promotion of cultural activities and relevanteaching methods,

Methodology of the TV club. ,,

- Community development and TV clubs.
Methods and techniques of community development.

- Music and TV clubs.
- Drama and TV clubs.
- Introduction to rural hygiene.
- Health education and TV clubs.
- Subsidised group travel.
- The people and culture, by j Folliet.

Trivel promotion.
- Popular education groups and audio-visual techniques (UNESCO).

(.1

Complete collections of slides on the art and crafts of the regions represented on the course were
used, the material beinl.suppliedby the ministry's photographic archives.

Twelve full-length films have been used for the "film forum" sessions,

inthe practical classes on "Music and TV clubs" and "Drama and TV clubs'', tape recordings jot.
audio-visual presentations of these subjects have also been used.

ti

:0
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b. On. the borderlines between school education and further education in France, there are schemes to
train staff In the use of these communication techniques, both in schools and outside schools with adults, in
the new towns being built under regional planning schemes, Their responsibilities often include both the
production and use of audio-visual media.

OFRATEME in.France has devised a continuous training programme for this new type of teacher.

The opening course of this programme took place in 1972,, It lasted 5 days and was arranged as
follows:

Tuesday 9. 30 am: Introduction of staff and course members discussion designed to:
establish the needs felt by participants;
review the, various aids which may be available to teachers
and instructors and establish the complementary or substitutory

. roles.Of these aids in the light of their functions;
. present to course members an electro- mechanical theme on

the basis of which (by applied analylds. of content) a training
process will be worked out with the trial inclusion of several

- aids or techniques (cf below).
2. 30 pm: ReView of training - and this course in particular - in the context

of the development Of the "Fos sur. Mer protect" and inrelation.to
foreseeablu asks, seen in relation to the growth of the unit credit
system, to patterns and conditions of permanent education and
to the trend towards individualised training and selfinstruotion.

Wednesday 9.30 am: itesumptioi of the Work begun on Tuesday morning in the light
of Tuesday afternoon work.

. Planning of the rest of thecourse in the liglJof conclusions reached.

J.

On this basis, as part f the training process, a 'study will be made fromNiednesday afternoon to
Saturday afternoon (7 sess ons) of opportunities, arrangenients and motivations for the use of:

- printing techniques -(type-setting, printing, layout, choice of type, etc);
slide /tape presentation;

- the mini studio (video-tape recorder and camera);
- programmed learning. 9

0

. The aids and techniques studied at the first course have been selected as a result of preliminary
talks.

Different studies on the same theme using different aids or different themes using the same aids,
may be considered.

During course no. 1 a demonstration of the CCTV studio,,and a presentation by the individual
programme presenter, will also take place.

In any event, arrangements for a- "follow-up" will be made as soon as course no. 1 is over.

c. As our last example, we shall take a nation-wide, systematic and long-term scheme covering one
sector of education: teacher training.

Under the With Plan, the Ecoles Normales d'Instituteurs in France should all be equipped with
clased-Circuit television by 1974 -75. In some cases heavy equipment is involved (esp.% illy In the
EcOles Normales Academiques), but usually the equipment is lighter.

The installation of such equipment was unthinkable Without retraining a number of teachers at
different levels to prevent the use of CCTV being merely an expensive prestige operation for self-.
contemplation or the contemplation of others. This meant training themin modern techniques of group
observation either live or recorded on video-tape; self-observation, observation grids, micro - teaching, etc.
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This appropriate Inspectorate of the Ministry of National Education accordingly 1mi:eked a 'wide-

ranging, long4eni: training programme drawing upon the skill efforts of OFRATEME and the Audio-Visual
Centre of the Ecole Normale SuptIrieure of Saint -Cloud using their terms,

As an initial stage, all the directors of Ecoles Normales attended one of the 3 oneweek courses
arranged for them. The programme was as follows: .

Monday Introduction,
Presentation of 4 workshops selected for these courses. .

Far nation of 3.groups to attend these 4 workshops in rotation.

Methodological research on analysis Of teacher behaviour
recorded by CCTV or on film.

Contribution of schools radio /television programmes for the
updating ofieaChers: live and recorded utilisation.

Contribution of psychology films to teadher training.

Use of a mobile television unit for observation 'of. teaching
situations. Problems of operating and utilising, a closed-
circuit. ;.

Group I - Workshop 1:

Group II - Workshop 2:

Workshop 3:.

GroupIll WorkshOP 4:

Tuesday - Wednesday - Thursday

Visits by participants in 3 equal groups to the following establishments in rotations

Group I - Workshop Ecole d'applicatiori.de Filles,' Versailles.
Group11 - Workshop 2 and .3: Centre Audio-Visual ENS 'Saint- Cloud.
Group - Workshop 4: OFRATEME.

-.frk_Lya 9.00-10.00 arn:
10.00-12:00 pm: and
2. 00 -6.00 pm:

Meeting of rapporteurs.
General discussion on topics and
problems 'liaised during the course.

These coursecin Pars: are now followed by courses in equipped Ecol
are intended for all the teaching staff of such establishments.

Here is an example of a course bringing togetherteachers from Ecoles Nom:ales for boys (ENG)/and
Ecoles Normalei for girls (ENF,) in the main town of an educatiOnal district.

O

O

ales and, where pu*nible,
0

Monday 2.150ms Start of the course: 'general introduction.
3.00 -6.00 pm: Description of their experiences by teachers, accounts of

problems they encounter (the choice of subjects, presenters,
and audio-visual material being made. entirely at local level).

. C
.

This opening session will provide the Joanne for the following sessions within the framework
described above, and in particular a co.ordinated selection of local materials and of materials from
outside sources can be made for subsequent work sessions.

1$

'(*
While this session is taking place two trainee teac rs (one male, one ,female) will be filmed in

a genuine teaching situation in two different classes.

Tuesday

ENF Premises

&AEA

(ENF-A 1/2 ENF course members; ENF-13 = 1/2
ENG -A == 1/2 ENG course members; ENG-9 = 1/2

9.00 am

Approaches to class!
rem-: observation

ma,terial and
material from outside
ROM k%).

ENF4

Systematic approach
to the teaching
applications of AV
material (Material
from outside sources).

F course mer abets)
E course members)

ENG Prenaies

ENG-A

Problems and
methods of
evaluation and
.nonitoring. Possible
separation into working
groups. it

ENG,I3

(In mini studio)
"mini studio" techniques,
camera, video-tape recorders
(sound and picture recording)
"rerecording". Possible separation
into working groups.
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Work of groups ENF-A and ENF-t reitersed.

2.00 pm

ENF-A + ENF-B

Training study of professional behaviour.
Exercises in self-observation.
Successive presentation of filming done
on Monday pm (in the presence of the 2
teachers concerned).
Possible separation into working groups.

.Wednesday

s

Work of groups ENG-A and ENG-B reversed.

;1,..

Same programme as Tuesday, with groups ENG-A and ENG -B changing over to the left of the
table and'groups ENF -A and ENF -B to the right.

On Tuesday and Wednesday an educational psYchologist (Ecole Noimale) will participate continuously
in work in each sector with the successive groups.

The 4 edUcational psychologists concerned will of course have attended the Monday afternoon session
(with the assessment feport on the course in view), .

Thugdya 9. 30-1.00 pm:
2. 30-6. 00 pm:

The question of disciplines and multidisciplinary groupings.
Pedagogic comparisons with 3 groups centered round the
following alscipliness
- natural sciences;

' - mathematics;
- humanities.

Interschool multidisciplinary working groups should be set up on these lines, taking accost of
course, of existing multidisciplinary team, in the Ecoles Normiles. An educational psychologist

t
ill.

follow the work of each of the three groups. (The 3 group leaders will arrive Wednesday afternoon to
complete preparations for the Thursday),

Fridayy . Meeting of all course
9.00-11.00 ems

11.00-1.00 pm:

.16

members ,

Prerequisites for the inclusion of multi-media material in
a learning strategy.
Preliminary general outline of a critical assessment of the
course. The final report will be drawn up by'a team inco-
operation wi,th the educational psychitlogists and in liaison'
with a representatiim of theoCentre Regional de Documentation
'imiagogique and one of OFRATEME.

Along with such courses, OFRATEME also provides a more technical course in Paris for certain
teachers and technicians to train them to use eqiiipment to good advantage. The courses usually cover
6 half-days with the following programme:

Tuesday 2.00 pm:

4,00 pm:

Wednesday, 9. 30am-12;30 pm:
2, 00.5.30 pm:

Thursday 9. 30atn -12. 30 pm:
2. 30-5. 30 pm: '

Opening meeting; discussion on problems encountered
by participants In their schools and colleges and adjustment
of the work schedule in the ,,light of this information.
Theory of sound and picture recording.

Practical work on CCTV.
Studio work,

Practical work on CCTV.
Utilisation of the episcope In teaching and production of
teaching materials.

( 1). '0
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frk_iya 9. 30am-12, 30 pm; Technical and practical problems of sound and picture

recording in the classroom.

. In addition to these series of national and regional courses, a seminar has just been started in Paris
at which, on 2 days a month, teaching staff responsible for CCTV training. in Ecoles Norma les meet specialists
from OFRATEME and the Saint -Cloud Audio-Visual Centre,

0

This kind of retraining schezhe, spread over 3 or 4 years and enabling observations, results and
criticisms to tle pooled, will undoubtedly' yield far-reaching positive results. and lead to the introduction
of lasting Improvements in teacher training through the use of new educational techniques,
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CONCLUSION COVI WAAL
v

Teacher training and retraining In the use of audio-visual techniques thus take many different .forms,
The present inventory is undoubtedly incomplete the moreCso because it haataken the form of case studies.
As it stands, it should at least serve to make teacher training staff think k-about the problem and, seek
solutions appropriate to national and local situations on the basis of the examples cited,

\
However, we cannot conclude this survey without mentioning the effective action and long-terM

results of meetings, talks and seminars *at an international level, in the forefront of which are thole organised
by the Council of Europe. Through their continuous, endeavours in this field on behalf of documentation,
co-production, the exchange. of material and comparative or joint research, its working parties have done
much o convince European authorities and educators of,the potential contributions of audio-visual media
t. teacher training.

Symposia such as the one held in Palma in 1.971 which. are attended by representatives of all
member countries, have done more to inform and convince than many books can, enabling experts to
expound, and, participants to discuss, for S days, the following ever topical subjects;.

- the use of audio-visual media in training colleges in the context of the clairoom; developments and
'future;

- the combined use of audio-visual media for individual or small group training; developments and future;
- the use of audio-visual media in the training of 'future, teachers in institutes;

i.7- the use of audio-visual media in the further training and in-service rraining of teachers;
- production and dissemination of audio-visual media for the initial and further training of teachers.

We shall end by expressing two hopes.

The first is that education authorities in every country will launch and pursue co-ordinated policies
for teacher training and, retraining in modern eduCational techniques, since they are almost invariably the'
spearhead of all educational innovations and serious reforms; The current spread of multi-Media systems
in schools and universities as well as in systems of education "at a distance" proves this, if proof be needed,

However, we should also like to see these national endeavours harmonised, supplemented and
enriched at an international level and we endorse the wishes expressed by the participants at the seminar
in Konstrnz, mentioned at the start of this report, who asked for:

"- the establishment.of a system for the exchange of information between bodies which are active in this
field in different countries;

- the Organisation at international level of working. parties to promote systematic courses of educational
technology in every country;
supranational studies for a profile of training needs forteachorS and specialists;
synchronisation of national and international activities in order to make more effete use of
intellectual and financial resources;

*1*

- international exchange of experts; :
*- a periodical summarifing the best articles published in national reviews and reports of national and

international symposet and seminars; a

- circulation of a sample collection of Media in use. "

.?)

Td these we would add our own wishes for:

- appropriate European radio and television programmes;
- the exchange of audio-visual materials and multi-media packages, produced for in-training of teachers

to new media and techniques;. ,*

- the coproduction of homogeneous series, of such documents and media, with every country making its
contribution and dubbing in its language the materials produced by other countries.

Only the pooling of national and international resources will make it possible to reach the hundreds
of thousands of European teachers quickly and train or retrain them effectively in the use of audio-visual

. techniques and modern educational media - dsphere in which, hitherto, training has been too brief,
and eptemerai.
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NOTE

0
1. The programmes of training and courses contaitted in this report were supplied by the organisations
concerned,

Many are drawn from 4 major documents and detailed references are given in the bibliography: .

- report on the seminar on training programmes for specialists in educational technoltigyi held
by the UNESCO Committee of the. Federal Republic of Germany at Konstanz in 1970

- list of courses on audio-Visual media run by the Educational Foundation for Visual Aids in
Great Britain;

- the two booklets:
.. programme of short courses
.. programme of one year courses and one, term courses for qualified teachers
published by tip Department of Education and Science in Great Britain.

2. While many Alning -programmes in different languages quoted as examples above have been
translated, the,deliberaaly concise bibliography for a work published in French and English, has had to'
be confined to these two languages.
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